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FOREWORD

N honest confession is good for the

soul." This book, while dealing with

artists, is in no sense a discussion of

art. That overworked word ** chiaro-

scuro " is not to be found (we believe) from title

to finis, while color values and relief effects are

left to other ponderous tomes upon the subject

which already exist. Instead, the present dis-

cussion aims to be discursive rather than critical.

Written from the viewpoint of an unprejudiced

outsider, it treats primarily of the picturesque

and human sides of its subjects. It is the men

themselves, as they emerge from boyhood, as

they work behind their easels, and as they mingle

with their friends, who interest us.

The casual reader has a rather hazy idea about

painters and painting. They are usually a people

and a field set apart, and not to be understood

by the "practical" bread-winners. Yet if you

[vii]



FOREWORD

scratch the skin of a painter you find a man

underneath,— and that is just what this volume

has tried to do ! It is therefore directed to the

reader rather than the critic— to the man who

avoids technical definition as he would the plague,

but who would be interested to know that once

upon a time Benjamin West was a little Quaker

boy in Pennsylvania, pulling fur out of the cat's

tail to make his first brushes.

A sop will be thrown to those critics, however,

who may take exception first of all to the title,

'' Famous Painters of America." American art

is still so young, comparatively, that objection

may be found to the use of the adjective at all

in this connection. Others may say that West,

the first painter considered, can hardly be called

American, as his artistic career belongs to Eng-

land ; while the same objection attaches to

Whistler, of the later school, or to Sargent, the

man of many lands.

Without attempting an elaborate defence—
even if such were needed— this book rests upon

the ground that true art is international. Genius

knows neither time nor place nor geographical

limitation. It can neither be explained nor pre-

dicted. The congenial art centers of Paris or

[ viii
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London may draw their votaries from the far-

thest corners of the world; yet that mysterious

gift of expression which sent them wandering

was drawn from their native soil.

And so, with the saving word "of" instead

of "in," the title must remain unchanged.

Each one of the men here depicted—^West,

Copley, Stuart, Inness, Vedder, Homer, La

Farge, Whistler, Sargent, Abbey, Chase, Alex-

ander, Weir and Hassam—^have not only pro-

duced something delBnite in the world of art, but

have also brought this contribution because

they were Americans. In whatever land they

may have labored, they have still by so much

advanced the cause of American art. And how

rapidly it has advanced in the past two or three

decades! Some of the above men now living

can testify within their own experience to the

overthrow of a foreign trade-mark, so to speak,

as a sine qua non of success. To-day, American

art rests upon its own foundation, and the best

work of our native sons is excelled by that of no

other nation. The terrible upheaval of the

European war will result in a still more definite

native progress until—who shall say?—our land

may yet be the artistic center of the world.

[ix]



FOREWORD

While the present list of "Famous Painters of

America" is Hmited to fourteen names, it is by

no means definitive. Others who have strong

claims for consideration may be found in a

general history of art, which this book does not

claim to be. Nevertheless, the ones here chosen

are broadly representative of the best in line and

color that our country has yet produced: and

while their work is not considered to the exclu-

sion of other noted names, it will always be

shown with the foremost examples of its period.

A research work of this nature is always in-

debted to books and periodicals which have gone

before; and to librarians, art directors, and per-

sonal friends who make the way easy—or diffi-

cult. The present author wishes to give full

acknowledgment of all such sources and aids.

He has appended a bibliography which gives a

list of books and articles freely consulted; and

he desires also to thank art directors in Boston,

New York, Philadelphia and Pittsburgh for

assistance and for permission to use various

pictures.

J.W.M.

National Artb Club, New York
June 1, 1916.
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Famous Painters

OF America

BENJAMIN WEST
THE PAINTER OF DESTINY

HAT is thee doing, Benjamin ?
"

A small boy turned in evident

confusion, and tried to conceal

some object on the far side of the

chair from his mother, who had suddenly entered

the room. Behind her came a younger woman,

and both stood looking quietly, but not unkindly,

down upon the child. They were dressed in the

severe garb of Quakers, and the humble room

seemed a fitting frame for the scene. The only

other occupants were the boy, — a timid, large-

eyed little fellow of six,— and an infant sleeping

in its low cradle.

; " Answer me ! What is thee doing, Benja-

min ? " said his mother, a second time.

1 [1]



FAMOUS PAINTERS OF AMERICA

" N—nothing," stammered the boy, coloring a

vivid red.

" Show me what is in thy hand
!

" she com-

manded more sharply ; and the lad, with evident

shrinking, obeyed. He expected a punishment,

no less, for the awful thing he had done.

His mother took the square of paper which he

tremblingly produced, and eyed it closely. It

contained nothing more than a crude drawing

done in red and black ink. She handed it over

to the younger woman with an exclamation

:

" Look, daughter ! I declare, he has made a

likeness of little Sally !

"

The young woman looked at the picture, and

then at the baby as it lay asleep.

" I believe that is whom it is intended for,"

she assented smilingly.

" Of course it is ! See the mouth, and the

eyes, and even the dimple ! Who showed thee

how to draw pictures, Benjamin ?

"

The boy, seeing no immediate punishment,

plucked up courage and replied, " Nobody ; I

just made it up."

Then, on being questioned more closely, he

said that while his mother and sister were out in

the garden, he had been seized with a desire to

copy the sleeping baby's face. He did n't know

[2]



BENJAMIN WEST

whether it was wrong or not, as he had never

heard of such a thing ; but he had hunted up the

ink and a quill pen, and there it was — and,

please, he didn't mean to do any harm.

His mother shook her head and smiled quietly

at her daughter.

" I do not know what the Friends would say

to such like," was all she said.

But from her tone the boy took heart, and re-

solved, come what may, to do other pictures, and

do them even better.

The above oft-repeated incident is given here

because it will always find place in any life-

story of the famous painter, Benjamin West ;

and also because it marks the first recorded in-

stance of the rise of native American art. Other

painters had worked from European models ; but

this boy of six years, in the backwoods of Penn-

sylvania, without pictures or models of any kind,

and in the uncongenial atmosphere of an early

Quaker home, had been impelled to produce

original work. From that time on, his advance

was definite, until he came to influence the art

world in two hemispheres ; and with his advent a

school of American painters became possible.

Benjamin West first saw the light of day near

the little town of Springfield, Chester County,

[3]



FAMOUS PAINTERS OF AMERICA

Pennsylvania, October 10, 1738.^ His family

on both sides came of good stock, and stood

well in the community ; they had been among

the earliest adherents to the Quaker faith. His

mother's father had been a close friend of Wil-

liam Penn and accompanied him to America.

But in this frontier settlement, where all were

expected to work with their hands, and where

his father, John West, kept a small store, the

boy did not escape the hardships of pioneer days.

He was the youngest member of a large family,

where there was much to do.

At the age of seven, Benjamin was started in

school. It was not long after the incident of the

baby's portrait, the first of many rude sketches,

and the boy doubtless smuggled more than one

drawing between the pages of his spelling-book,

there to be gloated over, or perchance finished,

while he should have been doing something else.

The town of Springfield lay hard by a prime-

val forest, and Indians often came that way to

visit and trade with the settlers. They were all

on friendly terms with the Quakers, as indeed

they had remained ever since the treaty with

1 The old birth-house still stands, on what is now the campus of

Swarthmore College, Swarthmore, Pa. A tablet marks the house,

and a movement is now on foot to erect a monument there to the

painter's memory.

[4]



BENJAMIN WEST

Penn. The school-boys were great friends with

these natives, and would try to talk with them

by signs and broken words. They would show

them their books and slates, or perhaps trade

a string of beads for a bow and arrows. One
day Benjamin West, then eight years old, showed

them some of his drawings of small birds and

flowers. The Indians were highly pleased, and

gathered around him with grunts of amusement

and approval.

** Here !
" said one of them, who could speak a

little English. And he gave the boy a bit of red

and yellow pigment, such as they used in adorn-

ing their own bodies.

Benjamin was delighted. He ran home breath-

less, exclaiming, " Mother, mother ! see what

I 've got
!

"

The red and yellow coloring gave his mother

an idea. From her washtub she supplied him

with a piece of indigo, for blue, and thus he had

all three of the primary colors. This brought

him face to face with another need : he had no

brush. He tried feathers and soft-wood brushes,

but they would not answer. He must have hair.

Then, in a fateful moment (for the other party),

his father's pet cat entered the room. Benjamin

seized upon her without remorse, and clipped

[5]



FAMOUS PAINTERS OF AMERICA

some superfluous fur from the tip of her tail.

The improvised brush worked well, but did not

last long. More hair was needed, and soon the

tail was depleted. Benjamin felt compelled to

pull bits of fur out of the cat's back, despite her

strenuous objections.

One day his father happened to notice poor

puss's altered appearance.

" What is the matter with Grimalkin ? " he

asked. " Has some one been scalding her ?

"

None of the family seemed to know anything

about it. Mrs. West thought the cat must have

the mange, and suggested that she be put out of

her misery. When Benjamin saw his pet thus

threatened, he confessed that he had used her fur

to make paint-brushes. His father was a stern

man, but the humor of the thing struck him

first. He laughed loud and long, but told Ben-

jamin to leave Grimalkin's coat alone henceforth.

Not long after this a relative of the fam-

ily, Mr. Pennington, a Philadelphia merchant,

chanced to see some of these first rough paint-

ings, with improvised brush and colors. He
found great promise in them, and told Benjamin's

father, privately, not to discourage a gift which

seemed clearly born with the boy. He did more

than this ; for when he returned to Philadelphia

[6]



BENJAMIN WEST

he sent Benjamin a complete painting outfit, —
colors, brushes, and canvas, — and a set of six

engravings by Gravelot. One can hardly imag-

ine the boy's delight on receiving these things.

" Heretofore," says Gait, his biographer, " he had

not so much as seen pictures other than those he

himself had made."

The first day after the outfit was received,

Mrs. West supposed that Benjamin was at school

as usual. But learning that he had not been

seen there she instituted a search in the after-

noon, and presently found him up in the attic

hard at work with his new paints and canvas.

She was on the point of punishing him, when

she saw that he had combined two of the Grave-

lot subjects into a composition of his own, and

so charmingly that she was amazed. Clasping

him in her arms, her repressed Quaker training

was forgotten, as she exclaimed, " Oh, thou won-

derful child !

"

The picture was left just as it was, his mother

declaring that another touch would spoil it.

Sixty-seven years later. Gait says he had

the gratification to see this piece in the same

room with the famous painter's great canvas,

" Christ Kejected," as an interesting note of com-

parison, when West himself said of it that " there

[71



FAMOUS PAINTERS OF AMERICA

were inventive touches of art in his first and

juvenile essay, which, with all his subsequent

knowledge and experience, he had not been able

to surpass."

On his next visit to Springfield, Mr. Penning-

ton was so delighted with the progress of his

young kinsman that he took him to Philadelphia.

His first sight of what was then the greatest city

in America greatly impressed the boy, who was

allowed to roam at will along the wharves or

through the busy streets. But the chief interest

of this visit centered in an acquaintance which

he made with a professional painter named Wil-

liams. He was shown a picture which the artist

had just completed, and he paused spellbound.

It was the first specimen of original work by an-

other which he had ever seen. His keen appre-

ciation so impressed Williams that he loaned the

boy some books by Fresnoy and Richardson on

the subject of painting. It was then that West
determined in his own heart to become a painter,

come what might.

Not long after this he obtained the first money

from the exercise of his art. He had obtained

some new poplar boards, of smooth, white sur-

face, from a cabinet-maker, and upon these he

made drawings in ink, chalk, and charcoal. They

[8]



BENJAMIN WEST

were seen by two gentlemen of the neighbor-

hood, who comphmented him on his work. One
bought several of them, giving him a dollar for

each ; while the other presented him with the

means to purchase artist's materials. These were

his first public patrons, and we may be sure that

the boy's ideas of future greatness must have

caused his parents an uneasy shake of the head.

About a year after this time we find young

West doing his first portrait work. Through

mutual friends, he was invited to make a visit to

the home of a Mr. Ross, a lawyer in Lancaster,

there to paint likenesses of Mrs. Ross, a very

beautiful woman, and her children. He finished

these portraits so successfully that he came into

general notice and soon began to receive other

outside orders. Among others he painted the

portrait of a wealthy retired gunsmith, William

Henry, who liked the work, but who remarked

that " if A^ could paint as well he would not waste

his time on portraits, but would devote it to his-

torical subjects, such as the Death of Socrates,

which would show the moral effect of painting."

The shrewdness of the remark was not lost

upon West, but he was forced to confess that he

knew little of history, and nothing at all about

Socrates.

[9]
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" You do not mean to say so ! " exclaimed the

gunsmith ; and he turned to his own well se-

lected library, opened a copy of Plutarch, and

read the story he had suggested to the boy. It

so appealed to his imagination that he at once

began work on the subject. When it was fin-

ished it proved an excellent advertisement for

him in Lancaster, and also turned to direct ad-

vantage ; for Dr. Smith, Provost of the College

at Philadelphia, chanced to see the picture. He
found great promise in it, and after talking with

the young artist he offered to oversee his educa-

tion, not only along classical lines, but in other

branches which were requisite for a painter.

The offer was gratefully accepted. West had

a brother-in-law in Philadelphia, Mr. Clarkson,

who invited him to make his home there while

attending college. In this instance, as in very

many others during West's career, it seemed as

if his affairs were governed by a beneficent spirit.

We shall notice how continually his way was

made easy, and the " divinity that shaped his

ends," shaped them to the highest development

of his genius.

Benjamin pursued his college studies with

avidity, revelling at will among the histories and

mythologies of the library, and being allowed to

[10]
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pursue almost any course he pleased by the in-

dulgent provost, who saw in him a future great

painter who must be fostered. Such a desultory

course of study did not teach him how to spell,^

though it may have taught him how to paint.

He studied so closely that his health suffered

from the unaccustomed hours of bodily inaction,

and at one time he was confined to his room by

an illness. His eyes, also, had become strained,

and he was compelled to remain in a darkened

room.

One day while lying on his bed he saw a white

cow moving along the wall ; but it was upside

down. He pinched himself to make sure he was

awake, and the next time his sister came in he

told her of the strange sight.

" You must have been dreaming," was the

reply.

" No, no ! look there, on the wall now !

" ex-

claimed Benjamin, pointing to another inverted

picture which he saw.

His sister saw nothing, and supposed that

Benjamin was delirious.

The truth was, the boy's eyes had grown so

accustomed to the gloom that they had expanded

1 The irreverent second generation spoke of West as the only Presi-

dent of the Royal Academy who could not spell correctly.

[11]
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something like a cat's. On being left alone

again, he perceived a ray of light coming through

a knot-hole in the window-shutter ; and his active

mind at once grasped the fact that these inverted

images represented real objects passing by in the

street. He had, indeed, stumbled upon the se-

cret of the camera obscura.

When he had recovered his health he set about

developing his discovery, and mentioned its prin-

ciples to Williams, the painter, only to learn

that he had been anticipated in the idea : it was

called a " camera," and Williams himself had re-

cently received a complete one from England.

West was surprised at this news, and his feelings

were mingled between disappointment that some

one had forestalled him, and gratification that he

had, at least, found a great secret for himself.

Meanwhile the question of the boy's future

had aroused considerable anxiety in his Quaker

home. We must recall again the severe sim-

plicity of these early followers of George Fox

;

their distrust of pictures and ornaments of any

kind, and their disregard of books other than the

Bible. That one of their number should elect to

become a painter of worldly pictures seemed to

them incomprehensible. But Benjamin's parents

had long grown accustomed to his peculiarities,

[12]
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and they represented to others, in the httle

meeting-house, that the talent for painting was

truly a gift of God, and therefore they should

not discourage it. Gait devotes a good deal of

space to this Quaker meeting where Benjamin's

fate was decided. But, in brief, the cause of

painting won, and Benjamin returned to Phila-

delphia to begin his life work, with the blessing

of his parents and the approval of his friends.

He was then in his seventeenth year.

From this time until his twenty-first year he

lived with his brother-in-law in Philadelphia, de-

voting his days to portrait painting, and continu-

ing his studies under Dr. Smith in the evenings.

He charged five pounds for a full-length, and

half as much for a bust portrait. Always he

lived frugally, in the hope of one day going to

Europe. It was this consideration which finally

induced him to remove to New York. He knew
no one there, and his surroundings were not at

all congenial, but by making the move he could

— and did — charge twice his apprenticeship

rates in Philadelphia. He was now, in a word,

a full-fledged painter.

Still, he never lost sight of his dream of

foreign study, and with every shilling he saved,

the day of sailing came that much nearer. Here

[13]
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again we see the shining of West's lucky star. A
ship-load of grain was being despatched to Leg-

horn, and the agent in charge, a Mr. Allen, de-

cided to send his son abroad on this voyage.

Dr. Smith heard of the plan, and at once put in

a plea that Benjamin West be allowed to go also.

He represented that West would prove the best

of companions for young Allen, and that the

trip would thus be safer, more pleasant, and

more profitable. Mr. Allen saw the sense of

the suggestion, and invited West to share his

son's passage. Needless to say, there were two

travelling kits on deck, and two bright-faced

youths that bright morning in early summer,

17G0, when the ship weighed anchor and set

sail for Italy.

If this were a formal life of West, a new chap-

ter would properly begin here ; for the voyage

to Italy marks an epoch in his life. He had

not only emerged from boyhood into manhood
;

he had exchanged the New World for the Old.

Henceforth, it is Mr. West, the JEuropean artist,

with whom biographies of reference have to deal.

Though he did not know it at the time, he was

bidding his home and America farewell forever.

New scenes and broader fields lay just beyond.

[14]



BENJAMIN WEST

The first Old World city which West reached

was Rome ; and if he viewed these ancient ruins

with eager attention it was scarcely warmer than

the interest which he himself excited. He had

brought with him — his most valuable asset —
letters of introduction to several prominent men
in Rome, a city much frequented by English-

men, and the news of his impending arrival had

already been received. Here was a young man,

fresh from the wilds of America, a member of a

queer religious sect, who had begun painting as a

child prodigy, and who was now come to study

art, — such was the way they of Rome viewed

the matter. America was still looked upon by

many as a barbarous country, infested with sav-

ages ; and this opinion explains the interest

aroused by W^est in Italy, and gives point to the

following anecdote

:

On the day of West's arrival in Rome, a recep-

tion was being given in one of the foremost

circles. One of the guests, a Mr. Robinson

(afterwards Lord Grantham), called on West at

his hotel, and, on being shown his letters of in-

troduction, insisted on taking the young artist

with him to the reception, saying, that he would

meet several of the gentlemen there, as well as

other people he needed to know.

[15]
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West's appearance at the reception made the

sensation of the evening. Of good figure, clear,

healthful complexion, and large, searching eyes,

his plain garb and frankly interested attitude in-

stantly commanded general attention.

" Oh, that 's the young artist from America !

"

was the low murmur which passed here and

there in a buzz round the room.

Among other prominent people present was

the aged Cardinal Albani, who, though blind,

still held place as a critic and patron of arts and

letters. It was said that he was still a connois-

seur of medals and intaglios by reason of his ex-

quisite sense of touch. West was duly presented

to the Cardinal by Mr. Robinson, who stated that

he was an American.

"Is he black or white ? " asked the Cardinal,

who evidently thought the young artist must be

an Indian.

" He is very fair," replied Mr. Robinson.

'• What ! is he as fair as I am ? " exclaimed

Albani, in a surprised tone.

Now the old Cardinal was particularly swarthy,

even for an Italian, and West was quite pale ; so

the humor of the remark amused West greatly,

when it was translated to him. Indeed, it was

caught up and passed all over Rome as a hon-mot.

[16]
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" As fair as the Cardinal " became the standard

of comparison.

Another fehcitous story is told of West's first

days at Rome. The artistic colony took him up

as a sort of unique fad. They were, in fact, par-

ticularly interested in seeing how the eternal city,

with its rare art treasures, would appeal to a new

mind absolutely untrammelled by tradition. A
small party of them escorted him to the Vatican,

and then to the Belvidere Palace, where, as a

piece de resistance, they halted him before the

Apollo. The statue was protected by a case so

arranged that the folding-doors could be opened

out at once and the Apollo exposed to view.

When West saw it he stood breathless.

" He is like a Mohawk warrior !
" was his low

exclamation.

When the remark was repeated, and the other

artists found that he had compared their cher-

ished bit of sculpture to a naked Indian savage,

they were at first inclined to resent it. But West
hastened to explain that the Indian warriors were

noted for their perfection of form, due to their

constant exercise and free use of their limbs.

" Many a time I have seen a Mohawk poised

thus, in the act of speeding an arrow from its

bow," he ended.

t
L
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The explanation mollified the others, who
allowed that he had given an original bit of

criticism.

When West first beheld the works of Raphael

and Michelangelo he was disappointed, and

frankly admitted his feeling. The " Moses" of

Michelangelo he liked best, but he seemed to

find the human quality deficient in that artist's

frescoes. It required prolonged study on his

part— as it has on the part of many later visit-

ors— to recognize the inner merits of these two

great masters.

Mr. Robinson, his first visitor and friend,

proved to be also his first patron. He sat for a

portrait, which proved successful. It was shown

to Raphael Mengs, one of the foremost painters

in Rome, who praised the work and gave West
some excellent criticism both then and after-

wards. By his advice West copied several of

the old masters. He also departed from his

portrait work to the extent of composing one

classical group, " Cymon and Iphigenia," and be-

ginning another, " Angelica and Medora."

When the news of West's flattering reception

and brilliant beginning reached America, his

friends were delighted. Mr. Allen, indeed, was

so enthusiastic ttiat ne told Governor Hamilton,
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of Pennsylvania, about the young artist ; adding

that it would be a shame if he were prevented

from continuing his studies abroad through lack

of funds. He ended :

" I regard this young man as an honor to our

country ; and as he is the first that America

has sent to cultivate the fine arts, he shall not

be frustrated in his studies. I have resolved

to give him, myself, whatever money he may
require."

" I think exactly as you do, sir," replied the

Governor ;
" but you shall not have all this honor

to yourself. I beg to be allowed to share it

with you."

When West went to his bankers to draw a

modest ten pounds to eke out a few weeks' longer

stay, the banker handed him a letter, saying,

" Here is something which I think will interest

you, sir."

West opened it. It was an order on the

banker to extend him unlimited credit ! Tears

of gratitude welled up in his eyes. He was thus

enabled to spend three years in Italy, which were

profitably divided among travel, study, and work,

though a serious illness of eleven months handi-

capped him to some extent.

He made numerous acquaintances, which were
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later of benefit, and he was elected to member-

ship in the Art Academies at Bologna, Parma,

and Florence.

And now we must pass on to the third chapter

of " our hero's " life story, — his arrival in Eng-

land, which, although he did not foresee it at the

time, was to become his home henceforth. He
paused but a short time in France, on his way

north, as the Peace of 1763 had but recently

been declared, and Englishmen were not held in

great favor.

It was August, 1763, when Benjamin West
reached London, — a fairly matured young man
of twenty-five. George, third of the name, was

then on the throne, and the first murmurings

of discontent were being heard from far-away

America. In Parliament might be found such

men as Pitt, Fox, Burke, and Walpole ; while

the coffee-houses were fi:equented by that famous

coterie headed by the redoubtable Dr. Johnson,

and which came to include Goldsmith, Garrick,

Gibbon, Burke, Sheridan, and others, — not to

forget that assiduous biographer, who hauled

himself to fame on the tail of the Doctor's kite.^

Sir Joshua Reynolds, England's foremost painter

of his day, also belonged to this group ; while,

1 Boswell was introduced to Johnson in 1763.
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outside of London, Thomas Gainsborough still

wielded his magic brush.

Such was the England of West's day, and he

was gradually to form profitable friendships with

some of these immortals, notably with the King

himself. But not to anticipate the course of

events, when the young painter reached London

his fortunate star was still in the ascendant. Ru-

mors of his romantic career had preceded him.

He had the faculty of winning friends, and sev-

eral warm letters followed him from Italy. More-

over the three most influential of his American

allies, Mr. Allen, Provost Smith, and Governor

Hamilton, were all in London at the time, and

in position to bring him at once to the front.

He was urged to send some of his work to the

Spring Gardens Exhibition ^ early in the succeed-

ing year, and he complied by sending the two

classical canvases upon which he had worked in

Italy, together with a portrait. So well had the

young prodigy been advertised, that this resulted

in an immediate inrush of orders, which placed

him upon an independent footing. He had
" found " himself, and was now so confident of

the future, that when Lord Rockingham offered

him seven hundred pounds a year to undertake

1 The annual salon of the Associated Artists at this time,
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a series of historical subjects, the offer was

refused.

Another result of his success in England was

to decide West against returning to America.

We can scarcely wonder at this decision when

we compare colonial America and its necessarily-

poor support of the arts, with polished England

of that prosperous day. But West by no means

lost interest in his home country, and throughout

his long career was ever ready to help ambitious

artists from America. Indeed, his influence upon

the early art-life of this country was profound.

There is one personal detail of this early period

which Gait, his devoted biographer, omits, —
strangely enough, as he obtained his facts largely

from West's own lips. It relates to the painter's

marriage. In his college days at Philadelphia,

West had fallen in love with Elizabeth Shewell,

to whom he had been introduced by his friend,

" Mad " Anthony Wayne. Miss Shewell came

of good English stock, but was now an orphan,

living with her brother, a wealthy merchant of

Philadelphia. This brother was an obstinate

man who sternly forbade an engagement be-

tween the young people. He could not counte-

nance the suit of an impecunious artist ; for, in

all his experience, he knew of none of such

[ 22]
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calling who could support a family in comfort.

Nevertheless, after West went abroad he man-

aged to keep up a correspondence with the young

lady, and she bravely waited until the fates

should be auspicious.

After West had been in London for nearly

two years, and his position as one of the foremost

painters of the day was secure, he wrote asking

his father to come to England. He also wrote

to Miss Shewell, telling of his father's proposed

sailing, and saying that if she and her maid could

come on the same ship with him they could be

married as soon as she reached London. The

plan was in fair way to being worked finely,

when her brother discovered the letter. He at

once locked her in her room until the vessel

should have sailed. But he did not know that it

was useless to go against's West's " lucky star,"

especially when backed by Cupid. Three of

West's friends were informed of the predicament,

and they at once constituted themselves the dei

eoo machina. They procured a small rope-ladder,

which was given to Miss Shewell's maid ; and

she smuggled it into the locked room under

the folds of her petticoat. The flounced styles

of those days lent themselves well to this

device I
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Meanwhile the saihng day arrived, and the

vessel weighed anchor and dropped down the

river, without Miss Shewell. But that night

an upper window was cautiously raised, the

rope-ladder descended, and two feminine figures

crept gingerly down. When they had reached

solid earth, the three conspirators hustled them

into a waiting coach, got in with them, and the

coach was driven rapidly in the direction of the

river. However, their adventures were not yet

over, for the driver lost his way, and they blun-

dered around all night before reaching their des-

tination, a point some distance do^\Ti the river.

But they found the brig awaiting them as

per agreement,— generous captain !— and the

voyage across with Mr. West, senior, was made

without accident in the then good time of twenty-

eight days. Three days later (September 2, 1765),

the young couple were married at the church of

St. Martin's-in-the-Fields, the Strand.

It may add interest to this romantic episode

to mention the names of the three conspirators.

They were : Francis Hopkinson, later a signer of

the Declaration of Independence, and WTiter of

note ; William White, who was to become the

first Bishop of the Episcopal Church in America

;

and Benjamin Franklin.
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Although West speedily found himself the

fashion in London, his artistic difficulties were by

no means over. He could find plenty of portrait

work to do, but his desires set in strongly for

historic, classic, or religious groups, and for these

there was no market, — the reason being that

such canvases were too large for private homes,

and the churches did not welcome them, as " sa-

voring of popery." It is true that a few of the

smaller churches finally gave him commissions

;

but the Bishop of Saint Paul's became indignant

at the mere proposal of an altar-piece for that

cathedral.

In the meanwhile West had found a valuable

patron among the clergy in the person of Arch-

bishop Drummond, who tried, in fact, to raise an

endowment fund of three thousand pounds, to

enable the artist to work untrammelled ; but the

subscription fell through. Drummond, however,

was of far greater service in presenting West to

the King. The Archbishop had himself com-

missioned West to paint " Agrippina landing

with the Ashes of Germanicus " ; and he now
praised both picture and painter in such warm
terms that the King was induced to send for

them both.

We can imagine the warm glow of excitement
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with which West heard the tidings that he was

summoned to a royal interview.

" What sort of a person is his Majesty ? " he

asked.

" His Majesty is a young man of great sim-

pUcity and candor," was the reply ;
" sedate in his

affections, scrupulous in forming private friend-

ships, but when he has taken any attachment not

easily swayed from it."

George the Third was, in fact, immensely

popular with the people, because of his simple

kindliness and approachableness. It is interest-

ing to compare this contemporary opinion of him

with that voiced a hundred years later by the keen

student, Thackeray :
" King George's household

was a model of an English gentleman's household.

It was early ; it was kindly ; it was charitable ; it

was frugal ; it must have been stupid." And
again :

" Their Majesties [the King and Queen]

were very sociable potentates ; and the Court

Chronicler tells of numerous visits which they

paid to their subjects, gentle and simple ; with

whom they dined ; at whose great country-houses

they stopped ; or at whose poorer lodgings they

affably partook of tea and bread and butter."

The King received the young painter from his

rebellious Colonies as graciously as if he had

[ 26
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been prime minister, — perhaps more so ! — pre-

sented him to the Queen, and was kind enough

to say that he hked the "Agrippina." Indeed,

he suggested a new subject for the artist, saying :

" The Archbishop made one of his sons read

Tacitus to Mr. West, but 1 will read Livy to

him myself— that part where he describes the

departure of Regulus."

He was as good as his word ; and upon West
declaring the subject excellent for a painting,

the King at once gave him a commission for it.

When " The Departure of Regulus " was com-

pleted, the King ordered a series of similar sub-

jects, and finally commanded West to decorate

the royal chapel at Windsor.

Here, however, the old subject of religious

pictures was revived. The King himself had

been opposed to decorating Saint Paul's ; and

while he saw no impropriety in so treating a pri-

vate chapel, the choice of subjects proved vexa-

tious. Finally a list was drawn up and submitted

to various church prelates, and certain subjects

were approved.

" These, even a Quaker might contemplate

with edification," said one of the Bishops, with a

covert sneer.

The King at once took up the cudgels with
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that frankness which made him so generally liked

as a man,— albeit he made many blunders as a

monarch.

" The Quakers are a body of Christians for

whom I have a high respect," he said. " But for

the obligation of birth, I would be a Quaker

myself."

From this time on, West did comparatively

little portrait work, but devoted himself to the

Windsor chapel decorations and the large his-

torical canvases. His position as a very great man
was assured. The King made him court painter

and gave him a salary of one thousand pounds a

year, in addition to purchasing separate pictures.

West opened an extensive salon, with lofty gal-

leries suitable for displaying the heroic figures

and groups ; and here he was visited by the fore-

most men of that brilliant day. Here, also,

—

it is pleasant to think,— he received younger

artists, especially if they were his countrymen,

with every sympathy and kindness. Success

had not turned his head, though it may have

given him the necessary conceit in his own

abilities.

We cannot dwell upon the later years of

West's career as closely as upon the formative

period. Indeed it is not necessary for present
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purposes : it would show chiefly a record of great

commissions and busy days, such as might be

expected of a famous painter who was moreover

the King's favorite. However, two other note-

worthy occurrences must be cited, as showing

the painter's originahty and influence.

A very few years before (in 1758) the memo-
rable battle before Quebec had been fought by

Wolfe and Montcalm, to decide whether Can-

ada should be English or French. The subject

appealed to West strongly, and he mentioned it

to the King. The latter, however, was dubious,

and contented himself with saying that he would

look at the picture when it was completed. Noth-

ing discouraged, West set at once to work on the

canvas. He had it roughly mapped out when, one

day. Archbishop Drummond visited the studio
;

and the prelate was shocked to find that the fig-

ures were not to be draped classically, but would

be depicted in costumes like those they actually

wore.

We of to-day, especially laymen, cannot ap-

preciate how revolutionary was this idea. Till

then, art in England had closely followed

classic models, even to the extent of employing

Greek garments for figures of any period. It

was the same idea which had kept the drama
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fettered in a like fashion, until Shakespeare

boldly disregarded the " three unities."

The Archbishop endeavored to dissuade West
from his rash project ; and, failing to do so, he

went to Sir Joshua Reynolds and enlisted his aid.

Reynolds also remonstrated, and was listened to

with respect, but West declared that he must

complete the picture on the lines laid out. The

matter created a great furore and much adverse

comment among the artist's colony. It even

came to the ears of the King, who questioned

West about it.

" May it please your Majesty," replied the

court painter, straightforwardly, " the subject I

have to represent is a great battle fought and

won, and the same truth which gives law to the

historian should rule the painter. If, instead of

the facts of the action, I introduce fictions, how
shall I be understood by posterity ? The classic

dress is certainly picturesque, but by using it I

shall lose in sentiment what I gain in external

grace. I want to mark the time, the place, and

the people ; and to do this I must abide by

truth."

The answer seemed so sensible that the King

interposed no farther objections. But the adverse

criticism prevented him from buying the picture,
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which went to Lord Grosvenor. When it was

completed, Reynolds came again to see it and

studied it with great care. After an interval he

seized the painter by both hands, exclaiming

warmly

:

" You have conquered. West ! I retract my
objections : the subject is treated as it ought to

be treated. I foresee that this picture will not

only become one of the most popular, but will

occasion a revolution in art."

The predictions were abundantly fulfilled. As
for King George, when he heard of the picture's

success, he said :
" There ! I am cheated out of a

fine canvas by listening to other people. But

you shall make a copy of it for me."

The other event with which A¥est is associ-

ated, and which proved of quite as great service

to art, was the founding of the Royal Academy.

There had been a society of " Incorporated Art-

ists," which had grown out ofthe " Spring Gardens

Exhibitions," and whose only purpose was origi-

nally to foster these annual exhibits. West be-

came a director in the society. But as its funds

increased, jealousies and quarrels arose over their

expenditure. W^est, Reynolds, and several others,

were disgusted and resigned from the society.

West then broached a subject to the King, which
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met with the latter's favor : It was that a na-

tional organization for the promotion of art

be formed, under the patronage of the King

himself

The idea was of just the sort which appealed

to the royal taste and vanity ; but his Majesty

stipulated that the new society must show suffi-

cient strength and enthusiasm from the outset

to justify his favoritism. The full membership

was to be forty, but to obtain the right members

seemed at first a difficult matter. Many artists

were pessimistic about the need of such a society,

as well as discouraged by the previous experience.

But gradually name after name was added to the

list and a meeting was appointed. The night

came, and the small attendance was ominous

of failure. The hour was growing late, and nei-

ther West nor Reynolds had appeared ; when at

the last moment the door opened and the two

walked in together amid great applause. West
had, in fact, spent the evening in persuading

Reynolds to throw his influence with the new

movement.

Thus was organized the Royal Academy.

Reynolds was elected the first president ; and

the first exhibition was given in 1 768. Twenty-

four years later, when Reynolds died, West war
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unanimously chosen president and held this

office, barring one year, until his death.

In brief, the greater part of West's life was an

unbroken series of successes and triumphs. But

toward his old age, it is sad to note, reverses

came. The first serious blow to him was in the

loss of the court patronage, due to the King's

derangement of mind. One day, without warn-

ing, he was told that the work on Windsor

Chapel must cease. He entered a protest, and

upon the King's temporarily regaining his mind.

West was again received with favor and told

to proceed with the paintings. But again the

monarch's insanity developed, and West's work

was permanently stopped.

The loss of this annual income and his com-

missions was a great blow to the painter finan-

cially, but out of the misfortune came some of his

greatest canvases. He had been asked to con-

tribute something in behalf of the Pennsylvania

Hospital at Philadelphia.

" I have no ready money, since my royal com-

missions have ceased," he answered frankly, " but

I will gladly contribute a painting to the worthy

cause."

It was like the Apostle's answer, " Silver and

gold have I none
;

" and in the same way was
3 [33]
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productive of healing. For West at once began

work upon his great subject, " Christ Heahng the

Sick,"— perhaps, with his " Death of Wolfe,"

the most famous of his canvases. The painting

was very large, containing over one hundred

figures, and when completed elicited wide atten-

tion. West had intended sending it to the

Hospital to be used for exhibition purposes ; but

the British Institution offered him three thousand

guineas for it, a sum not to be refused. So he

made a copy of the canvas, with some changes,

for the Hospital. The replica proved to be a

great source of income, as it earned no less than

four thousand pounds the first year, from paid

admissions of sight-seers. This incident will

serve to show the world-wide reputation the

painter had achieved at this time.

He was held in high esteem in France also, to

which country he made a brief visit in 1801.

He had two interviews with Napoleon and pro-

fessed great admiration for him, though West is

said to have commended the example of Wash-

ington to his consideration. This story, how-

ever, seems dubious, together with the resulting

one, that King George was displeased with the

French interviews, and that this led to the artist's

deposition from the head of the Royal Academy
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for one year. The poor old King was not men-

tally able to give heed to anything, at this time

— even the weightiest affairs of state.

The painting of '* Christ Healing the Sick " led

West to begin a series of religious subjects, by

which he is best known to-day :
" Descent of

the Holy Spirit at the Jordan ; " " Inspiration of

Peter;" ''Christ Rejected;" "The Crucifix-

ion;" and "The Ascension." These were all

very large, one being sixteen by twenty-eight

feet. They were followed by his well-known

" Death on the Pale Horse," which is now on

the walls of the Pennsylvania Academy.

These canvases were so unwieldy in size, how-

ever, that they were sold with difficulty. Great

crowds flocked to see them, but no one thought

of asking the price. So the painter, who was

now getting along in years, was more than once

pinched for ready money. Yet, as always, his

means and resources were open to all his friends

;

while to every struggling painter he held out the

hand of encouragement. In succeeding stories

we shall see how he welcomed Stuart and

Copley, even when they developed powers which

threatened to eclipse his own. Washington All-

ston said of him :
" West received me with the

greatest kindness. I shall never forget his be-
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nevolent smile when he took me by the hand
It is still fresh in my memory, linked with the

last of like kind which accompanied the farewell

shake of the hand when I took leave of him in

1818. His gallery was open to me at all times,

and his advice always ready and kindly given."

And one other incident must be mentioned here

to illustrate the great heart of the man.

A rising artist by the name of Haydon had

followed the West method so closely that many
preferred his canvases to West's. The latter,

however, visited him in his studio, while Haydon

was at work upon his " Solomon," and was warm
in his praises of it. Then turning to the artist

the admirable old man continued

:

" But you, my dear sir, look pale and over-

worked. Get into better air
; you will never

recover with this eternal anxiety before you.

Have you any resources ?
"

" No, Mr. West," rephed Haydon, dejectedly

;

"they are quite exhausted."

" D 'ye want money ?
"

The artist bowed his head.

" Well, that is no crime," said West ;
" so do I.

They have stopped my income from the King,

but Fauntleroy is arranging an advance, and if I

succeed, my young friend, you shall hear from
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me. Don't be cast down ; such a work as this

must not be forgotten."

The master painter was as good as his word.

Late in the afternoon of that same day he sent

Haydon a draft for fifteen pounds. Such gen-

erosity to rival craftsmen is as beautiful as it is

rare.

In 1817 the greatest sorrow of West's long

life befell him, in the loss of his devoted wife,

after a happy wedded life of over fifty years.

He had been essentially a quiet, home-keeping

man, who preferred the companionship of his

family to club life or civic honors. He was not

even a member of Dr. Johnson's famous club

;

and while he had many speaking acquaintances,

his intimate friends were few, from his own
choice. After Mrs. West's death his health

rapidly failed, though he kept steadily at work

until the last. He passed away on March 10,

1820, and was buried in Saint Paul's, by the side

of Sir Joshua Reynolds and Sir Christopher

Wren, the great architect, with imposing cere-

monies. The foremost peers of the day followed

the cortege and acted as pall-bearers. England

and America united in doing honor to a man
who had done honor to both of them. And
thus did a poor obscure boy from a frontier
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cottage come into the rich heritage of which

he had dreamed. He became, to quote his

own early words, " a companion of kings and

emperors."

In appearance West was of medium height

and excellent build. He did not preserve the

simplicity of the Quakers, or of his friend Frank-

lin, in his dress, but came to be as fond of a ruf-

fled waistcoat and powdered wig as the next man.
" His well formed limbs," says Dunlap, " were

covered by garments of texture and color such

as were worn by other gentlemen." Leigh Hunt
adds ;

" The appearance of West was so gen-

tlemanly that the moment he changed his

gown for a coat he seemed to be full dressed."

He preserved some of the grave simplicity of

the Quakers in his speech ; his inner life was

irreproachable and in his kindly formality and

punctiliousness, even with his friends, he must

have greatly resembled Washington.

One other trait, so characteristic that it must

not be overlooked, was his personal vanity.

This was harmless in itself, but more or less

amusing. He believed himself a son of des-

tiny,— one of the few great masters whom the

world had produced ; and his career of almost

uninterrupted success tended to strengthen his
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attitude. He held his positions as court painter

and president of the Royal Academy with great

complacency, as though they were no more than

his due. When the King offered him a knight-

hood he refused, saying it could bring him no ad-

ditional honor. Upon his visit to France, he

said, " I was walking with Mr. Fox in the Louvre,

and I remarked how many people turned to look

at me. This shows the respect of the French

for the Fine Arts." To pass over the " Fine

Arts " personification, the " Mr. Fox " was Charles

James Fox, English Secretary of State and a

power in European politics ; but it never oc-

curred to West to ascribe some of the attention

to a mere politician !

The merits and demerits of West's painting

will not be entered into here. Volumes of crit-

icism have been written on this subject ; but

latter-day painters are pretty well agreed upon

one opinion— that West's work was immensely

overrated in his own day. True, he had his de-

tractors, and some bitter ones, even then ; but

the great popular opinion placed him on the

topmost pinnacle. Gait allowed his own en-

thusiasm to run away with him, and ended his

biography by saying that West would rank with

Raphael and Michelangelo. French critics also
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praised him warmly. But West's work could not

stand such appraisal as this, and there was natu-

rally a rebound. Nowadays, it is quite the fash-

ion to ignore his methods and speak of his style

as a thing to be avoided.

His chief faults lay in choosing huge canvases,

finishing them hastily, and laying on his paints

too thin. Figures were set against each other

in vivid colors, unrelieved except by dull brown

backgrounds. Grouping was stiffly done, as

though by rule and compass ; and faces were

too much alike, as though drawn from the same

model. These criticisms lose point, however, in

several of his best canvases, such as the " Death

of Wolfe " and the *' Christ Rejected." Nor must

we overlook the service to art in the former work,

where West boldly ignored classic tradition and

instituted a modern school.

The final objection of the critics is this

:

" West's art does not show vital features—
qualities which live." But whether agreeing or

disagreeing with this opinion, we must look be-

yond the mere brushes and paints to the man
himself. We see a person who profoundly in-

fluenced the artistic thought of his own day ;

who made of his studio a centre of instruction,

to which the younger artists of England and
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America eagerly came ; who criticised wisely

and yet so helpfully that he developed the best

qualities of all with whom he came in contact

;

finally a man of kindly bearing, yet of so com-

manding personality and reputation, that his pu-

pils harked back to him with pride for more than

half of the ensuing century.

It is fitting that such a man as this should be

considered first in every survey of American art

;

for he it was who gave the great impulse to this

new movement, and he remains still the most

successful of all our painters, in his worldly

career.
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II

JOHN SINGLETON COPLEY

THE PAINTER OF THE EARLY GENTILITY

T is an interesting coincidence that

West and Copley, unknown to each

other, were studying the rudiments of

their art at the same time, the one in

Pennsylvania and the other in Massachusetts,

under many disadvantages ; yet both destined

to achieve success in an eminent degree both in

America and England."

The above parallel, suggested by Tuckerman,

might be carried on to a much greater extent,

for the careers of these— our first two famous

painters of America— abound in sharp likenesses

and contrasts. Born within a few months of

each other, and both living to be old men, their

spheres of influence met and mingled, yet the

men themselves lived widely different lives. But

this we shall see for ourselves in the course of

our story.
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In one of the quiet streets of colonial Boston,

the men in knee-breeches and powdered wigs,

who carried snuff-boxes or long pipes, might

daily be seen going into a little shop which bore

this sign :
" The Best Virginia Tobacco, Cut,

Pigtail, and Spun, by Wholesale and Retail."

The shop was conducted by a shrewd widow,

whose husband had lately died on a voyage to

the West Indies, but under her management it

became a flourishing business. This estimable

woman, Mary Copley by name, had come from

County Limerick, Ireland, as a bride, though her

husband belonged to an old Yorkshire family.

They had settled in Boston in 1736 ; but Mr. John

Copley, like many another of those days, had the

trading fever. In a few months he set sail for

the south on the ill-starred voyage from which

he never returned.

It was just at this time of anxiety and sorrow

on the part of the young wife that her son was

born. The exact day was July 3, 1737, and

the boy was christened John Singleton, after his

father's first name and his mother's maiden name.

A short time after her husband's death Mrs. Cop-

ley opened the tobacco shop ; and the boy's ear-

liest memories were mingled with the fumes of

tobacco smoke and the pungent odor of snuff.
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In a quiet, uneventful way passed the first few

years of young John Copley's life; He built

snow-forts on the Common with other boys in

the winter ; he roamed the outlying woods and

fields in the summer ; he attended school ; and

between whiles he helped his mother straighten

up the shelves, or ran errands. As the tobacco

business grew, they became fairly prosperous, and

John came to know many men of local distinc-

tion among the regular patrons.

One of these gentlemen was Peter Pelham, a

well-dressed, dignified-looking person, who always

patted John on the head or pinched his ear when

he went by, and who— John thought— was all

the time running out of tobacco, judging by his

frequent visits to the shop. But if the boy had

been wise beyond his years he would have discov-

ered that the smiling, blushing widow behind the

counter more than divided honors with ** my lady

Nicotine." However, the secret soon came out

when the banns were published for the wedding of

Peter Pelham and Mary Copley ; and John, now
a well-grown lad of ten, found himself possessed

of the first father he had ever known. Indeed,

this man was to be more than father, for he was

to shape the boy's entire future career and lead

him in the way which was to make him famous.
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Peter Pelliam was, in fact, a man of con-

siderable fame, himself. Both in England and

America he had done mezzotint engraving of

pronounced merit ; and in those days the skill of

an engraver ranked second only to that of the

artist, and copies of a work (made possible only

through this skill) invariably bore the names of

both. He had come to America some twenty

years before, but had not found enough demand for

his engravings to confine his attention to that art,

so he opened a school where he taught, among

other things, the art of painting upon glass.

John Copley undoubtedly obtained his first ar-

tistic impulse from his stepfather ; and, although

the latter died when the boy was but fourteen,

the pupil had shown great aptitude for drawing,

and was making strides forw^ard in his work. At
first he devoted most of his attention to engrav-

ing, but he soon turned from this to free-hand

work. Mr. Pelham had painted a few portraits,

and could coach him in this branch also. The

boy's first original work was a portrait of his

stepfather.

Tuckerman says that Copley was seventeen

when he began painting ; and other writers, even

the painter's own son. Lord Lyndhurst, have

stated that he was entirely self-taught. But it is
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now certain that as a boy he had exceptional ad-

vantages, not only under his stepfather, but also

from being brought into touch with other en-

gravers — friends of Mr. Pelham— and seeing

the best pictures then to be found in Boston, a

few being old masters.

He was seventeen, however, before he pro-

duced his first grouped picture. It was an alle-

gorical study of Mars, Venus, and Vulcan, on a

canvas thirty by twenty-five inches, and showed

some promise, though being marked by the care-

ful precision of an engraver's hand. A short time

after this he painted a miniature of Washington,

who had come to Boston on a visit, now in his

first flush of fame because of his behavior in the

Braddock campaign.

From this time on, Copley was generally

recognized as a painter, and work came to him in

widening channels. He led a quiet, retired life,

studying constantly to perfect his art, and with-

out any of the follies or excitements of young

manhood. He had a high opinion of the dignity

of an artist's position, and was always careful

to maintain it, striving to emulate his step-

father's example. So, in contrast to West's

checkered youth, we find few personal incidents

to chronicle.
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In 1754 he began painting as a profession.

Fifteen years later, at the age of thirty-two, he

made a brilhant marriage, winning the daughter

of Richard Clarke, the wealthy colonial agent of

the East India Company. The young couple

removed to a fine mansion on Beacon Hill, over-

looking Boston Common, and which was sur-

rounded by a small estate of eleven acres.

Copley called it his "farm," and gave his per-

sonal attention to its management. The mar-

riage was in every way happy. Husband and

wife were greatly attached to each other ; and

Mrs. Copley, who was a beautiful woman, was

introduced more than once into her husband's

pictures.

It was about this time that John Trumbull—
who was later to become a painter of note—
visited him, as a youth of sixteen. Copley's fine

appearance at a dinner-party, an " elegant-

looking man, dressed in a fine maroon cloth with

gilt buttons " (to quote Trumbull's own words),

made a deep impression on the boy and may
have given him the determination to be a painter

himself. Shortly before this (1768) another ris-

ing artist, Charles Wilson Peale, had studied

under Copley. Peale had come all the way from

Annapolis for this purpose, which would indi-
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cate that Copley was already attaining general

fame.

Meanwhile, Copley was seriously considering

the advisability of going to England to live.

The rising political disturbances in America

made the career of an artist seem more and more

precarious, although up to this time he had been

unusually prosperous. In 1707 he wrote

:

" 1 am now in as good business as the poverty

of this place will admit. I make as much money

as if I were a Raphael or a Correggio; and

three hundred guineas a year, my present in-

come, is equal to nine hundred a year in

London."

He was, in fact, receiving from nine to fifteen

guineas each for his half-length portraits,— a

goodly sum of money for those days. Still he

could not get the idea of London out of his head,

and for this West is largely responsible. The

two contemporaries first came in direct touch

with each other about 1765. Copley had painted

his " Boy with a Tame Squirrel," the portrait

being that of his half-brother, Henry Pelham.

It was so much admired that he decided to send

it to the exhibition of the London Society of

Artists. The canvas was unsigned, and as it

reached London in advance of the explanatory
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letter, the rules of the Society forbade its being

hung. But West, who had already acquired

influence in London circles, recognized the work

as being American, from the fact that the wood

in the frame was pine, and also from the picture

of the squirrel. He was warm in his praise of

the canvas, saying that it had " delicious color,

worthy of Titian himself," and he urged that it

be received. Soon after, the letter with the

artist's name arrived, and the picture was given

good place and proved to be one of the most

interesting bits of the exhibition. The artist

was invited to send other things, and did so. In

1772 he was made a Fellow of the Society.

In 1773 Copley paid a visit to New York, in

answer to a general demand for his portraits.

He resided there " some months," says Dunlap,

"painting for the rich and fashionable. We
remember particularly a portrait of Reverend

Doctor Ogilvie, as of this period. The painter's

esel [sic] was in Broadway, on the west side, in

a house which was burnt in the great conflagra-

tion on the night the British army entered the

city."

Meanwhile West, with his customary great-

heartedness, had been writing words of encourage-

ment and promises of support. He told Copley
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that if he would come to London, his own house

would be at his disposal. Copley finally decided

to accept this kind offer, and accordingly

started abroad in the summer of 1774. Like

West, however, he expected to return to

America ; for he left his family in the home at

Beacon Hill.

West received him warmly into his own home,

and presented him to the King and other men of

note. In fact, George the Third and his prime

minister Lord North sat for their portraits with

the newcomer. Copley spent three or four pro-

fitable months in London studying and visiting

the galleries. He wished, however, to proceed

to Rome and study the Italian masters, a project

which West encouraged. He therefore set out

in the autumn of the same year, for Italy. He
was accompanied by another artist of little note

named Carter, who is famous to-day only for his

quarrelsome temper. Copley says that he would

argue half the day over the respective qualities

of a "buck towel and silk handkerchief." On
his own part. Carter gives a fantastic description

of Copley's appearance in tourist garb, ending

with, " he was very thin and pale, with prominent

eye-brows and small eyes which after fatigue

seemed a day's march in his head."
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Copley remained in Rome through the winter

and spring, devoting his time to study and copy-

ing, but doing very httle original work.

Things at home, however, were becoming

more and more squally. Those were the tea-

party days in Boston, and it is interesting to

note that Copley's father-in-law v/as concerned in

them, much against his will. As agent for the

East India Company, it was to him that the un-

loaded tea had been consigned, and therefore he

paid for the " party." Mr. Clarke was an ardent

Tory and removed to Canada soon after this

event. His business suffered so heavily during

the Revolution that he was afterwards granted

a pension by the British government.

In view of this turbulence in America and also

of his flattering reception in England, Copley

decided to send for his family and make his

home for the time in I^ondon. They set sail

on one of the last ships leaving before war was

declared. JMr. Clarke came with them and

thereafter made his home, with the painter, in

London. While these two men lived on terms

of the greatest cordiality, Copley did not share

Clarke's Tory views. He wi'ote to his wife,

on the outbreak of hostilities :
" You know, years

ago, I was right in my opinion that this would
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be the result of the attempt to tax the colonies.

It is now my settled conviction that all the

power of Great Britain will not reduce them to

obedience."

Nevertheless, like West again, he believed in

the policy of non-resistance and kept silent on

the conduct of the war, though from different

motives. West was a Quaker and also the court

painter; yet he more than once told the King

frank truths which showed unmistakably his

Americanism. Copley, however, was a new-

comer in London, with a living and a reputation

to make. He was likewise a quiet, home-loving

man to whom his family and career meant more

than any ainount of political upheaval.

While he was still in Italy his family arrived

in London. Mrs. Copley brought with her three

children, leaving a fourth, an infant that Copley

had never seen, in the care of the painter s mother,

Mrs. Pelham, as she was afraid the child could

not stand the voyage. It did not long survive.

As soon as he got news of their arrival Copley

started north, but took advantage of the oppor-

tunity to visit Italian, German, and Holland cit-

ies on the way. He reached London by the end

of that year (1775), and at first obtained a resi-

dence in Leicester Square. West still befriended
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him, giving him introductions wherever possible.

He put his name before the Royal Academy,

and in 1777 Copley was made an associate mem-
ber. In February, 1783, the King sanctioned his

election as a full Academician.

Success came to him at once, and he was soon

busily at work painting the groups and portraits

upon which his fame rests. His previous work

at Boston, while strong and characteristic, lacked

freedom and imagination. He had not yet out-

grown the technical craft of the engraver. But

his journey abroad supplied many deficiencies,

bringing him a deftness which lent grace and

dignity to his art. His " Family Group," in-

cluding his wife, children, and himself, was done

in his early London days.

One of his first figure-pictures abroad was en-

titled " A Youth Rescued from a Shark," a re-

plica of which now hangs in the Boston Museum.

The youth in question was afterwards the noted

(or notorious) Brooke Watson. He had gone

from Boston to England on the same vessel

with Copley, and had entertained him en voyage

with accounts of his early adventures. These ad-

ventures were not altogether admirable. He had

in early life been aboard a slave ship, and it was

while in the West Indies that his exciting rescue
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from the shark had taken place. He narrated the

scene with such vividness that it made a deep im-

pression on the artist's mind ; and some months

afterward Copley was able to reproduce it on

canvas with very remarkable effect of reality.

As for Watson's later career, it may be interest-

ing to note that he served with distinction under

Wolfe in Canada, and was Commissary General

to the army under Lord Dorchester. But on the

outbreak of the Revolution he came out strongly

as a patriot, and meanwhile secretly gave the

British valuable information. When his treach-

ery was discovered indignation ran high, but he

made his escape on an English ship. He was

made a baronet, and later became Lord Mayor
of London ; but in spite of this, there were

certain of his American acquaintances whose
** sympathies were with the shark !

"

Copley's most famous historical canvas, " The

Death of Lord Chatham," was completed on

commission in 1780. It represents the great

minister falling into a fainting fit after his his-

toric speech on America, and it contains many
accurate likenesses of Parliamentarians, while the

grouping is especially good. So popular was the

picture, says Dunlap, that " a splendid engrav-

ing of large size was made, of which no less than
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five-and-twenty hundred impressions were sold

in a few weeks." The plate was thirty by

twenty-two inches, and the well-known engraver

Bartolozzi received two thousand pounds for it.

Copley sent copies to both Washington and

Adams. The former said in acknowledgment

:

" This work, highly valuable as it is in itself, is

rendered more estimable in my eyes when I

remember that America gave birth to the cele-

brated artist who produced it." Adams said

:

" I shall preserve my copy both as a token of

your friendship and as an indubitable proof of

American genius."

The painter's sudden and growing popularity

brought another inevitable result,— a train of

envious and backbiting rivals, just as it had

done in the case of West. " Who are these

American upstarts," was said, " that they should

set themselves up as arbiters of British art ?

"

When Copley refused the then enormous sum

of fifteen hundred pounds for *' The Death of

Chatham," offered by a nobleman, his detractors

thought he had taken leave of his senses. But

they speedily found something more tangible to

criticise in another episode connected with the

same picture.

So popular had the subject become that Cop-
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ley's friends advised him to exhibit it. He did

so, leasing a hall for the purpose ; but he unthink-

ingly chose a date which ran counter to the

Academy exhibit. For this reason certain over-

zealous Academicians charged that he was un-

friendly to established art in thus refusing to

recognize it, with his " raree show "
! The whole

affair sounds ridiculous to-day ; and it is said that

the artist himself laughed good-naturedly at it.

Whereupon his enemies took another course.

We have already seen that engravings of the

picture were sold by subscription. It was openly

charged that Copley had fraudulently withheld

earlij impressions of the plate, and had not sup-

plied them in the order to which the subscrib-

ers' signatures entitled them. The charge was

disproved. The names of the authors of these

petty attacks have been long since forgotten, but

we should remember a friend, Edmund Rolton,

who defended the painter ably, and who was at

all times one of his most faithful allies.

It was not long before Copley gave still more

tangible proof that he won place. His finan-

cial success enabled him to purchase a fine man-

sion on Hanover Square, where he removed

from the Leicester Square house, and which be-

came his home for the remainder of his life, and
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that of his son after him. Here he hved in

the dignified, stately style which his soul loved,

doubtless inspiring other ambitious boys, like

Trumbull, by his gold and velvet.

An incident of this period, which reveals the

painter's latent Americanism, is told in regard to

his portrait of Elkanah Watson, a fellow-coun-

tryman. The portrait was completed just at

the close of the Revolution. Both Copley and

Watson were in the House of Parliament on

that memorable fifth of December, 1782, and

heard the King's speech, recognizing the inde-

pendence of the United States. When the

painter returned to his easel, he introduced a ship

in the background of the picture, floating the

stars and stripes. As soon as Watson saw it he

was delighted.

'' You have made me value the picture doubly
!

"

he exclaimed. " This, I imagine, is the first

American flag to be hoisted in old England
!

"

Copley painted several historical scenes of

note besides his " Lord Chatham," — among

them the " Sieo^e of Gibraltar," the " Surrender

of Admiral de Windt to Lord Camperdown,"

and '' Charles I demanding the Five Impeached

Members." The " Siege " picture was based upon

lately current history, and depicted the repulse
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and defeat of the Spanish floating batteries. The

Common Council of London commissioned this

picture for their hall, and left a large panel for it

measuring twenty-five by twenty-two feet. In

this space the artist introduced numerous faithful

portraits which could easily be recognized. In-

deed, Copley's reputation for this trait was such

that the Council sent him to Hanover for the

express purpose of getting the likenesses of four

officers who had been associated with General

Eliot in the historic defence.

But while the painter was successful in repro-

ducing faces, this particular canvas suffers in its

perspective. Figures in the foreground are un-

duly large in comparison with those seen in the

distance.

The " Siege " picture also involved the artist

in some trouble and monetary loss, through the

engraver's failure to deliver proofs of it promptly.

Subscriptions had been taken for it in advance,

but several years actually elapsed before the

plate was completed. It is barely possible that

the engraver emulated the slow methods of the

painter, though the latter was not in position to

appreciate that fact.

Despite these occasional large canvases, Cop-

ley was primarily a portrait painter, in which
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branch of his art he speedily took rank with the

ablest men in England, with the exceptions of

Reynolds and Gainsborough. He did not create

the furore which West had excited — his private

life had been too uneventful for that— but he

found all the work he could accomplish in his

painstaking way. He was undoubtedly the

slowest, most methodical craftsman of his time.

Once in painting the portrait of a Boston lady

he required sixteen sittings of six hours each

— and then he had completed only the head.

The lady naturally grew impatient at this tedi-

ous business, but the deliberate artist was not

to be hurried. One day after a particularly

trying pose she asked to be allowed to see the

canvas.

" On no account," replied Copley ; and shortly

afterward on leaving the room for a few moments

he turned the canvas face toward the wall. But

the curiosity of his fair feminine sitter led her to

disregard his injunction and take a surreptitious

peep. She was chagrined to find only blank

surface ; he had painted it all out

!

At another time, when painting his " Three

Princesses "— the children of King George,— his

youthful subjects (for the nonce) rebelled, saying

that they could n't stand all day like statues in a
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park ! The Queen thereupon went to the King

about it, and the King went to West. But West
urged that his friend be given all the time he

needed, as the result would justify it. So a royal

command established truce.

West hiinself said of Copley that he was the

most tedious of all painters, and that he ^as in

the habit of matching with his palette knife

every tint of the face.

Another story universally current concerns a

family group, the " Knatchbull Family," which

Copley was commissioned to paint. It was

begun in 1800 and ordered for immediate de-

livery
;
yet month after month dragged by, and

the figures crept on the canvas only by inches.

The first Mrs. Knatchbull's likeness had been

secured and the paint was long since dry, when

the lady died, necessitating a change in the

group. She was painted out and— it is said—
was introduced again as an angel poised over-

head. Meanwhile, Sir Edward Knatchbull had

taken a second wife, and she was given the first

lady's place in the family group. But she

objected so strenuously to the presence of the

first, even as an angel, that the other was again

painted out. Tuckerman and other early biogra-

phers even asserted that there were three wives,
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and that the repainting and objecting was twice

repeated. This has been disproved ; and at any

rate the story does not gain from this exaggera-

tion which, Tuckerman admits, was probably a

satirical reflection upon the artist's slowness. As
a matter of fact, seven years were required to

finish the canvas, and still farther changes had

occurred in the patient group ; for two children

had passed away from earthly trials such as studio

sittings, while four others had arrived

!

One of Copley's best-known portraits— at

least in America— is that of John Adams, who
was his personal friend. It represents Adams as

the first American ambassador to the Court of

St. James, and has an added interest on this

account. Still another noted American portrait

is that of John Hancock, now the property of

the Boston Museum.

At one period Copley, like West, turned his

attention to religious subjects. His best known

canvases of this class are, " Abraham's Sacrifice,"

" Hagar and Ishmael," '^ The Nativity," " Samuel

and Eli," and " The Tribute Money,"— the last

named receiving a diploma.

Thus in quiet, painstaking work Copley spent

his days ; while his evenings were almost entirely

devoted to his family. He was rarely seen out
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at social functions, though he hked to entertain

at home. Indeed, his doors were always open to

American visitors of the right social standing,

but this last quality he insisted upon. He was

not a friend and guide of aspiring talent like

West, and so his name does not evoke the warm
glow of enthusiasm radiating from the other.

He does not seem so human, but more like one

of his own stately varnished subjects whose life-

tints have faded.

One other parallel with West must be shown,

though the instance is pathetic. In the careers

of both men, after an early success and fame,

their first reverses came in old age. In West's,

as we have seen, the loss of his position as court

painter left him seriously embarrassed. Copley

had never received a stated income of any sort,

and when his powers began to decline and his

brush moved slower and slower, he found him-

self in financial straits. His London house was

an expensive establishment, and he was also

educating his son and establishing him in law,

his efforts later bearing full fruitage, for the son

rose to eminence at the bar, and was afterwards

made Lord Chancellor of England, with the title

of Lord Lyndhurst.

In 1800 the painter s eldest daughter married
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Gardiner Greene, and returned with him to Am-
erica. Copley was compelled to borrow money
from Greene, from time to time, to " keep up his

face with the world." There is genuine pathos

in this picture of real life, — a gentleman of the

old school swallowing his pride and struggling to

maintain appearances for the sake of his family

and his art. Copley had previously disposed of

his Beacon Hill property in Boston, but unfor-

tunately at a time when it brought a minimum
price. He always felt as though he had been

defrauded in this deal, as the property was in the

heart of the choice residential section. His son

in fact made a special trip to Boston for the pur-

pose of looking into the transaction, but could

find nothing underhanded in it. He had simply

sold at the wrong time.

Copley's last work was "' The Resurrection,"

and with this his labors closed, unless we except

a portrait of his son, painted in 1814. He passed

away literally in harness, his death coming some-

what suddenly on September 9, 1815, at the age

of seventy-eight. A few months before his death

an American visitor requested that he furnish

notes for an authoritative biography. Copley

hesitated about complying, and his death was

the final answer to the request. Since then,
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biographers have had to delve for the few per-

sonal data which they have obtained.

A letter from Lord Lyndhurst to Samuel F.

B. Morse is one of the first unsatisfactory bits of

evidence which inquirers received. He wrote as

follows (December 27, 1827) :
" The tenor of my

father's life was so uniform as to afford little ma-

terial for a biographer. He was entirely devoted

to his art, which he pursued with unremitting as-

siduity to the last year of his life. The result is

before the public in his works, which must speak

for themselves ; and considering tliat he was en-

tirely self-taught, and never saw a decent picture

with the exception of his own until he was nearly

thirty years of age, the circumstance is, I think,

worthy of admiration, and affords a striking proof

of what natural genius aided by determined per-

severance can under almost any circumstances

accomplish."

Lyndhurst has been so often criticised for the

statements in this letter that we will not take up

cudgels in our turn. We have previously seen

that Copley as a boy in Boston was far from be-

ing " self-taught," jmd that he had access to some

famous pictures in the city galleries. Whether
it was " insular prejudice," ignorance, or a filial

desire to magnify the painter's abilities, which
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led the Lord Chancellor to write his letter, we
do not know.

The years of Copley's life were almost equally

divided between America and England. But as

his youth was spent in America, the bulk of his

work naturally belongs to the other side. The
portraiture done in Boston is sharply distinct

from his later work, which had the advantages

of travel, experience, and observation. These old

Boston portraits, however, are by no means to

be despised. They are the most authentic re-

cords of our pre-revolutionary ancestors which

have come down to us. Oliver Wendell Holmes

has very aptly called them the titles of nobility of

the Bostonians of his day. For Copley has shown

us these colonial dames and dignitaries in their

own proper light, and we feel that they must be

good likenesses, not only because of the artist's

painstaking accuracy, but also because he was

not then influenced by European models. His

whole aim was to " paint the thing as he saw it,"

and we can imagine him even yet matching each

tint upon the palette. That these tints have now

faded out of his canvases leaving them an ivory

white is our loss, as we know that they were orig-

inally there. What remains in feature and

form, set off by fabrics of satin and velvet, im-
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presses one as being true to life. We only wish

we could have seen some of the " delicious color"

which West praised.

At one time, indeed, Copley thought he had

found the secret of the " Venetian color "— the

wonderful medium which Titian is supposed to

have used, and which keeps his canvases aglow

with life throughout the centuries. But Copley

had simply hit upon the expedient of overlaying

his work thickly, so that no brush-marks were

visible. Reynolds knew this effect, and so did

other painters of the day, who made use of it

more or less successfully. But art is art, and

Time is the most severe critic of all,— laying

bare the secrets of the palette and reducing all

work to its original dimensions. Copley has

suffered at this hoary critic's hands more than

most painters of eminent rank ; yet enough re-

mains to stamp his work, both in England and

America, as of prime importance.
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III

GILBERT STUART

THE PALNTER OF PRESIDENTS

T the head of Petaquamscott Pond
in Rhode Island, shut in on all sides

but the south by hills, stands a high,

old-fashioned, gambrel-roofed, low-

portaled and massive house, wearing the appear-

ance of good old age. Here was the birthplace

and early home of Gilbert Stuart. There is little

to attract the visitor's attention, upon entering.

The ceilings are low, the fire-place wide and flar-

ing, and the stairs steep and contracted." Thus

wrote a visitor some years ago, adding that the

surroundings had undergone but slight change

since the great artist's youthful days.

The old house stood at Middletown, near New-

port, and the day upon which Gilbert Stuart came

to brighten it— and incidentally add to its cares

— was December 3, 1755. The boy's whole after

life was one of incident and romance. He may
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have inherited a wild streak from his father, who
had been a follower of the Pretender in Scotland,

and who emigrated after the disastrous battle of

CuUoden Moor,— very probably to escape its con-

sequences. Gilbert Stewart, the elder, always re-

mained an ardent Jacobite, and he was glad to

name his boy Gilbert Charles Stewart, for "Bonnie

Prince Charlie"; but the boy later chose to drop

the Charles when he changed the spelling of his

family name to Stuart.

When the Jacobite refugee reached the quiet

waters at the head of Petaquamscott, he built the

gambrel-roofed house not only for his family, but

to be used as a snuff mill, the first of its kind in

the Colonies. The fashion of taking snufF was

then at its height among fine gentlemen ; and we
have already seen how young Copley had pre-

viously got its pungent odor in his nostrils. We
might even pause to inquire if there were some

subtle quality in the tobacco of those days which

fostered the art of portrait painting ; for these two

were the greatest portrait painters of their day,

in America, and Stuart seriously disputed su-

premacy with the first English masters. But

whether or no it fostered art, the snufF mill did

not pay financially, and Mr. Stewart presently

removed to Newport.
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Gilbert was the youngest of three children.

His mother is spoken of as having been a won-

derfully handsome woman, and the boy inherited

her good looks. When the family went to New-

port she superintended his education, and he also

studied Latin under a clergyman there. But while

quick to learn, he was averse to study, being

fond of pranks, and also at an early age devoted

to drawing. " He was a very capable, self-willed

boy, who, perhaps on that account, was indulged

in everything, being an only son ; handsome and

forward and habituated at home to have his own
way in everything, with little or no control from

the easy, good-natured father." Thus he is de-

scribed by a schoolmate and life-long friend,

Waterhouse, whose friendship was to prove as

valuable as it was disinterested.

None of these early schoolboy drawings now
remains ; but they were to serve as a stepping-

stone, for some of them were seen, one day, by

Dr William Hunter, tlie family physician. He
was so pleased with them that he asked the boy

to call upon him at his office. When Gilbert

came he was given a box of paints and brushes

— just as another precocious boy had been treated

in Pennsylvania a few years before, and produc-

tive of as good results. In each case it was cer-
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tainly a red-letter day for the ambitious young

painter, and one he never forgot.

With no other teacher than his own innate

notions of hght and shadow, and the few pictures

he may have seen, this boy of ten or eleven set

busily to work. His earliest portrait is said to

have been of Mr. Thomas R. Hunter of Newport,

probably a relative of the kind-hearted physician.

At thirteen he was commissioned to paint por-

traits of Mr. and Mrs. John Bannister. These

were of course boyish performances and are

chronicled only to show his early precocity.

Gilbert's first tutor in art was a Scotch painter

of some note, Cosmo Alexander, who came to

Newport when the boy was fifteen. He became

at once interested in the self-willed, winning young

artist, no less than in his work, and taught him

for two years. Alexander was a wanderer, and

after painting many portraits of Scottish families

in Newport he went to South Carolina. Gilbert

went with him— whether with or without his par-

ents' consent the records do not state, as it was

not essential to the going ! From South Carolina

the wanderers proceeded to Scotland, a land which

Gilbert had always been taught to consider as

"home." But unfortunately he did not find it

a land flowing with milk and honey. This was,
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however, no fault of his teacher, for Alexander

established his pupil in the University of Glasgow

and under the care of Sir George Chambers. But,

both peer and painter died within a short interval

of each other, leaving Gilbert alone, friendless and

penniless in a strange country. He worked his

way back to America in a collier by way of Nova

Scotia, and reached his father's house in rags,

deciding that America was *' home " henceforth, no

matter how far he might wander ; but he would

never say much about these experiences. His

happy-go-lucky nature preferred to overcome dis-

agreeable incidents by ignoring them.

But this foreign jaunt must have opened his

eyes to his own deficiencies, for he set hard at

work studying drawing. With his friend Water-

house he hired a model, a " strong-muscled black-

smith " who posed for them at fifty cents an

evening. The choice of model is characteristic

of his bent,— a love of strong, robust qualities,

and pronounced character. Stuart could never

paint a weakling.

He was now about nineteen, and resolved to

begin portraiture in good earnest. He had always

considered painting as his life work and would

not consent to anything else. An incident pres-

ently occurred which caused his family to fall in
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with his ideas. Gilbert's grandmother had died

seven or eight years before, when he was only-

eleven. But from his unaided memory of her

face he painted a portrait so faithful to life

that her son— his mother's brother— shed tears

over it.

" If Gilbert can do so well by the dead, what

must he not accomplish with the living?" he said.

This power of visual memory was, in fact, one

of the painter's most pronounced traits. After

he had once studied a face he never forgot it.

The uncle, Joseph Anthony, who was a pros-

perous merchant in Philadelphia, at once took

an interest in Stuart's work, and invited the

young man to visit him and execute portraits

of his entire family, which was accordingly done.

This led to other orders at home, and still others,

until the artist seemed to be fairly oh the road to

success, if not fame. Among these early com-

missions, however, was one for a full-length por-

trait of Abraham Redwood, the philanthropist and

founder of the Redwood Library at Newport. A
public committee had been appointed to obtain

this likeness, but Stuart took a distaste to the

subject and would not undertake the painting.

He probably had no good reason for his refusal

other than a quirk of his own queer disposition,
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which his friends afterwards came to know very

well, and to allow for. The committee argued

with him, but all to no purpose. The result was

a serious falling away of patronage. The moral

of the tale is that artists should not be high-and-

mighty in their youthful days ; they should wait

until they become famous !

Another cause for lack of patronage lay in the

approaching war with Great Britain. Citizens

had other things to think about besides portraits.

Copley had just found this out for himself in

Boston, and had gone abroad until the clouds

blew over. Now Stuart followed his example,

and also that of his friend Waterhouse, who

sailed early in 1775. The young painter may
have gone abroad on the same ship which carried

Copley's family, for that was said to be the last

leaving the port of Boston flying the Union Jack.

Waterhouse says " Stuart was shut up in Boston

when tlie first blood was spilt at Lexington, and

escaped from it about ten days before the Battle of

Bunker Hill." Stuart's latest biographer. Mason,

says :
" With but one letter of introduction in

his pocket, he embarked on board the last ship

that escaped detention in Boston Harbor in the

spring of 1775 and sailed for Great Britain."

At any rate, we find Stuart in London in the
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.aiitumn_of that same year, poor as the proverbial

church mouse, and hving in much the same sur-

mundings. For being without friends— Water-

house was in Edinburgh at the time— he had to

set his wits to work to keep from starving. One
day as he tramped the streets he heard an organ

being played in a church. He had always been

passionately fond of music, and indeed was some-

thing of a performer himself. He entered the

church and learned that a competition was in

hand for the vacant post of organist. He at once

applied for the place— and got it. The salary was

thirty guineas a year, a larger sum then than it is

to-day, and enough— with the aid of creditors—
to keep soul and body together. This was one

of Stuart's early escapades that he was proud of,

and in later life he would tell it with great gusto,

and prove its truth by playing on a cabinet organ.

Meanwhile, he presented the single letter of in-

troduction which he had brought from America.

It was to a Mr. Alexander Grant, and it obtained

a commission to paint a family group. Stuart

undertook it, but with characteristic improvi-

dence did not finish it promptly, in spite of

the fact that Mr. Grant had noticed the young

man's needy condition, and being a fellow Scots-

man had paid him in advance. When Water-
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house returned to London the next summer, he

found this one unfinished group on Stuart's easel.

" It remained long in his lodgings," his friend says,

" and I am not sure that it was ever finished."

Another like bit of damaging testimony comes

from the same friendly source. Among other

things, to aid the artist, Waterhouse got up a

list of half-guinea subscriptions for an engraved

portrait of Dr. George Fordyce, a popular medical

lecturer. Stuart was to do the painting ; but his

friend very foolishly paid him the subscription

money in advance. With the money in his

pocket Stuart promptly lost all interest in the

subject, and never even began work upon it

!

Poor Waterhouse was deeply hurt. He says,

" This was a source of inexpressible unhappiness

and mortification, which at length brought on a

fever, the only dangerous disease I ever encoun-

tered. After my recovery I had to refund the

money, when I had not a farthing of my own
but what came from the thoughtful bounty of

my most excellent kinsman. Dr. Fothergill, who
would never after see Charles Gilbert Stuart."

Waterhouse was indeed a long-suffering friend

who tided Stuart over many a rough place in

these early years, at his own expense. " Of my
allowance of pocket-money he always had two-
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thirds, and more than once the other third," he

says. But throughout he remained a steadfast

loyal ally,— truly a friend worth having ! Stuart,

on his part, was always devoted to the doctor,

though he may have shown it at times in curious

ways.

The two incidents just narrated, in fact, give a

faithful index to the weaker side of Stuart's char-

acter. He was careless where he should have

been conscientious ; wasteful, where he should

have been provident ; he borrowed and did not

pay; he promised and did not perform. "With
it all,' says Isham, " he was so gay, so brilliant,

so talented, with a so ingratiating personal charm,

that he was loved like a child, and those who
suffered most by his faults strove hardest to find

some excuse for them."

In these early London days Stuart and Water-

house devoted one day a week to viewing pict-

ures wherever they could gain access to them.

For over two years they maintained this practice,

incidentally tramping all over the city and meet-

ing ^vith strange types of people. They had a

small pocket-map, and would mark off each street

in red as they traversed it.

At this period, also, Stuart painted the por-

trait of himself for his friend. It shows him at
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the age of twenty-four, in a Rubens hat, and is

done in his freest manner, with smooth, flowing

Hnes. Seeing it in his later years, the artist said

that, at his best, he need never be ashamed of it.

It is a singular fact that for three years Stuart

did not go near West,— in spite of his own need

and West's accessibility. Waterhouse had met

him, and urged the same course upon his friend

;

but the latter's pride and obstinacy was not to be

overcome. At last, Waterhouse went to the

great man on behalf of the young painter, " and

laid open to him his situation, when that worthy

man saw into it at once, and sent him three or

four guineas, and two days afterward he sent his

servant into the city to ask Mr. Stuart to come

to him."

So Stuart— seized with an attack of common-

sense— brushed himself up and called at the

Academician's home. The meeting is thus re-

lated by Wharton Sully : "I was, with several

other Americans, dining with West, when a ser-

vant announced a person as wanting to speak

to him.

" ' I am engaged,' he said ; but after a pause

he added :
' Who is he ?

'

'• * He says, sir, that he is from America.'

" That was enough ; West left the table im-
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mediately, and on returning, said, 'Wharton,

there is a young man in the next room who says

he is known in ou7^ city
; go you and see what

you can make of him.'

" I went out and saw a handsome youth in a

fashionable green coat, and I at once told him

that I was sent to see what I could make of him.

" ' You are known in Philadelphia ?
' I asked.

" ' Yes, sir.'

" ' Your name is Stuart ?

'

" ' Yes.'

" * Have you no letters for Mr. West ?

'

" ' No, sir.'

" ' Whom do you know in Philadelphia ?

'

" ' Joseph Anthony is my uncle.'

" ' That 's enough, come in,' and I carried him

in and he received a hearty welcome."

West asked the young painter to bring him

some samples of his work, and found it to show

such high promise that he at once took him into

his own studio, where Stuart remained for nearly

four years. Waterhouse left about this time for

Leyden, his mantle as guardian angel falling

upon West's shoulders. It is stated on doubtful

authority that Stuart also attended the lectures

by Reynolds, and the classes in anatomy by Dr.

Cruikshank. But where Stuart got his technique
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is a mystery ; it is certainly not like that of either

West or Reynolds, and, indeed, has always been

peculiar unto itself, — a touch that was born in

him, and not acquired. Once when he was asked

why he never signed his pictures, he replied, very

accurately, " My mark is all over them."

Another mystery is, how Stuart subsisted dur-

ing the four years he was with West. It is cer-

tain that the latter was very liberal with him, and

that part of the time the young man lived at his

house. Perhaps Stuart also procured outside

orders ; but most of the time he was studying in

his own desultory, yet brilliant fashion — and

subsisting in the same way.

When Trumbull, another noted American

painter who knocked at West's door, presented

his letters in 1780, West, after welcoming him,

sent him to Stuart, in another room, for painting

materials. Trumbull found him " dressed in an

old black coat with one-half torn off the hip and

pinned up, looking more like a poor beggar than

a painter." Trumbull's sense of propriety was

shocked, but Stuart was probably acting wisely

in wearing such weeds in the sanctum sanctorum ;

in order that his single best coat might be kept

unspotted from the world.

It is certain that the relations between niMster
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and pupil were always cordial. Indeed it would

have been hard to quarrel with a big-hearted man
like West, and Stuart, wilful and passionate as

he was at times, never speaks of him in terms

other than of gratitude and affection. The
young man, however, was conscious of his own
native superiority in the treatment of faces. In

after life he gave an entertaining glimpse of these

studio days, talking in his inimitable chatty way
to Dunlap.

" Mr. West," said Stuart, " treated me very

cavalierly on one occasion, but I had my re-

venge. It was the custom whenever a new
Governor General was sent out to India, that

he should be complimented by a present of his

Majesty's portrait, and Mr. West being the

King's painter was called upon on all such oc-

casions. So when Lord was about to sail

for his government, the usual order was received

for his Majesty's likeness. My old master, who
was busily employed upon one of his ten-acre

pictures in company with prophets and apostles,

thought he would turn over the King to me.

He never could paint a portrait.

"
' Stuart,' said he, ' it is a pity to make his

Majesty sit again for his picture ; there is the

portrait of him that you painted. Let me have
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it for Lord ; I will retouch it and it will do

well enough.'

" ' Well enough !— very pretty I ' thought I ;

' you might be civil when you ask a favor.' So

1 thought, but I said 'Very well, sir.'

" So the picture was carried down to his room

and at it he went. I saw he was puzzled. He
worked at it all that day. The next morning,

* Stuart,' said he, ' have you got your palette

set ?

'

"
' Yes, sir.'

"
' Well, you can soon set another. Let me

have the one you prepared for yourself; I can't

satisfy myself with that head.'

" I gave him my palette, and he worked the

greater part of that day. In the afternoon I

went into his room and he was hard at it. I

saw that he had got up to his knees in mud.
"

' Stuart,' says he, * I don't know how it is,

but you have a way of managing your tints un-

like everybody else. Here, take the palette and

finish the head.'

" ' I can't, sir.'

" ' You can't ?

'

" ' I can't indeed, sir, as it is ; but let it stand

until to-morrow morning and get dry, and I will

go over it with all my heart.'
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" The picture was to go away the day after the

morrow, so he made me promise to do it early

next morning. You know he never came down
into the painting room, at the bottom of the

gallery, until about ten o'clock. I went into

his room bright and early, and by half-past nine

I had finished the head. That done, Rafe and I

began to fence ; I with my maul- stick, and he

with his father's. I had just driven Rafe up to

the wall, with his back to one of his father's best

pictures, when the old gentleman, as neat as a

lad of wax, with his hair powdered, his wliite silk

stockings, and yellow morocco slippers, popped

into the room, looking as if he had stepped out

of a bandbox. We had made so much noise

that we did not hear him come down the gallery

or open the door.

" ' There, you dog,' says I to Rafe, ' there, I

have you, and nothing but your background

relieves you.'

" The old gentleman could not help smiling at

my technical joke, but soon, looking very stern,

* Mr. Stuart,' said he, ' is this the way you use

me ?

'

** ' Why, what 's the matter, sir ? I have

neither hurt the boy nor the backgi'ound.'

" ' Sir, when you knew I had promised that
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the picture of his Majesty should be finished to-

day, ready to be sent away to-morrow, thus to be

neglecting me and your promise ! How can you

answer it to me or to yourself ?

'

" * Sir,' said I, ' do not condemn me without

examining the easel. I have finished the picture.

Please to look at it.'
"

" He did so ; complimented me highly ; and I

had ample revenge for his ' It is well enough.'
"

Another story from the same source deals with

the time when Trumbull was also a pupil.

" I used very often to provoke my good old

master," said Stuart, " though Heaven knows,

without intending it. You remember the color

closet at the bottom of his painting room. One
day Trumbull and I came into his room, and

little suspecting that he was within hearing, I

began to lecture on his pictures, and particularly

upon one then on his easel. I was a giddy,

foolish fellow then. He had begun a portrait of

a child, and he had a way of making curly hair

by a flourish of his brush, thus, like a figure of

three.

"
' Here, Trumbull,' said I, ' do you want to

know how to paint hair ? There it is, my boy

!

Our master figures out a head of hair like a sum
in arithmetic. Let us see— we may tell how
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many guineas he is to have for this head by

simple addition,— three and three make six, and

three are nine, and three are twelve,—

'

" How much the sum would have amounted

to, I can't say, for just then in stalked the master,

with palette knife and palette, and put to flight

my calculations.

"
' Very well, Mr. Stuart,' said he,— he always

mistered me when he was angry, as a man's wife

calls him my dear when she wishes him at the

devil,— * Very well, Mr. Stuart ! Very well

indeed
!

'

" You may believe that I looked foolish enough,

and he gave me a pretty sharp lecture without

my making any reply. But when the head was

finished there were no figui^es of three in the

hair
!

"

But the " lecture " probably did not last very

long, or make a deep impression on Stuart's con-

science. He was noted for his easy assurance—
^' cheek," it would be called nowadays— and he

failed to stand in awe of the mighty, or pay

reverence where reverence was due, with the

sole exception of Washington, as we shall see

later.

Once he had the distinction of snubbing the

great Dr. Johnson himself— autocrat of his day
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in letters if not in manners. Johnson was visit-

ing one day in West's studio, when he chanced

to notice Stuart, and he remarked that the young

man spoke very good English. The learned

doctor thought this fact to be singular, as he

understood that the pupil had come from

America

!

Turning abruptly to Stuart he roared, " Where
did you learn it, sir ^

"

Stuart came back at him in a flash. " Sir, I

can better tell you where I did not learn it— it

was not from your dictionary !

"

The dignified West held his breath at this

retort ; but the lexicographer was frankly de-

lighted with the hit and took it in good part.

After four years with West, Stuart— follow-

ing his master's advice— opened a studio for

himself. He had already exhibited portraits in

the Academy which attracted considerable atten-

tion. This with West's prestige enabled him to

start with an expensive studio. His first sitter

was a Scotchman by the name of Grant, who
came one crisp winter day.

"It's too fine to stay indoors," said Stuart.

" Let 's go skating."

They went and had a fine time. On their

return Stuart worked with a vim, giving Grant
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a "skating background." The picture was a

success. It was exhibited at Somerset House,

attracted many sight-seers, and proved an excel-

lent advertisement for the new artist. One day

while it was on exhibition. Grant himself came in

to see it. Suddenly one of the crowd exclaimed

:

" Tliat 's he ! that 's the very man !
"— putting

the modest Scotchman at once to flight.

Stuart's price at the outset was five guineas a

head, but as his patronage increased— he speedily

became quite the fashion— it rose to thirty

guineas. He worked so rapidly that he could

manage six sittings in a day ; in fact, he limited

himself to that number. But even then his in-

come began to rise rapidly, and he found him-

self in danger of growing rich. This fact must

have caused him anxiety, for with characteristic

improvidence he set to devising ways and means

for spending the surplus. A friend of his told

how he hired a French cook, and chose forty-two

persons whom he found interesting,— painters,

poets, musicians, actors, and the hke,— and

invited them to dine with him.

After dinner he said to his friends, " I can't

have you all every day in the week, but I have

contrived it so that the party shall vary without

further trouble. I have put up seven cloak pins
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in my hall, so that the first seven who come in

may hang up their cloaks and hats ; the eighth

man, seeing them full, will go away and probably

will attend earlier the next day. Then it would

not be likely that any of the party of one day

would come on the next, nor until the time for

the forty-two be expended, and Sunday should

not be excepted."

This compact was understood, without trouble

of naming or inviting. " I had a different com-

pany every day," said Stuart, '' and no jealousies

of a preference given to any one. I tasked my-

self to six sitters a day ; these done I flung

down my palette and pencils, took my hat and

ran about and around the park for an hour,

then home, got ready for dinner, approached my
drawing-room with the certainty of meeting as

clever men as could be found in society ; and

what added to this comfort, I knew not what or

who they might be until I saw them, and this

produced a variety every day without any trouble.

Oh, it was delightful solace after such labor ! I

assure you, my friend, it was the greatest of all

human luxuries."

" It must have been expensive," said the friend

to whom he told this story.

" It was more than I calculated on, but it
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enabled me to support my labor on six sitters,"

replied Stuart.

" How did Mr. West approve of it ?
"

" He shook his head and observed that it

would eat itself out. It did so ; for in about six

months the party was broken up, some going

into the country, others out of the country,—
John Kemble, Irish Johnston, and others. It

died a natural death, greatly to our regret."

It is also characteristic of Stuart in his pros-

perity that he refused many sitters. He would

never paint a face unless it appealed to him.

And he never began work upon a portrait until

he had established a rapport between himself and

the sitter, which was often done by his telling

anecdotes, of which he had a great fund. He
was, in fact, an inimitable story-teller ; and the

moment he saw his subject's face light up, he

seized his brushes and attacked the canvas.

Once, after he had accepted a commission, his

sitter, a young physician, made his appearance

with an elaborate toilet. His costume was im-

maculate, and his hair was curled and powdered

to the last degree. Stuart welcomed him, and

began a series of breezy anecdotes, but made no

move toward preparing his easel. The physician

at first was entertained, but as moment after mo-
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ment sped by, with no sign of work, he began to

fidget. Finally, he said :

" Sir, your stories are very entertaining, but

you must realize that my time is precious. I feel

uncomfortable.

"

" I am very glad of it," replied Stuart ; "for I

have felt so ever since you entered my studio."

" Why ? " asked the other in surprise.

" Because you look like a fool. Disarrange

that fixed-up costume, and I will go to work."

It is really praiseworthy of Stuart that, despite

his eccentricity, he kept his art free from the

money-smudge. His establishment was expen-

sive, and often in his career he was hard-pressed

for funds
;
yet he never undertook a picture for

the mere pounds and shillings which he could

get out of it. Notable portraits of this period,

by him, were George the Third, the Prince of

Wales— later George the Fourth— Louis the

Sixteenth, West, Reynolds, and Kemble. His

representation of the great actor as " Richard

the Third " is one of the strongest examples of

brush-work ever produced in England.

He had opened his studio in 1782 ; and after

four years of prosperity and gay life as a noted

man of the day, he married and decided to settle

down. His bride was Charlotte Coates, daughter
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of Dr. Coates, of Berkshire. Her brother was

one of his intimate friends, and probably intro-

duced him into the family. But while admiring

Stuart's genius, he distrusted his ability to " settle

down," and did all in his power to prevent the

match. But when was sober reason ever tri-

umphant over love, especially when the suitor

was handsome and distinguished ? The history of

this affair may be summed up in one sentence

:

The wedding took place, and the bridegroom did

not " settle down," nor even " settle up " where

his creditors were concerned. Indeed, it seems to

have been utterly impossible for Stuart to fulfil

his obligations— even those of matrimony.

After two years of wedded life his debts began

to pile up at such an alarming rate that he was

forced to flee the country to escape them. He
removed to Dublin, and the story goes that his

creditors pursued him there and succeeded in

having him jailed ; and that while in jail he

painted portraits of the aristocracy in neighboring

counties. How true this is we have no means of

knowing, as Stuart said little about his adven-

tures in Ireland. But he seems to have been

attached to life there— whether in jail or out—
for he remained in the country nearly five years.

His next move was toward home— his native
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land— and America for all time to come can be

glad that he returned, for he came in response

to a life-long desire to paint a portrait of Wash-

ington. How well he succeeded nearly every

schoolboy knows, since the Stuart portrait is the

only one to be universally accepted as a faithful

likeness of the " Father of his Country." Said

Mark Twain :
" If George Washington should

rise from the dead, and should not resemble the

Stuart portrait, he would be denounced as an

impostor
!

"

The story of its painting runs as follows:

Stuart reached New York in 1792, but had no

immediate opportunity of putting his design into

execution. However, in 1794, when Congress

was in session in Philadelphia, he went there

with a letter of introduction to Washington from

John Jay. He met the President at a public re-

ception, and was at once greeted with *' dignified

urbanity." Washington had heard of the painter

and did not require the letter of introduction.

He would be pleased to put himself at the dis-

posal of Mr. Stuart at such time as the latter's

arrangements and his own public duties would

permit. A series of sittings was soon after ar-

ranged, and Washington presented himself with

his unvarying punctuality.
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The first sitting, however, was unsatisfactory,

and the chief trouble lay with the artist. For

the only time in his life his easy assurance deserted

him ; and this was but a tribute to the peculiar

reverence inspired by Washington in all with

whom he came in contact. Stuart had jested

with kings and potentates ; he had played pranks

upon West, and accepted Reynold's criticisms

with easy aplomb ; he had snubbed Johnson

himself and escaped unscathed. But here his

ready tongue forsook him, and his jokes and

anecdotes seemed out of place in connection

with that calmly serious face. Washington,

while kind and courteous, did not readily smile

or exhibit his emotions, and Stuart felt here, as

always, that the portrait must be a failure if he

did not succeed in getting back of the face to

the man himself.

Nevertheless he went to work, with nervous

energy, and painted a portrait showing the right

side of the face. Afterwards he said it was un-

successful, and that he had destroyed it. If he

did so, he made copies of it, aided by his wonder-

ful memory, for such copies are in existence, the

best known being styled the *' Gibbs-Channing"

portrait, now in the Metropolitan Museum, New
York.
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At the second sitting Stuart executed a full-

length portrait showing the left side of the face.

This was painted for Lord Lansdowne and is

now in London. It is ranked as the second best

of the Stuart likenesses.

But the best of all was the result of a third

sitting. It is said that Washington rebelled

against this third portrait, saying he had been

painted often enough ; but that he yielded to

his wife's earnest entreaty. Another story, which

sounds apocryphal, goes that Stuart was inten-

tionally late on the afternoon of this sitting, in

order to get a show of displeasure into the

placid countenance of the punctual President.

Be that as it may, the resulting portrait is

the famous "Athenaum " head, showing the left

side of the face, and accepted as the most au-

thentic likeness of Washington. The original

hangs in the Boston Museum of Fine Arts

;

but Stuart with an eye to business made at

least fifty copies of it. Nowadays every art

collection of any pretensions has a " Stuart

Washington "
!

This "Athenaeum " canvas was never finished,

and thereby hangs a tale. Stuart— it is said on

good authority— had promised to present this

portrait to the family when it was completed-
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But he was so pleased with it, and found the

business of making repHcas so profitable, that he

intentionally left the costume unfinished, although

the face was perfect. When Mr. Custis made a

special trip to Boston to remind the dilatory artist

of his promise, Stuart showed him the canvas and

blandly said,

" But you see, my dear sir, that it is not

finished !

"

And it never was.

The painter Leslie's remark has been often

quoted, that it was fortunate an artist existed

in the time of Washington who could hand him

down to posterity looking like a gentleman.

From more than one side the saying is apt, and

every American can be glad that the greatest

native portrait painter was permitted to meet

the greatest American.

This likeness shows Washington in the serene

autumn of his life, when his powers had reached

their full fruitage :
" a face on which the lines of

character are softened ; the energy of expression

mellowed ; a face chastened by responsibilities ;

infinitely sweet and with a tender melancholy of

exalted seriousness." Some criticism has been

expressed that the lines of the mouth are weak,

but this is due to the fact that Washington had
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lost his natural teeth, and the plates of those days

did not fill out the lips properly.

His failure to finish Washington's coat brings

to mind the fact that Stuart never cared to spend

much time over costumes, and he abhorred studied

backgrounds. His interest centered in the face.

" I copy the works of God," he said, " and leave

clothes to tailors and mantua makers." He illus-

trated his penchant for flesh tints in criticising

a portrait by Trumbull, who asked liim what he

thought of the coloring.

*' Pretty well, pretty well," replied Stuart, *' but

more like our master's [West's] flesh than nature's.

When Benny teaches the boys, he says " yellow

and white there,' and he makes a streak ;
' red and

white there,' another streak ;
' brown and red there

for a warm shadow,' another streak ;
' red and yel-

low there,' another streak."

Here Stuart laid a shawl over a chair and pointed

to its colors and then to his own hand.

" But nature does not color in streaks," he con-

tinued impressively. " Look at my hand ; see how
the colors are mottled and mingled ; yet all is clear

as silver."

It is not strange, then, that we find his peculiar

fame resting upon his flesh coloring. It is con-

sidered the best example of any modern school.
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His other supreme gift was his power of disen-

tanghng " the individual from the conventional,"

in which respect AUston called him peerless. So

marvellous was he in hitting upon the salient

traits of a face, that it is said he once detected a

trace of incipient insanity in one of his sitters.

Stuart's sureness of touch and deftness in

handling color are all the more remarkable be-

cause of a trembling, nervous hand which he had

all his life. Yet his work was as rapid as Cop-

ley's was slow. Two or three sittings usually

sufficed, and Stuart rarely tampered with the

paint when it was once applied ; nor did he

varnish his completed work after the manner of

English painters. Said a friend :
" Flis hand

shook so that it seemed impossible that he could

paint. The last time I saw him I think he was

painting the portrait of Josiah Quincy (in 1824).

Stuart stood with his wrist upon the rest, his

hand vibrating, and when it became tolerably

steady, with a sudden dash of the brush he put

the color on the canvas."

During the time that Washington was sitting

for his portrait, Stuart's studio was in German-

town, a suburb of Philadelphia. Here the

painter remained until the founding of the city

of Washington, when he went to the new capi-
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tal and set up his easel there. He was thus in

easy reach of many officials and notable families,

and had all he could do, as the first painter of

his day, in supplying the demand for portraits.

Many a family now bases one of its claims of

distinction to the fact that a Stuart canvas hangs

upon its family tree.

The painter remained in Washington nearly

five years, removing to Boston, in 1805, where he

remained until his death over twenty years later.

In this city he met again his old chum Water-

house whom he had not seen for nearly thirty

years. At first he lived alone in an old hotel

on Broad Street. Later he had a house at Rox-

bury (1813), and still later (1822) his friend found

him at Fort Hill " much afilicted by the gout."

It can be readily seen by reading the foregoing

that Stuart— unlike West or Copley— was in

no sense a creature of domestic habits. He was

with his family when he was n't— somewhere

else ! Yet he seems to have been devoted to his

own ; and there is a rumor that he tried to buy a

farm for them in Pennsylvania, but he never

went farther than the first payment. He had a

large family— thirteen children— two of whom
were born in England. His eldest son inherited

his talent for painting, but died at an early age.
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His daughter Jane, born about 1810, was also

talented in this field, and followed portrait paint-

ing for many years, dying in the eighties. She

contemplated writing a life of her father, and

prepared a short magazine sketch ; but after-

wards turned over all her material to George C.

Mason, who embodied it in his biography.

But it is from the early writer and fellow-artist

Dunlap that we obtain most of the picturesque

details and anecdotes about Stuart. We have

drawn freely from this source, and must find

space for one or two concluding stories.

A Boston tradesman wished a portrait of his

wife, who was somewhat plain-featured. Stuart

accepted the commission with reluctance, and

his work did not suit the husband, who re-

turned several times to see if the picture could

not be made more pleasing. Finally Stuart's

patience — never very extensive — gave way,

and he exclaimed

:

" What a damned business is this of a portrait

painter ! You bring him a potato, and expect

he will paint you a peach !

"

At another time it is said that a picture had

been completed and not paid for ; whereupon

the artist transformed it into a door for his

pig-sty.
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Stuart was as famous as the historian Gibbon

for his snufF-taking ; and he became, with his

huge snufF-box and love of repartee, a pubUc

character around Boston Common. When John

Neagle went to visit him for the purpose of

painting his portrait (which proved a charac-

teristic hkeness of his old age), the young artist

expressed a desire to take a pinch of snuff from

the great box in Stuart's hand. Stuart did not

refuse him, but preached a little sermon against

snufF-taking by relating an anecdote of a stage-

coach accident which happened while he was in

England. In caring for the injured, he said, the

rescuers came upon a man whose neck was

twisted awry ; but when they endeavored to

straighten it, the man protested, vigorously,

groaning :
" Let it alone, gentlemen, let it

alone ! I was born so !

"

** That's the same case with me, in regard to

snufF-taking," concluded Stuart. " I was born

in a snufF mill."

His later years were embittered by constant

fights against pirates who made copies of his

" Washington " and sold them as genuine

" Stuarts." These piracies were very auda-

cious, one such copy even getting into the

White House for a time.
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The original " Athengeum " portrait was first

offered to the State of Massachusetts for $1000,

but the offer was dechned. After the artist's

death his widow sold this and the companion

portrait of Martha Washington to the Athenaeum

for $1500.

Stuart suffered considerably from the gout,

during his decline, and his left arm also showed

symptoms of paralysis ; but he worked assidu-

ously and, " at the age of seventy-four he painted

better than in the meridian of life."

His last portrait was of John Quincy Adams.

It was to be a full-length, and he finished the

head but did not live to complete the figure.

This portion was afterwards completed by

Thomas Scully, who, however, declared that

he would never have dared to touch the face.

Stuart passed away on July 27, 1828, and

was buried in the cemetery of the Episcopal

Church he had attended in Boston. It is not

surprising to find that he died poor, leaving his

family in some stress of circumstances. The

newspapers of the day gave a great deal of space

to his career ; while his friends and the patrons

of fine arts held an exhibition for the benefit of

his family.

In addition to his wit and geniality, the great
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painter had very admirable qualities. He was

cordial toward younger men, helping them freely

with advice— a heritage, mayhap, from his " good

old master " across the sea. He could see the

merit in rival works, and praised it frankly.

Indeed he was singularly free from envy or

jealousy. He strove always for the highest ex-

pression in art, whether by his own or another's

hand.

We cannot conclude better than in the words

of his lifelong friend Waterhouse, writing five

years after his death :
" Stuart was a most em-

inent head painter for nearly sixty years, and

painted all the presidents of the United States,

the present one excepted, and most of the dis-

tinguished characters of the Revolution. . . .

Taking him altogether, he was one of the most

extraordinary men our country has produced."
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GEORGE INNESS

THE PAINTER OF NATURES MOODS

HBOUT the year 1840, a small grocery

shop was opened in the then strag-

gling town of Newark, New Jersey,

a half-dozen miles outside of New
York. The daily buyers of sugar, cheese, and

soap, were waited upon by a slender youth whose

pale face and dreamy eyes seemed in strange con-

trast to his occupation. He appeared more like

a poet than a grocer ; and doubtless the incon-

gruity of his duties struck him also, for he took

scant interest in them.

" I 'm afraid George will never make a success

as a grocer," remarked his father with some sad-

ness. He himself had followed that calling, and

he had hoped to establish a son in the same line.

But in a very few weeks the truth of his remark

became all the more apparent, and the little shop

was closed from lack of custom.
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Some fifteen years before— on May 1, 1825—
this boy, George Inness, had first seen the hght

of day. His father's home was then in Newburg,

a small town on the Hudson River a little way
above the metropolis. George was the fifth of a

large family of thirteen children. His father was

a Scotchman, energetic, thrifty, and of fairly lib-

eral ideas. His mother found time, despite her

large brood, to attend strictly to the cares of her

household and to see that all were inculcated with

the sternest, most rigid Methodist doctrines.

While George was still an infimt, his father

sold the farm which he had managed at New-

burg, and removed his family in a small sailing-

vessel to New York ; this was before the day of

steamboats. Here Mr. Inness resumed the gro-

cery business, from which he had retired on ac-

count of ill health, but after four or five years

his health again failed, and he now retired with

his family to Newark. He purchased property

at a location, on High and Nesbitt streets, which

is now in the centre of a great manufacturing

city. But in George Inness's boyhood days,

tlie roomy old house stood upon a hillside with

twenty-five acres of farm land stretching around

it, and connnanding a far-reaching view on the

one hand of vast salt meadows, alive with wild
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fowl, and on the other of rolUng picturesque up-

1 Lrid reaching toward the hills.

As a child he was very delicate, being subject

tor a year or two to epileptic fits. His nerves

were always keyed to the highest tension. From

a very early age he was an omnivorous reader,

and his imagination was ever at work. In later

years he told how, in his childhood, awful dreams

would rouse him from his sleep and send him

panting around through the darkness of the house,

until his nerves were steadied sufficiently for him

to go to sleep again.

As he grew older and slightly stronger the boy

was sent to school, but proved a poor student be-

cause of another great passion which had begun

to master him. When he was fourteen, the prin-

cipal of the Academy in Newark informed Mr.

Inness that it was useless to keep his son in school

any longer, as he spent most of his time in draw-

ing pictorial figures on his slate, instead of using

it for figures of a mathematical sort. So George

was taken away, and it was then that his appren-

ticeship as a grocer-boy began.

The business was not a success, because young

Inness's whole bent lay, instead, in drawing and

coloring pictures. His practical father may have

sniffed at this, but the boy was so delicate that
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he had not the heart to refuse his request to

study drawing. So George was placed under an

old instructor named Barker, who gave him some

groundwork in the use of the pencil. The pupil's

one ambition was now to learn to draw as well

as his master. As he once remarked :
" I think

the best thing that can happen to a boy is to have

some honest ambition stirred up in him, no matter

how trifling it may be." So earnestly did he apply

himself that it was not long until Mr. Barker was

obliged to confess that he had taught all he

knew.

The pale-faced lad now w^ished to study en-

graving, as it was a profitable vocation in those

days ; and accordingly at sixteen he was placed

with the firm of Sherman & Smith in New York,

to learn map engraving. But the confinement

was too much for him, and within a year he was

compelled to give it up.

He now took up the subject of drawing and

painting in serious earnest, with the avowed in-

tention of making this his life work. He argued

very wisely that such a calling would give him

the requisite amount of exercise, and that if he

succeeded in it, his returns would be greater than

from any other work he was physically able to

do. He was allowed to have his way, and for
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the next two or three years he roamed at will

among the hills, woods, and fields of northern

New Jersey, experimenting on his canvases un-

aided, producing many botches of color, but at

the same time storing up mental images and im-

pressions to serve a future need. His trend from

the first was toward landscapes, and in this great

open book of nature he may be said later to have

founded a new American school.

His single course of instruction at this time

was a very few weeks spent in the studio of

Regis Gignoux, a French landscape painter of

some note who had lately established a studio

in New York. Inness was then in his twentieth

year. Such instruction as this, however, was prac-

tically valueless not only on account of the short

time given to it, but also by reason of Inness's

peculiar temperament. Even as a boy he had de-

cided ideas of his own, and would not hesitate to

controvert any theory if it did not meet with his

approval. So we may say that his genius grew

in native soil without hot-house culture or prun-

ing save at his own hands.

" It was as natural for Inness to paint as it was

for him to breathe," said a close associate of his,

Elliott Daingerfield, to the present writer. " He
painted because he could not help it— and always
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in his own way. He had no teachers, beyond hi?

personal experience and observation, and he also

had no pupils* He was his own exponent from

first to last."

It is interesting to note that while studying in

New York, Inness lived at the Astor House and

paid his board in pictures. Some of his earliest

pictures were painted at the home of his brother,

James Inness, in Pottsville, Pennsylvania. There

is also the record of a campaign banner which

he painted for the Henry Clay Club of Potts-

ville, and which came to grief from being rolled

up before the color was dry.

At twenty and twenty-one he produced some

small canvases devoted to landscapes— always

his forte— which he sold through the American

Art Union. If he got as much as twenty-five

dollars for a picture he was elated, though no one

was more conscious than he of his deficiencies.

He knew that he had not yet even begun to ex-

press the inner feeling of art. He was merely

producing colored drawings, and thinly colored

ones at that.

^ " One afternoon," he said, " when I was com-

pletely dispirited and disgusted, I gave over work

and went out for a walk. In a printshop window I

noticed an engraving after one of the old masters.
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I do not remember what picture it was. I could

not then analyze that which attracted me in it,

but it fascinated me. The print-seller showed

me others, and they repeated the same sensation

in me. There was a power of motive, a bigness

of grasp in them. They were nature, rendered

grand instead of being belittled by trifling detail

and puny execution. I commenced to take them

out to nature with me, to compare them with her

as she really appeared, and the light began to

dawn."

Amid these days of early and bitter struggle in

New York, the artist turned aside to romance,

and like many another who can scarcely earn a

living for himself, he married. The details at-

tending this romance are meagre, but sad. The

bride contracted a cold upon her wedding-day,

which soon developed into consumption, and in

six months she was dead. The following year

he married again, this time more fortunately, for

his wife proved a helpmeet to him during all his

after life.

Inness had not yet gone abroad, though he had

always been eager to do so, especially since study-

ing the prints w^hich had fallen into his hands. He
did not wish to study under any one master, but

instead to compare one canvas with another for
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himself and thus arrive independently at the true

method. Finally in 1847 the way was opened.

He found a valuable friend and patron in a dry-

goods auctioneer by the name of Ogden Haggerty,

who not only bought his pictures, but advanced

the funds necessary for his European journey.

The elated young artist proceeded first to Lon-

don, and there trod the same ground, from gallery

to gallery, which Stuart, AUston, Trumbull, and

others of the West school had pressed seventy

years before. But his ideals were different fronri

theirs. He represented a new American move-

ment, both in the type and quality of his work,

which was to shake itself free from foreign tradi-

tion and rest upon the bed-rock of nature alone.

After a short time spent in London he went

on to Rome, where he lingered for fifteen months
-— a period of unflagging delight, whether spent

in visiting the rare art treasures or in wandering

over the picturesque country-side. The inspira-

tion for his later picture, " View of St. Peter s,

Rome, from the Tiber," must have first arisen from

these early days, so full is it of the enthusiasm of

youthful ideals.

Florence claimed him for a time, and then he

returned to his native land, his style still un-

formed, yet breaking little by little through the
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immature fetters. It was at this time that pict-

ures by foreign painters were beginning to reach

America in any appreciable quantity. The few

which Inness saw soon set him to hungering for

Europe afresh ; and selhng what pictures he could

complete in a short time he again set sail across

the Atlantic.

This time he went to Paris where he speedily

fell under the influence of the French school as

exemplified by Millet, Rousseau, Daubigny, and

Corot. Millet was then thirty-five— ten years

older than Tnness— and the young American

thought him to be the greatest figure painter

that ever lived. He could not appreciate Mil-

let's landscapes, but the figures, homely or indis-

tinct though they might be, revealed for him the

very essence of human feeling. Rousseau also

was a subject of his most profound admiration.

This first year spent in Paris was, in a word, of

the utmost service to him. It seemed to supply

many things he had hitherto needed, and left him

well on the road from apprenticeship to master-

painting.

On his return to America he spent four years

in New England amid the lovely rural scenery

round about Medfield, Massachusetts. Then
for a third time he went abroad for a few months

;
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and upon his return made his home at Eagle-

wood, near Perth Amboy, New Jersey.

All these flittings here and yonder were but

the visible marks of a soul in its growth. They

were years of struggle inwardly and outwardly,

when the art of to-day became the doubtful the-

ory of the morrow, and when the bread of to-day

had perhaps utterly vanished with another sun-

rise. Indeed, during this formative period,

Inness was often in dire financial straits, and

his family had to come to his assistance. At
one time three of his older brothers kept him

afloat for a year by buying his pictures and sell-

ing them again when and where they could.

Neither at this time, nor at any other, did he

have the remotest idea of the value of money

;

and to relieve him of one distress was but to

provide the means for him to fall into another.

His contempt for the mercantile life was amus-

ingly blunt. One of his earliest theories was

that all trade w^as under obligations to sustain

art, and that the merchants were created to

support the artists !

During his residence at Eaglewood in the early

sixties, Inness took up the study of theology and

metaphysics,—a fact which deserves careful men-

tion as it exercised the most profound influence
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over his art. As a boy he had been dreamer,

visionary, recluse,— a student of nature. As a

man he turned his thoughts to books of abstruse

philosophy and to the study of his fellow-man.

For seven years he read nothing else, his splen-

did intellect revelling in the difficult fields which

it unfolded to view. Finally he turned to the

teachings of Emanuel Swedenborg, and found in

this compound of mysticism and logic a conge-

nial belief. During the remainder of his life he

was an ardent adherent and expounder of Swe-

denborgianism, and it is reflected in the haunting

charm and innate strength of his best canvases.

"My brother's metaphysical labors," said James

Inness, "were taken up more as a relaxation

after excessive efforts in the field of his art than

as a regular pursuit. However, he was at all

times fond of discussion on social and theologi-

cal problems, and at one time told me that in

his early days, if his health had permitted, he

would have become absorbed in metaphysical

studies. His environment during his childhood

and youth was extremely well calculated to give

such a tendency to his active temperament and

brain. His mother, who died in his fifteenth

year, was a Methodist and brought up her chil-

dren in strict compliance with the INIethodism
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of that day. His aunt, who afterward became

his step-mother, was as strict a Baptist, while

his uncle was as firm a Univeralist. So religious

topics became a daily subject of conversation,

and a mind of George's character would naturally

commence early in life to search the Scriptures

for the truth."

At Eaglewood Inness came in touch with a

congenial fellow artist, William Page, and also

found a valuable " agent " in Marcus Spring, a

singular character of the day. Spring came of

a well-known family and was practically the

founder of Eaglewood. He conducted a mili-

tary school, and our modern manual is based

largely upon his system. It was at his invita-

tion that Inness located there, and the curious

arrangement made suited the artist's easy-going

ways exactly. Spring provided Inness with his

living expenses, while Inness turned over his pict-

ures, as fast as they were painted, to Spring, who
sold them as opportimity offered. It is stated

that some of these paintings still come to light

from time to time.

In 1868, Inness was elected a member of the

National Academy of Design, after having been

an associate for some fifteen years. He went

abroad for the fourth time in 1871, remaining
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four years, divided between Paris and Rome, In

each of these foreign visits he seems to have

gained something w^hich took him a stride farther

in his work ;
yet there is no man whom he can

be said to have copied or imitated. He gleaned

the best from both the old and the new, and

brought to bear upon it his own intellectuality

and near sense of nature. There was no painter

who was more intimate with the varying moods

of field and forest, and to interpret these moods

seemed to him to be the highest duty imposed

on man.
" Art is an essence as subtle as the humanity

of God," said he, " and, like it, is personal only

to love, a stranger to the worldly-minded, a myth
to the mere intellect. I would not give a fig for

art ideas except as they represent what I in com-

mon with all men need most— the good of our

practice in the art of life. Rivers, streams, the

rippling brook, hillsides, sky and clouds— all

things that we see will convey the sentiment of

the highest art, if we are in the love of God and

the desire of the truth."

At another time he said :
" The purpose of the

painter is simply to reproduce in other minds

the impression which a scene has made upon him.

A work of art does not appeal to the intellect.
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It does not appeal to the moral sense. Its aim

is not to instruct, not to edify, but to awaken an

emotion. Its real greatness consists in the

quality and force of this emotion."

Inness spent the first year after his return in

Boston, where his art had already found admirers.

Then he removed permanently to New York,

setting up his easel in the Holbein studios on

West Fifty-fifth Street. But the Jersey hills,

just across the Hudson, which had been the

scene of many a boyhood ramble, called him

again insistently, and obeying their summons he

turned to them for rest and inspiration and a

home for his family. Like many another victim

of the comic papers he became a " commuter,"

spending his hours of grind amid the roar of the

rapacious city, and the golden hours of freedom

amid rural surroundings congenial to his art. He
found a roomy frame house in Montclair, a dozen

miles out, and here he spent the closing years of

his life. More than one Inness canvas is entitled

''View near Montclair." His house still stands,

well back in a roomy lawn, within a clump of

trees on Grove Street, looking across to the high

land which Montclairites fondly call " The Moun-

tain." The old house is connected, by a long

wooden gallery on stilts, with the house occupied
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by his son-in-law, Hartley the sculptor. The

singular-looking gallery was the painter's own
idea, and once echoed to the clatter of children's

hurrying feet.

By this time the painter had come into his

own, though the journey had been long and

arduous. Public recognition came late, and

while a few collectors had prized his canvases,

almost none had thought it worth wtiile to make

a business of collecting them. But from 1875

on, the tide turned more and more in his favor,

and his prices rose correspondingly. In 1867

the Paris Salon had selected his " American Sun-

set" as a representative work of American art.

The Salon of 1878 contained two noteworthy

canvases, " St. Peter's, Rome, from the Tiber,"

and " View near Medfield, Massachusetts." In

the National Academy exhibits of the succeed-

ing few years he was represented by, " An Old

Roadway, Long Island ; " *' Under the Green-

wood "
; "A Summer Morning "

; "A Sunset "
;

" A Day in June "
;

" In the Woods "
; and

"Durham Meadows."

The quality of his work was uneven, being

sometimes marred by experimental devices. He
had also two distinct methods : in early life he

was painstaking and minute ; later, he worked
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broadly, with an eye to the general effect. He
particularly excelled in cloud, tree, and sky

subjects.

His method of working was peculiar. He
would always paint standing, and while he began

rapidly and nervously, his speed would diminish

and his nerves steady as he advanced. As the

difficulty of his subject grew upon him, he would

work slower and slower, till finally, with a grunt

of impatience, he quit the subject entirely for the

nonce and set himself at a new one. There were

invariably a dozen or more pictures in various

stages of completion in his studio. Occasionally,

in a happy mood, he would paint steadily till

one was finished. More often he would turn

aside to complete one with an entirely different

subject. Frequently a picture far advanced, and

perhaps even completed, would arouse his dissat-

isfaction, and he would fall to and alter it com-

pletely, not rarely for the worse. His peculiar

energy and nervous excitement at his work, on

such occasions, had about it the suggestion of a

battle. And, indeed, it was a battle the artist

was fighting, with the impulse of genius to nerve

his hand.

Merely to look at the portrait of this man

with his lion-like mane and careless attire, sug-
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gests the shock of battle. Trumble thus describes

him :
" He was a man of the middle stature, of

a spare frame, with a face full of character, and

gray, penetrating eyes. He wore the thin beard

of a man whose face had never known the touch

of the razor, and his broad brow was framed in a

mass of long, and always disorderly, hair. He
was careless in his dress, so that the picturesque

ensemble of head and figure was not disturbed.

His movements were rapid with nervous energy,

and when he became interested in conversation

or discussion, his gestures were instinctively ap-

propriate, and, like the action of his body, full of

spirit. I do not remember any orator or player

who ever conveyed more force in his physical

accompaniment of his words, or more harmoni-

ously joined the action to the word. Indeed, if

he had chosen to expound his views upon the

rostrum, his command of language, his bursts of

nobly phrased enthusiasm, and his flights of elo-

quence would, I am sure, have held even a scep-

tical audience under a spell."

In days of enthusiasm his energy was extraor-

dinary. He would often work fifteen hours almost

without stopping. Even the entrance of a visitor

would not interrupt him. He would wield the

brush as he talked, perhaps carrying out the very
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point of his theory upon the canvas before him.

If he did not happen to have a hstener, he was

as hable as not to talk anyway, seeming to find

rehef in thus giving vent to his thoughts. On his

bad days he would stride back and forth in the

room (now like a caged lion) talking excitably to

himself, or perhaps would visit some neighboring

artist until his mood righted itself.

One such neighboring artist in the studios on

Fifty-fifth Street, was Elliott Daingerfield, who

knew Inness in his closing years perhaps more in-

timately than any other person outside the family.

Mr. Daingerfield, now himself a painter of wide

repute, was a great favorite with the veteran, and

of any other man than Inness might have been

styled a pupil. He has written an illuminating

sketch of the nature painter at the height of his

powers, and he also talked interestingly on the

subject to the present writer. We cannot do

better than to quote Mr. Daingerfield 's own
words :

"
' Invincible ' is perhaps the one word which

defines George Inness's character. Arrogant he

has been called, but falsely ; egotistical, selfish,

and all the other phrases that unsuccessful, jealous

minds usually apply to those who are intolerant

of false efforts, and falser success, in the fields
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where alone Truth is the aim and Truth the goal.

Never once, in all my long acquaintance with him,

have I known Inness satisfied with a work of his

own. Times without number I have seen a new

light flash in his eyes ; a quick, eager toss of the

head and thrusting back of the hair, when some

problem with which he had been struggling for

days or months— perhaps years— was yielding

under the sway of his fierce energy ; then it was

he gave vent to those expressions of satisfaction

which have been called conceit. But, mark you,

when the morning came, or the new mood, be

that canvas never so fine, if one thing there jarred

on the man's artistic sensibility, he attacked it

with all the old enthusiasm, with a dogged deter-

mination to bring it to his own high standard.

" His moods were so well known to me that

I could readily tell from his very knock at my
door whether I was to be taken off across the hall

to his studio to view some great advance in his

picture, or whether he was to drop into a chair

in silence for a while, worn, tired, and with that

depression of spirit which only the artistic nature

can understand. At such a time, one word upon

some abstract theme, no matter what, if really

serious, would stir him into life and intense speech.

It would not be argument, as between two ; for,
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when Inness talked, the flame needed no draught.

It blazed and flared until his own conclusions were

reached, and then faded, even as the glow on some

of his own forest trees seems to fade in the twi-

light time, until the deep silence left no room for

speech.

" He came into my studio, one day, with all

the unrest and nervous eagerness which character-

ized him when thinking intensely, threw out sev-

eral sentences about his picture and its purpose,

then with a sort of mad rush he said

:

''
' What 's it all about ? what does it mean—

this striving— this everlasting painting, painting,

painting away one's life? what ii' Art? That's

the question I Ve been asking myself, and I 've

answered it this way' (I drew a writing-pad to

me, and jotted down his words ; they are worth

thinking about oftener than once) :
' Art is the

endeavor on the part of Mind (Mind being the

creative faculty) to express, through the senses,

ideas of the great principles of unity.'

" Perhaps no more characteristic sentence has

ever been recorded of him. It satisfied him. He
had made his conclusion and expressed it. He
did not propose to supply us with brains to under-

stand what the ' principles of unity ' may be. We
might struggle as we pleased with that problem,
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as perhaps he had struggled with the other, al-

though to a tyro the last seems exactly the same

as the first. Art, Religion, and the Single Tax

theory were his chief themes, and, by a curiously

interesting weaving, his logic could make all three

one and the same thing.

" Oblivious to externals, both of persons and

things, he often said and did much that evoked

harsh criticism, but at heart, it may be truthfully

said, he was as gentle as a child, even tender and

swiftly sympathetic. What a delight it was to

watch him paint, in one of those impetuous moods

which so often possessed him ! The colors were

almost never mixed— he had his blue theories,

black, umber, and in earlier days bitumen ; he

even had an orange-chrome phase. With a great

mass of color he attacked the canvas, spreading

it with incredible swiftness, marking in the great

masses with a skill and method all his own, and

impossible to imitate ; here, there, all over the

canvas, rub, rub, dig, scratch, until the very

brushes seemed to rebel.

" But stand here, fifteen feet away. What a

marvellous change is there ! A great rolling,

billowy cloud sweeping across the blue expanse,

graded with such subtle skill o^^er the undertone.

Vast trees with sunlight flecking their trunks,
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meadows, ponds— mere suggestions but beauti-

ful ; foregrounds filled with detail where there

had been no apparent effort to produce it, deli-

cate flowers scratched in with the thumb-nail or

handle of the brush. One's imagination was so

quickened that it supplied all the finish needed.

" Under excitement he could do most astound-

ing things. One morning a frame came in which

had been mismeasured. He sent for a canvas to

fit it, rapidly sketched in a composition, and pro-

duced one of the most limpid, lovely pieces of

pure sunlight I have ever seen him paint. But

alas ! he said there was a' ' hitch,' and subsequent

labor transformed it,— one of the rare cases when

I wish well enough had been let alone.

" I once had the good fortune to paint a little

picture that pleased him. He caught sight of it,

lying on the floor against the wall, and exclaimed

:

" ' Hello, who did that ?

'

" I told him. Stooping down he caught it up,

pushed his glasses far back on his head, examined

it with many expressions that I remember with

deep satisfaction, put it down again, and walked

out of the room. The next morning, he came in

again, and taking up the picture asked

:

"
' What do you expect to get for that ?

'

" I mentioned a price, thinking he meant to
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advise some one to buy it, but he answered at

once, * 1 11 take it,' walked to the desk and made

out a check. ^ .^^J

" Then, as if he meant to help me still farther

up the hill, he caught up my palette and brushes,

and for an hour painted at a figure picture which

I had thought finished, to show me how it ought

to be done. I have never touched that picture.

It remains a souvenir of the day I had my biggest

lesson in art.

" It was not always, however, that he was so

interested or so complimentary. Years after I

undertook a picture which had a line of rail-fence

running down to the foreground. He saw it and

objected to the arrangement. I undertook to

argue the point, and said :

" * Why can't I have it that way, if it pleases

me?'
" * So you can,' was his answer, ' if you want to

be a damned idiot.'

" I changed the fence."

Inness's sublime disregard for money and the

every-day problems of finance has already been

mentioned. Throughout his life his family had

to protect his interests, on this account. His

studio was entered only through that of his son-

in-law, the sculptor Hartley, to prevent the
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entrance of mendicants and impostors who found

the painter an easy prey. Merely to tell him

that one was a Swedenborgian and in need would

cause him to empty his pockets.

His wife was a guardian angel to him. Know-
ing little about art, and caring less, she could

not comprehend him in his artistic moods. But

she was of that heaven-sent class of " button-

sewers " who could look after his material inter-

ests and protect him from himself. Sometimes

when he was nervous and distraught, he would

send out to Montclair for her, when she would

come to the studio and sit quietly by the hour

sewing. Her presence alone seemed to soothe

him.

The contrast between Inness's speech and his

written style was singular, l^he one was clear

and lucid ; the other, rambling and involved.

He could talk beautifully by the hour upon

metaphysical and religious themes, his effort

being to reduce them to exact sciences. He
believed that not only the stars in their courses,

but also every event in the human life and every

character and temperament of the individual were

under the influence of numbers. He wrote trea-

tises showing that number one equalled the infin-

ite; number two equalled conjunction ; number
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three equalled potency ; imiiiber four equalled

substance, and so on. Whenever these numbers

occurred in the Bible he was ready to argue for

their special significance. He once said that if

he had been rich he would have followed this

line instead of painting. We of the next gen-

eration should be glad that he was not.

He would scribble hurriedly on any scrap of

paper he could lay his hands upon, and his long,

cumbrous sentences were not easy to understand.

The writing was chiefly for his own reference,

and without regard for style.

" I don't expect everybody to understand these

things," he would say.

But in his conversations, especially upon art,

he was always concise, and he always had

something worth while to say.

" I never knew a inan whose ofF-hand thoughts

were so well worth preserving," said George Wil-

liam Sheldon ;
" and I never took a stroll with

him without wishing that some invisible scribe

might make a report of his talk for the benefit

of art students."

Sometimes when feeling a subject deeply, he

expressed himself in verse as well as on canvas.

A landscape called " Breaking Up," in which

storm clouds were dissolving over the crest of a
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mountain, suggested to him a poetical " Address

of the Clouds to the Earth."

No natural object was ugly to him, said Shel-

don. He fondly loved the gnarled writhings of

old apple trees, the affectionate drooping of their

branches toward the earth that nourished them,

the crooked, twisted olive-trees of Italy which

told stories of man's relation with them. And
the landscapes that he painted— civilized land-

scapes, not savage and untamed— pleased him

the most when they most communicated the

sentiment of humanity.

Inness's intellectual ideas were always great

and noble ; and the ideas reflected upon his can-

vases reflect this nobility. He had no sort of

use for mediocre work, which he characterized

as " intellectual dish-water."

" My compositions," said Beethoven, " are not

intended to excite the pretty little emotions of

women ; music ought to strike fire from the soul

of a man."

This is what Inness's pictures do; and his

recreations in theology, poetry, and metaphysics

are less interesting in themselves than in the

evidence they afford of his intellectual powerc

One of the most pleasing traits of his char-

acter w^as his readiness to help young artists.
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He would welcome any that came into his stu-

dio, and was always ready to criticise and advise.

But as to having '' pupils," this was as foreign to

his policy as —in earlier life — that he should

have had " teachers." He was perpetually ex-

ploring and experimenting, even to the last, and

therefore may be said not to have had any fixed

method. Once when asked if he had taught

many pupils, he replied, smiling in his peculiar

way :

" I have had one for a very long time, and he

is more than enough for me. The more I teach

him the less he knows, and the older he grows

the farther he is from what he ought to be."

It is not hard to guess who that refractory

pupil was.

Inness's chief sources of amusement were his

black pipe, and the long, solitary rambles he

took. He has been called a recluse, but not

justly, as no man was more approachable in his

" open " moments. Yet he usually had little to

say. A former neighbor of his in Montclair

vividly recalls the old man going slowly down
the street with bent head and shaggy locks, in

his characteristic absorbed attitude. He always

hailed with a " Good morning," as he passed by,

but he never leaned over the fence to talk. For
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when George Inness was out of doors, the open

air claimed him.

He was not a man of worldly jealousies or

ambitions. He took no part in the societies to

which he belonged, beyond sending pictures to

the exhibitions, and for prizes or medals he had

an outspoken contempt. He believed that the

pursuit of art was its own reward.

" Think, work, do your best," he said. '' If

the world does not then appreciate you, what

satisfaction can a diploma or a medal bring ?

They are only the recognition of a few men,

who appreciate you anyhow, and they go to so

many who are not worthy of them, that they

do not carry any real significance to those who
may deserve them. Pass your verdict upon

yourself, if you are capable of criticising your-

self. The verdict of the world will be passed

in due time, and it will be a just one, even if

it does not sustain that of prize committees and

juries of award."

Inness worked and studied up to the last. His

ill health as a boy and young man had been suc-

cessfully combated by his life in the open air, so

that he all but rounded his three score and ten.

He died while on a tour abroad, at the Bridge of

Allan, Scotland, August 3, 1894. His wife, a
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son, and a daughter survived him. His son,

George Inness, was born in Paris in 1854 and

studied with his father in Rome. The father

lived to see the son take high rank among

contemporary artists. The daughter married

Jonathan Scott Hartley, the sculptor and

Academician.

" No artist need fear that his work will not find

sympathy, ifonly he works earnestly and lovingly."

These words of the painter might fittingly

have been inscribed upon Inness's moninnent,

for they strike the keynote of his life. With

him, art was no mere vocation ; it was his re-

ligion, and he pursued it with all the fierce

passion of a devotee. No man certainly could

have been more indifferent to the mere fame

and profit it brought him. " Struggle and pov-

erty — recognition and success — were alike to

him. He lived in his art and for his art alone.''

He was the bearer of a message of optimism.

He believed in the beauty and kindliness of

inanimate nature— the Swedenborgian creed of

God in all things— and he strove to express

this belief day by day. He might be called

the painter-preacher, finding

" Tongues in trees, books in the running brooks.

Sermons in stones, and good in everything."
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ELIHU VEDDER
THE PAINTER OF THE MYSTIC

VER since that day— years ago—
when first I fell under the enchant-

ment of Fitzgerald's translation of

the "Rubaiyat," that wonderful poem

has been to me no less the work of Elihu Vedder,

its illustrator, than of Omar Khayyam, its author,

and it became one of the great desires of my life

to see the American artist whose pictures had

made so real and living the words of the Persian

poet. In my imagination I always pictured

Vedder as a small, pale, delicate, sensitive man
with dark wavy hair, dreamy brown eyes which

look out upon the world through a cloud of

mystic fancies ; gentle and retiring in manner,

speaking softly and smiling rarely. But this by

no means describes the Elihu Vedder whom I

saw in his studio in Rome, one Sunday afternoon

a few weeks ago.
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" I saw a tall, strongly built man, large of

frame, fair of complexion, with features strongly-

marked ; white hair worn rather long, a fierce

white mustache,— a quick-moving, talkative, epi-

grammatic man ; a man who suggested the viili-

taire rather than the reveur. One only touch of

the picturesque was a little round, black skull-

cap he wore on the back of his head. Otherwise

he looked like ordinary mortals such as generals,

statesmen, and even bank presidents."

This breezy, picturesque description of an artist

by an enthusiastic devotee appeared anonymously

in the New York Times in the summer of 1898.

It forms a fitting first glimpse of a man to whom
the word " mystic" inevitably attaches, and whose

character and works seem a bundle of contradic-

tions.

The Schenectady family of Vedders, from

whom the painter was descended, were an old

Dutch stock dating back to the middle of the

seventeenth century. They had been honest

burghers and worthy artisans in the old Holland

days ; and the representatives who came across to

the New World doubtless had their prototypes

in some of the sketches good-naturedly made for

all time by D. Knickerbocker, in the immortal

History fortunately discovered by one W. Irving.
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" It was not for nothing that the ancestors oi

this American child had sprung from the Neth-

erlands," says a high-flown later writer. " The

painters of the low countries, skilful above all

others in light and color, the strange national

legends of Holland, fantastically historical— the

influence of all these things was to suffer a sea

change before it finally inspired Elihu Vedder.

The desire for art, and the sense of fantasy,

were gifts which to the fullest degree the child

Vedder inherited."

Just how much of his art the boy *' inherited,"

and how much may be called native American,

it would require a nice balancing of values to de-

termine. But this is only the first of numerous

puzzles which cluster about the name of Vedder.

Practically nothing at all has been written about

his early life. We know that he was born Febru-

ary 26, 1836, in the city of NewYork. His par-

ents were first cousins who had removed to the

city from Schenectady. They lived on Varick

Street, in what was still the Dutch section of

New York, where Mr. Vedder senior carried on

his profession of dentist.

Wishing his boy to preserve as much of the

Holland tradition as possible, the father sent

young Elihu to the BrinkerhofF School in Brook-
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lyn, which was a noteworthy institution of its

day. But the boy did not make a noteworthy

student. Perhaps his head was already too full

of the *' fantasies " and dreams— Dutch or Ameri-

can— which were later to make him famous. He
began drawing bold outlines on his slate, or on

convenient walls, which, with all their crudities,

showed promise of freedom and power.

" As a child," says Tuckerman, " the little

Elihu would chew sticks into brushes, and invest

his money in cheap paints. At the age of twelve

he painted fruit pieces of decided promise. He
used to delineate the cat, dog, and cow, and

members of the family, and from the fu'st showed

skill and taste in color."

His first attempts, however, were frowned

upon by the practical father, who wished his

son to become a merchant, or follow one of

the more lucrative professions,— even the pull-

ing of teeth. The boy nevertheless persisted in

his " daubing," much to the father's disgust, who

threatened to cut him off without a penny. Says

a writer in the Ameiican Ai^t Review: "His

early story is that of a boy whose taste in a pro-

fession, persisted in against the inclinations of his

family, had thrown him into those straits that

seem a part of the regular formative process of
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genius. But when he had demonstrated the

reaUty of his talent he was taken back into favor

and duly assisted."

Mr. Vedder finally consented that the boy

should take " a quarter's lessons in drawing," and

soon after this he went to Sherburne, Chenango

County, New York, where he received his first

lessons in painting, under Tompkins Matteson.

This painter was then pretty well known on ac-

count of several patriotic and popular canvases.

He had painted a portrait of Mayor Havemeyer

for the New York City Hall.

Young Vedder was painstaking, patient, and

earnest (says Tuckerman), with a very modest

estimate of his own abilities. In company with

Andrew Warren, a fellow-student, he made out-

of-door studies from nature, but his taste was for

figure painting. Ardent in temperament, and

diligent in the pursuit of art, he was also emi-

nently social, and had a keen appreciation of

humor. His first original attempts were timid ;

he made several copies, among them, Wilkie's

" Blind Fiddler." But it was only by degrees,

after a year's study of the rudiments with Mat-

teson, that he exhibited any of that fertility of

imagination and vigor of handling which has

since characterized his works.
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" Very early his work revealed those qualities

which are distinctly American," says one critic,

— " that delicate curiosity about the soul ; that

charming, pathetic strangeness of idea which we

meet in the works of Hawthorne and of Poe, no

less than in the drawings of Vedder and La
Farge."

When the boy was sixteen he became prac-

tically an orphan. His mother died, and his

father, seized with a desire to travel, removed to

Cuba. This island, however, was too far out of

the beaten track of art interests to suit young

Vedder ; so, after doing desultory work in New
York, he went, in 1856, to Paris. That winter

he studied under Picot, a few months here com-

pleting all the stated instruction he received.

The following spring he went to Italy— and

promptly fell in love with that languorous coun-

try for all time. He remained four years in

Rome, Naples, and Florence, and would probably

have stayed on indefinitely had not the Civil

War broken out in the United States. In other

sketches, we have noticed painters leaving Amer-

ica to escape wars, as being foreign both to their

profession and disposition. Here, however, we
find one who deliberately turns his face in the

direction of the trouble ; but whether the fact
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speaks more strongly for Vedder's Americanism

or his love of adventure, we cannot undertake

to say.

He returned to America for the purpose of

enlisting in the army, but met with disappoint-

ment. Five years earlier, while out hunting

with a friend, the latter s gun was accidentally

discharged, wounding young Vedder in the left

arm. The wound healed in due course, but the

arm remained somewhat stiff; and for this rea-

son he was now disqualified from military ser-

vice. Fortunately for the service of art, the

arm affected was not the one which guided the

brush.

During the Civil War the artist gained a

somewhat precarious living in the pursuit of

his profession. But his pictures were already

attracting serious attention, as is proved by the

fact that he was made an associate member
of the National Academy in 1863, and a full

member only two years later.

His father removed to St. Augustine, Florida,

after a residence of several years in Cuba. Ved-

der himself had made more than one flying visit

to Cuba, where he was de^Jy^impressed by the

sea and the tropical vegetation. These visits bore

fruitage in some of his earlier canvases, "The
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Roc's Egg," "The Genii and the Fisherman,"

and " The JL<air of the Sea Serpent " (now in the

Boston Museum)7 / The hist-named picture when
put on exhibition created a tremendous stir. It

showed a stretch of sandy beach blown into wind-

riffles at the edge of the sea. Here lying coiled,

fold on fold, lay a huge serpent basking silent

yet ready to strike. The eye of the monster,

gleaming watchfully in the foreground, gave

promise of its baleful intent. For the rest, the

picture was treated quietly in somber hues. A
visitor to the Academy exhibition said of this

canvas ;
" After wandering through a wilderness

of mediocrity, it renders one speechless to come

suddenly upon so much originality of idea and

power of execution. At last the myth of the

sea has found an interpreter. The picture is a

tragedy of solitudg^

It is a commentary on the whimsical nature of

the man who painted the picture, that, in later

years, he confessed that his model for the hid-

eous serpent had been a dead eel washed up on

the strand. He had simply brought it boldly

into the foreground, dwarfed its surroundings,

and invested it with an evil eye — that was all.

Yet a brooding mystery crept into the picture

unawares.
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Another early picture which attracted consid-

erable attention was " The Questioner of the

Sphinx "— showing the desolate Egyptian des-

ert stretching on every side of the famed Sphinx.

Standing by its side, with his ear bent down to

catch any syllable which might escape its lips,

stands the Questioner— a type of the searcher

after things hidden for all time to come. One
critic has called it " a picture worthy of Emer-

son's great poem on the subject."

Tuckerman wrote in 1867 :
" Of all our genre

painters Elihu Vedder is the most individual and

independent. He has pursued his artistic way

with singular self-reliance, freedom, and faith.

Whatever defects there may be in his pictures,

they are never uninteresting, rarely unimpress-

ive ; and this is because his mood and manner

are his own. He follows out a weird, fantastic,

or ideal vein, which is the reverse of the conven-

tional or familiar, and yet is too genuine to be

grotesque. Perhaps no one of our artists has

excited greater expectations. We instinctively

imagine him about to surprise or enchant us,

so many hints of the strange, the psychological,

and the poetical are given by his compositions."

Meanwhile, in 1865, Vedder had returned to

Paris, but not to study under any one master.
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Instead, he browsed from gallery to gallery. The

following summer he spent in Brittany, until

the call of Italy came again too strongly to be

shaken off. In a few months he removed his

studio to Rome, where he remained permanently

and finally achieved his most characteristic work.

He still remained a " good American " at heart,

however, and kept in touch with this country

through frequent visits.

He also proved his good Americanism by

coming to this country for a wife. On July 13,

1869, he married Caroline Rosekrans, daughter

of E. A. Rosekrans, of Glens Falls, New York.

The marriage proved a fortunate one. Mrs.

Vedder had the " social instinct " in a marked

degree, and not only proved a good home-

keeper, but won and held friends on all sides.

The painter proved to be many-sided in his

talent. A friend of his says :
" When I was in

Rome in 1880, I had the privilege of visiting his

studio and seeing many of his pictures. They

were, however, by no means the only things of

Vedder's making in that quaint and delightful

place. I remember especially a beautiful cup

which the artist had modelled, and also several

strange little ear-rings ; for, like the artists of

old, some of whom may have lived and painted
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on that very spot three centuries ago, he is ca-

pable of all manner of excursions from his own
domain of painting."

But even in trifles his whimsical or fantastic

genius asserted itself Witness a book-plate that

he made. It represents a dead mouse lying on

its back in a library, with nibbled portions of

two or three volumes— evidently its doom—
scattered around. The moral is obvious : "A
little knowledge is a dangerous thing

!

"

About this time, also, an art review said of

him, apropos of a flying visit to America :
" If

it be the mission of an original talent to bring

into the world not peace but a sword, Vedder

has had the compliment of creating this kind of

a disturbance. There began to be Vedderites

and A nti-Vedderites very early in his career, and

moderation in the expression of their opinion has

not been a marked trait of either."

It was in 1884, however, that Vedder pro-

duced the one work which made his name

widely known among laymen as well as artists.

This was his series of illustrations to the Ru-

baiyat of Omar Khayyam. " It was not that

the artistic advance was so great," says Isham.

" A limited number admired him before, but his

pictures were few, mostly in private possession,
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and moreover their point of view was so personal

that it was not readily seized in a few scattered

examples. The Rubaiyat revealed him to the

world. The charm of the work is very great.

The drawings were made on gray paper in black

and white crayon. . . . and the general effect

was of a unity profoundly and nobly simple.

*' Never before had a book of poems received a

pictorial commentary so sympathetic, so beautiful,

and so illuminative, for it is not too much to say

that the illustrations deepen and illumine the sen-

timent of the quatrains. It took no effort to fit

them together. The philosophy of the verses

was Vedder's own, and one might almost say

that the form would have been his also, had

he expressed himself in words. They bring up

again the great simple problems of life which

have run through all variations of men and

manners. The art to match them must be in-

tellectual, not sensuous, depending for its inter-

est on something other than richness of color or

texture of surface. It must be literary, in fact,

and literary art is at present much denounced in

theory and little followed in practice. ... But the

main point is that he has been successful. The

man of ordinary intelligence feels the thrill which

is the test of a work of art. It is a triumph of
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invention. The lack of color and of rich surface

is not felt. It was the idea that occupied the

artist, and the clothing of the idea with a form

which should make it intelligible. It is this

which gives him his affinity to the fresco painters

of the Renaissance, and it is worthy of remark

that, like them, this knowledge of form enables

him to turn his hand to sculpture or goldsmith

work, creating a bust, a piece of jewelry, or an

elaborately decorated memorial cup with equal

facility."

This affinity with an older school also led his

talents to seek still another channel in later years,

which was decorative or mural painting. One of

his first essays in this field was a wall and ceiling

decoration for CoUis P. Huntington's residence

on Fifth Avenue, New York City. In this also

he was highly successful, and current reviews

gave the work extended notice. The central

panel represented the seasons, each of the four

figures being treated in an original manner.

The following year, 1893, he completed a deco-

rative panel for the Memorial Art Building on

the campus of Bowdoin College.

Then came his well-known work for the Con-

gressional Library at Washington, which con-

sisted of five panels and the splendid mosaic,
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Minerva. It is scarcely necessary to make ex-

tended comment here upon these subjects, as

they speak for themselves daily to the many
visitors within those marble corridors. This

done, he returned to his quiet studio life in

Rome. An enthusiastic admirer, writing to the

Times, thus describes him in this far-away home

:

" His greeting to us was cordial and kindly.

There was no poetic vagueness, no mysterious

languor, such as I had suspected from his works,

in that firm clasp of the hand ! I could not help

a slight feeling of awe in his presence, the venera-

tion I had nourished for so many years was strong

within me, but as time went on, the sense of op-

pression wore away and gave place to much more

agreeable sensations, and I enjoyed my long-

wished-for visit to the fullest extent.

" After a few moments Mr. Vedder took us

through the studio, which consisted of several

rooms filled with his work. In response to our

questions, he gave us short dissertations on dif-

ferent pictures, in that half-disparaging, half-

commendatory way which makes the charm of

an artist in the midst of his work. Some of his

speeches might have sounded rather conceited,

but for the seasoning of humor in everything

he said. His manner was a whimsical mixture
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of jest and earnest, — a thoroughly American

mixture which must make many of his guests

feel a trifle uncertain how to take him.

"We asked him if he had ever thought of

making a book all his own. He said that he

* had always meant to do it ; might yet some

day ; why not ? He had plenty of ideas ; there

was never any trouble about them. He had ideas

enough to furnish any number of artists ' I In

the same breath he disposed of the beautiful

designs he had made for the Library at Washing-

ton by a sweeping criticism :
' Oh, those miserable

things ! They are nothing at all. I was asked

to make them, and did so, but was glad to get

rid of them. They are nothing !

'

" There is a great picture on a wall of the

middle room of the upstairs studio, to which we

were conducted. We asked what it was called.

Mr. Vedder seemed a trifle aggrieved that he

had been obliged to christen it at all.

" ' Why must every picture have a name ?

'

he said. * People seem to expect me to call it

something, so I have to do it ; but it is very

hard to give names that mean anything. I

suppose I may call this " The Keeper of the

Threshold.'"

" 1 studied the picture attentively and tried to
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unravel the significance of the title. The paint-

ing is life-size and represents a beautiful naked

youth— a sort of adolescent Buddha— dark-

skinned and solemn-eyed, facing the spectator

and gazing directly at him. At the top of a

flight of broad low steps he is seated cross-legged

upon a huge coiled python. In one hand he

holds a lamp from which the flame streams up-

ward, in the other hand a sword. Around him

the atmosphere seems full of pulsating color—
all the hues of the prism shaken free. The back-

ground is filled with those wonderful swirls of

flame-like form, with which Vedder has made us

familiar. They seem to vibrate and tremble in

rainbow tints, and change and glow even as you

look upon them. The iridescent color scheme

of the whole is a very beautiful composition,

admirable in its simplicity. You seem to feel

that there is vital force, a throbbing, vibratory,

pulsating source of life ever expanding and full

of motion just beyond the motionless figure keep-

ing guard upon the temple's threshold. The

look of awful calm which he bends upon you is

overpowering and confuses you. Do you believe

it possible for a picture to hypnotize you ? I

have an uncomfortable feeling that this one has

such power. I cannot forget it. Its fascination
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for me is strong even yet, and I am still under

its spell, though an ocean lies between us.

*' There are many other pictures in the studio

— one a group of five or six heads crowded to-

gether looking down into a pit of eternal fire

whose flames light up their faces. A tongue of

fire shooting up nearly reaches one of the

group, who draws back in terror. Fear is upon

them all.

" On all the walls hang photographs of

Vedder's earlier works, and it was pleasant to

recognize such old friends as, * The Cumeean

Sibyl,' ' Samson with the Knotted Hair, * Lazarus

Emerging from the Tomb,' and ' The Lost Mind.'

On a revolving stand lies a great volume, one of

the original edition de luxe of the Rubaiyat, with

Vedder's drawings. It was particularly interest-

ing to turn its pages amid such surroundings,

and to be able to look up from the pages to the

walls hung with originals.

" 1 should have liked to wander about these

rooms for hours, steeping my soul in impressions

made by pictures which were new to me, and re-

freshing my memory with those already familiar

and dear. But the studio was thronged with

people coming and going, and I dared not run

the risk of ' wearing out my welcome ' by remain-
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ing too long. Mrs. Vedder gave us some tea

and made herself generally agreeable. She is as

pleasant to look upon as she is to listen to. Her
face is benevolence personified, and one instinct-

ively enlists himself among her friends and

admirers at first glance.

" There are two children, ' quite the correct

number for a French family,' as Vedder laugh-

ingly said. The daughter of the house was

assisting her mother to receive their guests.

She is a tall, fair-haired, graceful girl, perhaps

twenty years of age. The son, an architect by

profession, lives in America. I mentioned to

his mother that I had met him at some enter-

tainment last winter in New York. Her eager

interest in one who had seen her boy since she

had was quite touching.

" Mrs. Julia Ward Howe was among the visi-

tors at the studio, and was the honored subject of

much attention."

A still later glimpse of Vedder's home sur-

roundings is given by Lewis Lusk :
^ " The sur-

roundings of Vedder's present Roman studio are

more Rubaiyatesque (to coin a word) than those

of the studio in which the famous illustrations

were actually composed. The old studio was in

* London Art Journal, 1903.
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the city. This latter studio is a villa with an

elderly looking garden near the Porta Pia, out-

side the russet medieval walls. There is much

shrubbery and a grove of large stone pines stand-

ing like sentinels between villa and campagna,

across whose dim expanse you can see the blue

Alban mountains and Tivoli.

" As you enter, the dreamy quack of ducks

salutes you on the right, where they swim at

peace in a pool surrounded by tall bamboos,

their white bodies, all amid the green dusk of

water and foliage, suggestive of nymphs bathing

in Arcadia. The air of ancient repose is over

all the rest of the garden, with its gnarled trees

and great green flower-pots of worn classic mould,

and the double flight of steps, green and lichened,

leading up to the door of the studio. One ascends

these winding stairs till one arrives at a little ves-

tibule hung with reproductions and studies, all

having that same look of the broad wear of many
years,— that feeling of the ripe beauty of a past

civilization.

" The man himself is genial of mien,—just as

he appears in Sir W. B. Richmond's portrait of

him,— unaffected in speech, with a certain soldier-

hke bearing and an undercurrent of thoughtful

humor. He seems less of a mystery than his
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works. Hi« tragicmoods are there before you,

secrets for you to read if you can. He helps you

with hints, but refrains from sermons. When in

talk he touches the great mysteries, he touches

them lightly.

" He has many ideas stored away, in studies

and small colored wax models, renderings of his

vision of the nature spirit in things. His orna-

mental cup work, and other aspects of him as a

sculptor, have been mentioned by others. His

later work has been chiefly pictorial."

Vedder has been called the ** mystic of no cen-

tury but his own." He says that to explain a

mystery is to destroy it, and as he himself has

not as yet solved it, he can only represent the

mystery as it appears to him.

We have already seen how the illustrations to

the Rubaiyat actually broaden and deepen the

meaning in those quatrains. Another good ex-

ample of this trait of his work is seen in his well-

known canvas, " The Enemy Sowing Tares."

The usual and conventional manner of illustrat-

ing this New Testament parable is to show an

ordinary new-plowed field being surreptitiously

visited by night. But how different is the Vedder

conception ! It shows a Pharisee sowing gold

pieces at the foot of the Cross — signifying
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the tempting of the Church by money and

display.

Vedder never hurries a picture ; he never

hastens through a study. His pictures are not

made, they grow, and not always regularly.

Months, even years, may elapse after the main

lines are determined upon, ere the completed

canvas is reached. He works only as the mood
seizes him, and the moment he feels his ardor

cooling, he lays the work aside for another, or

perchance for a bit of clay modelling ; or, failing

that, a ramble along the countryside.

He likes architecture also, and gives vrith

warm appreciation an old belfry at Orte, or a

ruddy old Lombard church. Perugia, his resi-

dence for a considerable time, has furnished the

setting for many interesting bits of wall and

tower, roadway and sky. He has likewise shown

us Lake Trasimere which lies below it,— its

rushes and fishermen's skiffs, its wooded banks

and dreamy depths, and the floating earthen

eel-pots in its margin.

One incident related of him will serve to show

his reverence for the inner meaning of art, and

also his personal independence. His studio was

once visited by a patron of the arts who was

more gifted in pocket than in taste. (The tribe
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has not yet become extinct ! ) The artist had

reason to know that, from a commercial point

of view, he was a person to be concihated ; so

he let the prospective collector browse around

among the canvases at will. But the visitor

seemed dissatisfied, and after looking over sev-

eral subjects he gave vent to that peculiarly

exasperating phrase of the well-meaning ama-

teur :
" Well, I don't know much about pictures,

but I know what I like."

Vedder looked at him and retorted : "So do

the beasts of the field."

It has been charged that Vedder is not a

" pleasing " painter. With the pro and con of

this, the present sketch has nothing to do. But

if the essential qualities of a pleasing subject are

comprised in their being easily grasped and for-

gotten, the charge is a true one. His chief

canvases are unforgettable, even awe-inspiring.

They have the laudable faculty of making the

spectator think, instead of merely arousing his

pleasurable emotions.

The artist has been compared by another writer

to Hawthorne and Poe in literature. His mystic

qualities incline him nearer to the former than to

the latter. Nevertheless he would have made an

ideal illustrator for the works of either.
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In his personal traits, however, Vedder is u'

terly unHke them both. He is a man among

his fellows, enjoying a good dinner, a good bor

tie of wine, and a good story with the best (/.

them. The younger men in the New York

colony remember his visits with pleasure, and

speak of him as a " bon vivant," but in the bet-

ter sense of the word. He has simply refused

to grow old, and the spirit of him never will.

He displays the paradox of one who constantly

renews his youth by feeding upon mysteries ages

old. But the mysteries lie safely hidden below

the surface. With them the clubman and the

man about town has nothing to do. " To reveal

them would be to destroy them " indeed, and

with them the spring of perpetual youth for the

painter and mystic philosopher.
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WINSLOW HOMER

THE PAINTER OF SECLUSION

RING that book here, Master

Wmslow !

"

The command, issued by the

teacher in a peremptory voice, caused

every pupil in the New England school to glance

up with a start and fix his eyes upon the culprit

addressed. A shock-headed boy arose at the

summons, his face as red as a beet, and went

awkwardly to tlie rostrum.

" Let me see your book. What were you

doing ? " demanded the teacher.

" St-studying," stammered the boy, shifting

from one foot to the other.

" Hum— it looks like it !
" commented his

master, thumbing over the pages rapidly. " How
many times have I told you not to make pictures

all over your books ? That \s not what they re

for ! 1 11 get you a hornbook to study out of,
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if I can't break you any other way. Go and

stand in that corner until spelling class ! A boy

who does n't know how to use his . books will

never amount to anything."

And amid the titters of the other scholars, the

boy took up his station in the dreaded *' dunce

corner."

The " hornbook " which the teacher had

threatened to get was a primitive text-book in

general use a few years earlier than the time of

this scene, and so named because its pages were

protected by thin, transparent pieces of horn. To
have limited the young Winslow to this sort of

book would have been punishment indeed, as his

greatest— almost unconscious— delight was to

decorate a page's margins with fanciful drawings.

Some ten years before, in the year of Grace

1836, this boy, Winslow Homer, had first begun

to draw breath, and almost from the time he

learned to walk and talk his dearest occupation

was to draw pictures on everything he could lay

his hands upon.

It is somewhat remarkable that he was the

almost exact contemporary of another American

boy who showed a similar early predilection for

drawing. Elihu Vedder, as we have seen, was

born in New York, February 26, 1836 j while
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Winslow Homer was born in Boston just two

days earlier.

Winslow's father, Charles Savage Homer, came

of robust, sea-faring stock, he being the direct

descendant of the famous Captain John Homer

of the seventeenth century. On his mother's

side also he came of long-lived people. Her

maiden name was Henrietta Benson, and her

family was among the original settlers of Hing-

ham, Massachusetts.

When young Winslow was six years old, his

parents removed to Cambridge, where he was

placed in school, and it was at this time that he

developed his remarkable penchant for marking

things with pencil and crayon. The habit seemed

to have been born in him ; he would draw pic-

tures even while thinking of something else ; and

no amount of scolding on the part of his teachers

could make him cease decorating the school-

books in this fashion.

As for his father, it is refreshing to learn that

he did not frown upon his son's artistic efforts,

as is usually the case with budding genius.

Naturally he did not approve of the reader and

speller decorations, so he endeavored to counter-

act this habit by giving the boy plenty of blank

paper and crayons. The first pictures which he
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began to draw were characteristic of his entire

after work : they dealt almost entirely with life in

the open air. The boy's whole training and en-

vironment were responsible for this. In the then

village of Cambridge he led the true boy's life,

being fond of fishing, interested in animals, and

keenly observant of nature both animate and

inanimate. He tried to represent upon paper

exactly what he saw, and he thus learned early

to depend upon himself and to follow his own
bent.

By the time he was twelve he had already

accumulated a large pile of sketches— crude

enough, perhaps, but showing the earnest out-

reachings of an absolutely native talent. It was

jEdison, we believe, who said that " genius con-

sists of two per cent inspiration and ninety-eight

per cent perspiration." Homer's whole upward

career was an exemplification of this dictum.

Whatever he attained was honestly his own, as

he earned it by close application and painstaking

effort.

When his school-days were over, at the age of

eighteen, the question of his future career came

up for discussion. There was never any doubt

in young Homer's mind as to what he wanted

to do ; but his father was somewhat at sea in
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regard to the best place for him to start. Chance

solved their problem by throwing in their way a

bit of torn newspaper, on which was printed the

advertisement of a lithographer.

" How would you like to learn engraving ?
"

asked Mr. Homer.
" Just the thing !

" replied his son.

"Well, I will see what can be done about

getting you an apprenticeship," said his father.

" But I want you to be sure it is the thing for

you to do, as it usually costs quite a sum of

money to enter such a trade."

Young Homer stuck to his guns, thinking

very wisely that engraving, if it did not prove

pleasing on its own account, would be excellent

drill in draughtsmanship— something which he

greatly needed. So his father opened negotia-

tions with the lithographer in Boston, whose

name was BufFord, a place was secured after a

little effort, and the young man soon entered

upon this work. It was not long before his

skill at designing brought him into favorable

notice. Indeed, during the two or three years

he was there he proved so skilful, as well as

energetic, that his employer remitted the bonus

of three hundred dollars which was usually de-

manded of apprentices. Among the original
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work which he was given to do, was the plan-

ning and executing of title-pages for sheet-music

published by Oliver Ditson. Another still more

ambitious piece of work was an elaborate design

which embraced portraits of the entire Massachu-

setts State Senate. His work, in fact, attracted

such favorable attention that a New York pub-

lishing house invited him to come there and

accept a similar position.

But the work of an engraver he found galling,

Ibeit it had been good training. He declined

he New York offer, and, when he became of

age, left Bufford and set his face resolutely

toward the higher ground of art — his first

love, free-hand drawing. With this goal in view

e took a small room in Ballou's Picto?ial

Monthly building, in Boston, and started out

for himself. His first sketch was a street scene,

chiefly remarkable in being one of the few city

scenes he ever produced. He also had drawings

accepted by Ballou and by the New York house

of Harper and Brothers.

Success, however, came slowly— as it gener-

ally does. Moreover, the young artist was dis-

satisfied with his efforts. He realized his need

of schooling in art. In 1859, he went to New
York, and opened a studio on Nassau Street.
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He began to study painting for the first time

under Frederic Rondel, a French artist of some

reputation ; and the following year he attended a

night class in the National Academy of Design,

then on Thirteenth Street.

Came the firing upon Sumter and the outbreak

of the Civil War. The air was rife with the

clash of arms and the march of volunteers. " On
to the Potomac ! " was the cry north and south.

The newspapers of the day made feverish prepa-

rations to " cover " what promised to be the most

momentous struggle since the Revolution, Har-

pers Weekly was then unique among periodicals

in giving an illustrated digest of each week's hap-

penings. The illustrations were printed crudely

enough from wood blocks, but they were the

most advanced and meritorious of their day.

The house of Harper began to cast about for

young, energetic, and promising artists to send

to the front, for the purpose of giving their wood-

engravers something to do. Young Homer came

to their attention ; he filled all three of their

requirements. It was they who had noticed

his earlier work in Boston and had offered him

a position in New York. They sent for him
again.

" Will you go to the war for us ?
" they asked.
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" Indeed 1 will !
" he replied. '* Any special

instructions ?

"

" None, except that you are to go with the

first volunteers, and remain at the front during

all the hostilities. The trouble ought to be over

in a few months."

Homer accepted this mission with boyish en-

thusiasm. At last he felt that he was to see life

at large and in the making. He had never felt

content to take a mere clerical position in the

publishing house, because he could not '' get air

enough to breathe." Nor was he ever content

to stay " cooped up."

He hastily packed a few belongings, strapped

his portfolio over his shoulder, and was ready to

cross the Potomac with the first regiment of vol-

unteers, in 1801. His first drawings of camp

life were full of character, but they were also

stiff and heavily drawn. The one-time engraver

was mindful of other engravers, and their need

of firm lines in order to produce results in their

wooden blocks. But as he continued to make

sketches, his hand became freer, and the artist in

him triumphed over the mechanical draughtsman.

It was also at this time that he began his

first work in color. In 1862 he produced two

pictures which were accepted by the National
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Academy : " The First Goose at Yorktown," and

" Home, Sweet Home." They were, of course,

military themes, and made a strong patriotic ap-

peal. On the strength of these and other work,

Homer was elected an associate member of

the Academy in 1864 ; and the next year he

was received into full membership,— this action

being influenced by a remarkable picture he had

just produced, entitled, " Prisoners from the

Front." The canvas was so true to life that

many of the faces were actual portraits. ''No

American picture is more familiar to the nation

than this," declared an English critic. When it

was shown at the Academy it created nothing

less than a sensation. But we can well under-

stand why. Apart from the merit of the paint-

ing, it struck a responsive chord in the breast of

many an onlooker, who, perhaps, had a relative

of his own among the " prisoners from the front."

Excitement was then at a fever heat, and the

war was the dominating topic everywhere. No
picture could have been more timely ; and its

author, like the poet Byron, awoke one morning

to find himself famous.

" The picture fitted the hour," says Caffin ;

** but it would not have enlisted such an en-

thusiastic reception, if it had not approximated
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in intensity to the pitch of the people's feehng.

It has, in fact, the elements of a great picture,

quite apart from its association with the circum-

stances of the time : a subject admirably adapted

to pictorial representation, explaining itself at

once, offering abundant opportunity for charac-

terization, and in its treatment free from any

triviality. On the contrary, the painter has felt

beyond the limits of the episode itself the pro-

found significance of the struggle in which this

was but an eddy, and in the generalization of his

theme has imparted to it the character of a type."

We have now no longer to deal with the strug-

gling practitioner and the war correspondent, but

with the recognized painter following his chosen

career. At the close of the war. Homer was a

man of thirty. He had been on three campaigns,

only one of which, however, had been for Harper.

The other two were made for his own ends and

resulted not only in army scenes, but also studies

in negro life and character,— for which he came

to be widely known, — such as '' Eating the

Watermelon," and " The Cotton-Pickers."

Of his work of this period, Mrs. Van Rennsa-

laer says :
" Among his paintings we find, as is

natural, many subjects of more ambitious sorts,

but almost always conceived from a pictorial and
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not from a literary point of view. He is always

a painter of simple incident and character, never

of a ' story,' or dramatic effect. His soldier boys

are shown in the more peaceful moods, there

being, so far as I remember, no battle scene

among his military paintings.

^ "Other artists have produced * prettier' things,

but they were also weaker or less truthful. As
an instance in point, I may refer to the way in

which his work affected my own childish eyes,

in days when I dared to hold very few positive

opinions in such matters. As a youthful visitor

to our exhibitions and a student of our illustrated

papers, I remember to have hated Mr. Homer in

quite vehement and peculiar fashion, acknowledg-

ing thereby his individuality and his force, and

also his freedom from the neat little waxy pretti-

ness of idea and expression which are so alien to

the artistic, but always so delightful to childish

minds, whether in bodies childish or adult."

In 1867, the " Prisoners from the Front," and

other paintings by him, were exhibited at the

Paris Salon, where they received much praise

on account of their "national flavor." Critics

ignored their technical shortcomings, and prized

the canvases because of "the genuine transatlantic

sentiment which they expressed."
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Homer himself was still keenly alive to his

deficiencies and resolved to overcome them by

still farther study. Accordingly he went abroad

in 1867 and spent several months in Paris going

from exhibition to exhibition, comparing and

making mental notes. He studied by himself,

however, and followed the promptings of his oa#1

genius, unless we except the indirect influence of

John La Farge, his personal friend and ally. La
Farge was greatly attracted by this robust New
Englander who had as original a way of talking

as of painting. Blunt and outspoken, Homer did

not hesitate to call a spade a spade. He also took

a liking to La Farge,— one of his comparatively

few close associates,— and their varying points of

view were of value to both.

In 1868 he returned to New York, but not to

linger in the city. The rolling upland and the

broad ocean were calling to him daily. He made

several brief voyages to Bermuda, and also

numerous trips to the Adirondacks. In the

mountains he roughed it, finding congenial

matter in the rugged landscape *' and the equally

sincere and unpolished guides." The world was,

in fact, an open book to him, and he was con-

tinually studying its types. He delighted to go

cross-country from hamlet to hamlet, and when
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he found a rural scene which struck his fancy, ^

out would come his sketch-book or canvas. The

artist doubtless could have told, if he had been

so minded, many amusing adventures in these

first-hand investigations,— of scurrying chickens,

and suspicious cows ; of questioning farmers who
wondered " what on airth thet feller was prowl-

ing round his farm fer "
; of prinking damsels who

hoped that he would put them in the picture
;

and of the general opinion of the worthlessness

of such as he, which was often but thinly con-

cealed. But Homer has let his brush and pen-

cil be his spokesmen, and they have given us

many a diverting glimpse of rural life.

*' We all know," says Mrs. Van Rennsalaer,

" the little water-colors which he sent by the

dozens for many years to the annual exhibitions,

— the barefooted, sunbonneted little girls, the

flocks of ragged sheep, the Yankee boys plung-

ing by the school-house or under the twisted

apple-boughs through which the sun was sifting,

the negro urchins eating watermelon, the tired

haymakers in their shirt-sleeves and coarse cow-

hide boots, the thousand and one rustic scenes

that were recorded with so much freshness and so

much truth and strength.

" Never was any painter more rurally minded.
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# Never did any dweller in cities more completely

ignore on canvas not their existence only, but

also the existence of the human types they foster.

This would not, of course, be remarkable if he

were simply a landscape painter. But while

landscapes are very prominent in his work, hu-

manity is rarely absent and is usually his chief

concern. But it is the rustic human always.

The rural American of his earlier pictures is

shown with a persistence, a sympathy, and an

artistic clearness and directness of speech quite

unequalled in our art. We get the very essence

of the New England forms and faces and gestures,

and of the New England fields and hillsides in

this early work ; and just as truly the very

essence of negro life and its surroundings. No
man could doubt his being an American by birth

and nature."

In the Centennial Exhibition at Philadelphia,

Homer was represented by two canvases, " The

American Type," and " Snap the Whip." The

latter has remained one of his most popular

subjects. It shows a line of romping school-

boys strung hand to hand and racing down a

hillside, bent on bringing disaster to the luck-

less urchin at the end. These same boys, or

their cousins, indoors, were shown the next year
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in his " Country School-Room," at the Paris

Salon.

But meanwhile the salt of the sea had lin-

gered persistently in his nostrils, and more and

more he turned his steps toward the dunes and

cliffs and marshes of the coast. We find him

at Gloucester, Massachusetts, in 1881, and the

result was seen in a series of water-colors deal-

ing with marine life. They are spoken of as

being so strong, broad, and rich in color as to

mark a distinct departure in his methods.

The next two years were spent in wandering

farther afield — wherever his restless fancy led

him. He paid two visits to England and one

or more to the West Indies, constantly study-

ing out new points of view, and seeking to ex-

press them. The world of art presents no more

singular picture than this man, who might be

called the " Wanderer," or, as we shall presently

see, the " Hermit." Absolutely devoid of home

ties, and remaining solitary and apart among all

his fellow-men, he travelled up and down in the

world recognizing only one mistress, Nature, and

her handmaiden, Art.

Then, wearied with his travels, he made a

dwelling-place for himself, on a little point of

land on the rugged Maine coast near Scarboro.
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There he spent the remainder of his life away
from the haunts of civihzation. For family

Hfe he had the companionship of his aged father,

and of his two brothers, but he eschewed all

other ties. Like Millet and Rousseau he courted

Nature alone: and on this rock-bound coast he

studied her in all her varying moods—when the

summer sea stretched lazily and gracefully away

at the foot of some mighty crag, or amid the

fury of the tempest, when the combers driven

before the blast leaped in high fury upon the

sullen rocks.

And Nature finally rewarded him for his devo-

tion. She revealed herself in great beauty. He
came to be known as the interpreter of the Maine

coast; each year his marine views were marked

by increasing individuality and power. In the

fruitful years succeeding 1884, he was repre-

sented at the exhibitions by some of his most

celebrated canvases, such as: "A Voice from

the CHffs," "Tynemouth," "Inside the Bar,"

"Eight Bells," "The Life Line," "Fog Off the

Banks," "Uudertow," "High Seas," "Watching
|

the Tempest," and "The Perils of the Sea." He
received a medal at the Columbian Exposition/

and the gold medal at the Paris Exposition of^

1900.
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Still it seems idle to speak of medals in con-

nection with a man of Homer's temperament.

Like Inness, he had little use for decorations

of any kind, preferring to let his work always

speak for itself; and he kept absolu1:ely aloof

from artistic wranglings and society scrimmages.

Indeed, in his seclusion he jumped to the other

extreme and almost earned a reputation for

boorishness, in his stern effort to follow an in-

dependent course.

A little anecdote recently told of him will

illustrate this phase. A party of New York

artists off for a summer jaunt, a few years ago,

found themselves in the vicinity of Scarboro,

when they decided to pay their respects to

Homer. In the group were several men quite

well known for their work, and accustomed to

meeting with the recognition due them. They
hunted up Homer's out-of-the-way abode, and

sent word by the old servant that they would

like to call. Any other man, except the far

away Diogenes, would have felt flattered by this

attention, but not so Homer.

"Oh, I haven't any time to waste upon a lot

of enthusiastic art students!" he growled; and

refused to see them at all.

The *' enthusiastic art students " were not at all
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chagrined, but afterwards told this story on them-

selves with good-natured gusto.

Homer s boldness of artistic method has natu-

rally aroused a wide diversity of opinion regarding

his work. ^We have already seen how one person

disliked his work, and yet could not forget it.

This feeling is voiced in a sympathetic way by

Isham :
'* The ignorance of, or indifference to,

what other men have done before leads Homer
to attempt things which have been generally ac-

cepted as impossible of_ representation, as when

he draws out against the dark background the

scarlet threads made by the darting sparks of a

campfire, with a result not only novel but fine.

But his independence shows still more in the

treatment of the subjects themselves, of which

such technical innovations are but incidents. The

hunting of the deer has occupied the attention of

artists continuously since the days of the cave-man

;

but no one else ever painted a guide sprawling on

his stomach over the edge of a rowboat, holding

a struggling buck by the horn with one hand and

trying to cut his throat with the other, while the

fool hound, who has run the beast to water, does

his best to upset the boat by trying to climber

in. It is not a sportsmanlike method, and more-

over it is out of season, for the horns are still in
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the velvet, a stray cut from the knife bleeding

red ; but there was a lot of deer meat got that

way in the woods in the bad old days when game

laws were not enforced— and some is got that

way still.

" No other artist has so felt the weight of water,

its buoyancy and its enormous force. When his

boys sail a cat-boat, it settles into the waves and

tips to the exact force of the wind and pull on

the sheet ; and when he renders the power of the

sea no one else approaches him. When the great

swells roll in out of the fog, and slowly heap them-

selves up against the granite coast without foam,

without effort, until with the ebb the thousands

of tons of clear green water grind crashing down

through the crevices of the rocks, we feel the

awful, elemental force. And when his bathers

are rolled dazed and helpless in the undertow,

they will be saved, no doubt, but it will give two

strong men a struggle to do it.

" It is absorption in his subject which makes it

so difficult to compare Homer with other artists.

To step from a dealer's gallery into a room filled

with his water-colors, is as if one left pictures for

reality. You like them if you like the things

represented, — the mountain lakes, the dark,

spruce-lined shores, the clear thin air. It is
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only by making a special effort that his very

great artistic merits are recognized, and when
that is done, the tendency is to revert again

to the indweUing spirit, the love for the strong,

free life of men who fight in the open air against

man, beast, or the elements, the life that his

great namesake sang in the days before history."

Thus we see how Nature came to reward this

painter of seclusion. He was given a superior

insight and power of interpretation second to

none in his chosen field.

While a recluse. Homer by no means was a

misanthrope. The friends he made he bound to

him with hoops of steel. La Farge was a life-

long friend and warm adherent. Weir, another

whose friendship dated back to the early days

of struggle, recently told the present writer

several anecdotes of that period of wandering

when the artist was finding himself. ''I remem-

ber very well the day when Homer finally shook

the dust of the city off his feet forever," said

Weir. *'I found him one day in his little studio

making a parcel of one hundred sketches. An
enterprising art dealer had offered him $500 for

the lot. Homer accepted, but said: 'I'm going

to chuck it all.' And he did."

In personal appearance. Homer was a trifle
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under medium height, sHght but active. His

face in later hfe was furrowed with deep Hues

—

not wrinkles so much as Hnes of determination,

evidence of a set purpose and indomitable will.

His eyes were deep set and piercing. His firm

lips were set off by a scraggly mustache which

had^ evidently been tugged at more than once

as he wrestled out a picture. Energy spoke in

his every action.

Mr. William H. Downes has probably done

more than any other person to explain this man
of mystery to the rest of the world. In an

excellent monograph published after Homer's

death, he gives many new facts and intimate

glimpses. ^ One interesting trait is the fact that

Homer liked to paint the sea only in action. He
did not care for it at all when still. *'I would

as soon paint a mill-pond," he would say. But

let the tempest rage never so violently and he

would fare forth in his sou'wester to revel in its

fury.

On the rock-bound coast he loved were spent

the closing years of his life, which ended abruptly,

September 29, 1910, in his seventy-fourth year,

the immediate cause being heart failure. Mr.

^Life and Works of Winslow Homer. By William H. Downes,

Boston, 1911.
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Downes writes: **He may be said to have died

in harness: He passed away in the Httle studio at

Front's Neck, where he had so long and so fruit-

fully labored, and it was a most fitting place for

him to die: it was like a soldier dying on the field

of battle, with the flag waving over him, a glori-

ous passing of the brave indomitable spirit."

Homer's life work, indeed, may be summed up

in the words of the poet, Byron:

"There is a pleasure in the pathless woods.
There is a rapture on the lonely shore,

There is society, where none intrudes.

By the deep sea, and music in its roar:

I love not Man the less, but Nature more,

From these our interviews, in which I steal

From all I may be, or have been before.

To mingle with the Universe, and feel

What I can ne'er express, yet cannot all conceal.'
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THE PAINTER OF EXPERIMENT

ONE hundred years ago, in the days of

Napoleon the Great, an expedition

was sent from France under General

Leclerc, to suppress an insurrection

in San Domingo. In this adventurous but ill-

advised army was a young subaltern by the

name of Jean Frederic de La Farge. As his

name indicates, the soldier came of good fam-

ily, and had joined the army early, in those

days when everybody enlisted, and the troops of

the Corsican were sweeping everything before

them.

Arrived at San Domingo, young La Farge

was offered a lieutenancy if he would cast his lot

with the land forces. He consented, and from

the time he set foot upon the fated island, adven-

tures followed close upon his heels. The small

force which he commanded was ambushed by
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the natives, and captured. Every one of the

company except himself was put to death by

slow torture, while he looked on, expecting

momentarily to share the same fate. His life was

spared, however, by the insurgent leader. General

Guerrier, in order that the Frenchman might

instruct him in reading and writing.

He was held a close prisoner during these hos-

tilities and until the invading French force left

the island, when he was given a certain amount of

liberty. But in the year 1806 a general massacre

of all the white people was planned. He received

warning of this just in time to make his escape

in a small boat with two others, and they rowed

along the shore until they reached that part of

the island which was under Spanish control.

Here by good luck they found a ship on the

point of sailing for Philadelphia, and embarked

upon it.

Lieutenant La Farge was of an adventurous

spirit, and the life of the New World appealed

to him. He saw where a great profit could be

made out of trading voyages, and he at once

entered upon this line of work. The whole

story of these early exploits would doubtless

read like a romance. For twenty-five years he

went from place to place, taking his chances with
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other bold traders of the day, but winning more

often than he lost. At last he became wealthy,

and bought plantations in Louisiana and farm

lands in northern New York.

Becoming tired of roving, as he reached middle

age, he directed his steps toward the city of New
York. Here he found a congenial French colony,

comprising many aristocratic emigres of the

French Revolution, as well as refugees from San

Domingo. Among his warmest friends were a

former San Domingan planter and his wife, M.

and Mme. Binsse de St. Victor. They had a

daughter who also welcomed, shyly, this dis-

tinguished traveller and man of the world. On
his part, the newcomer found the household

more and more attractive, and he ended by woo-

ing and marrying Mile, de St. Victor. They

began housekeeping in old St. John's Park, far

down town, but at that time one of the exclusive

sections of the city.

Amid these surroundings a boy was born to

them— March 31, 1835— who was named for

his father, but who received the English spelling

and abbreviated name of John La Farge. The
park was then a mass of trees flanked by stately

mansions set well back in lawns,— a sharp con-

trast to the sordid, huddled lower city of to-day.
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One of the earliest recollections of this little boy

was watching a sunset across the Hudson from

this beautiful park, and seeing all the steep roofs

and dormer windows of a side street outlined

against the sky.

In the early forties an uptown wave landed

the family on Washington Place just off Wash-

ington Square ; and while many of their friends

were afraid this was too far up, other optimists

believed that the city would center around this

park also in time !

Those were the halcyon days of Washington

Irving and other cultured New Yorkers, when

the city seemed steeped in the mellow light of

neighboring society and provincial peace. People

knew their next-door neighbors and met in many
a merry-making and courting. While if one

wanted to arrange a coaching party, there were

pleasant country roads going up hill and down

dale to the thriving towns of Bloomingdale and

Harlem. But to-day the great city, like some-

devouring monster, has seized even these once

far-away stops, filling the valleys and levelling

the hills to one brick-encrusted plain. Truly the

days of long ago were favored days !

That was the city which John La Farge the

boy knew, and he viewed it from the most favored
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surroundings. His home was one of comfort, if

not of positive luxury, and his childhood was

passed amid books, painting, and culture. But

although his nature responded to these influ-

ences, he displayed no early predilection for

either literature or art. His grandfather, Binsse

de St. Victor, who was a miniature painter of

some talent, gave him lessons in drawing, but

the boy attached no more importance to these

than to his lessons in geography or arithmetic.

Indeed, he was just a normal, healthy boy,

learning all his lessons with almost equal readi-

ness. He took a classical course at school and

decided, in lieu of something better, to study

law. After this, as a young man, he was sent

abroad on a ** finishing trip," and also to visit his

father's relatives in Paris. These relatives he

found to be among the best people in that city.

Paul de St. Victor, the writer, was his cousin ; and

he had a great uncle who was an author of some

note, and who though bed-ridden gave entertain-

ments and saw many people. Young La Farge

met men like Theophile Gautier, Charles Blanc,

and Puvis de Chavannes. So his visit was of

great value to him in the acquaintances it brought

him, aside from the art influences under which

he came. La Farge himself continues :
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" In the course of my stay in Europe, in 1856,

my father advised me to study painting under

some master, partly as an accomplishment, partly

as an escape from my desultory interest in many
things. I felt also that the study of art would

be helped if the knowledge of the most technical

divisions became a possession of mine. Edward

May, the American painter, suggested his own
master Couture for a teacher, and took me to

him. Couture was not pleased at my reasons

for studying, and complained of there being al-

ready too many amateurs. I pleaded my cause

successfully, and remember arguing the value of

the middle man who could explain and inter-

pret new variations and expressions to a more

outside public.

" My stay at tlie atelier was not a long one.

It was mostly taken up with the drawing from

the model. My n^aster not only approved of

my work, but warned me of the danger of imi-

tating his manner through the methods of his

students. My own manner was very different

from his and theirs, and somewhat old-fashioned,

so that I tried to modify it. Possibly I would

have done so consciously in the direction of

those around me, but my master's advice was

to study and copy drawings of the old mas-
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ters in the Louvre, and to postpone the practice

of painting. All the masters in the Louvre

were his choice, and he recommended me to

study and copy whoever I might care for at

the moment."
" Your place," said Couture, " is not among

these students in my atelier. They have no

ideas. They imitate me. They are all trying to

be little Coutures."

Accordingly the young artist soon bade a

friendly farewell to Couture, and set himself to

study the older masters.

" For the eighteenth century I cared little," he

confesses. " For the seventeenth century I had

much respect, but was too young for them.

With quite a comprehension of my inevitable

failure, I made drawings from Correggio, Leo-

nardo, and others ; but my greatest fascination

was for Rembrandt in his etchings.

" Next I followed drawings of the old mas-

ters in the collections of Munich and Dresden

(this was before the time of photographs), giv-

ing up for that an invitation to accompany Paul

de St. Victor and Charles Blanc in a tour of

northern Italy. I have never known whether I

did well or ill, for I cannot tell what the effect

upon me might have been of the inevitable
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impression of the great Italian paintings seen in

their own Hght and their native place.

" A visit to the Manchester Exposition and a

short stay in England determined for many years

certain admirations, and confirmed me in the

direction of my ideas of color. The few Pre-

Raphaelite paintings that I saw and the draw-

ings of some leaders in that movement appealed

strongly to me. Nor did they seem disconnected

from the charm of Sir Joshua or Gainsborough,

or from the glories of Turner.

" These likings I retained later when I began

to talk again of painting, even though Mr. Rus-

kin's teachings had become stumbling-blocks

rather than helps to my likings and my judg-

ments. I find traces of these likings pleasantly

lingering in some of the drawings which I made

even ten years later, and some few words of

praise accidentally dropped by Millais or Rossetti

in favor of some trifle of mine which had found

its way to England, pleased me in establishing a

relation to them."

As yet, however. La Farge had no wish to be-

come a painter by profession. He preferred to

devote only his leisure moments to it,— to reach

it from the outside, so to speak. Accordingly he

returned to New York and entered a law office.
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Outside of office hours he was a man about town,

with his friends, his clubs, and his social duties.

He still found time for sketching, criticising, and

dreaming; also for browsing among many books

ranging from poetry to archaeology. Letters

indeed always appealed to him — almost as

strongly and successfully as art. Meanwhile he

chose law as the middle ground of hvelihood.

" No one ever struggled more against his des-

tiny than I," he says. " Nor did 1 for many years

fully acquiesce in being a painter, though I learned

the methods and studied the problems of my art.

I had hoped to find some other mode of life, some

other way of satisfying the desire for a contem-

plation of truth, unbiased, free, and detached."

But from this dangerous backwater or eddy he

was fortunately saved by a new and vigorous in-

fluence. He met the painter William Hunt, who
was lately returned from Europe bubbling over

with enthusiasm. To Hunt the study of art was

no half-way measure, but the absorbing object of

one's whole life ; he also knew something of

Couture's methods — a fact of special impor-

tance to La Farge. Hunt was a native of New
England, but had long resided in France, where

he had been a favorite pupil of Millet. He
might, in fact, be called one of the discoverers of
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that master, and he was also one of the earhest

interpreters of the modern French school in

America. He awakened a deep admiration and

personal liking in La Farge, so much so that the

latter closed his law office without a pang, and

followed him to Newport, Rhode Island, there

to study under his tutelage.

It was then also that he began to paint in

oils, instead of merely drawing in black and

white or using water colors. He made tenta-

tive studies of outdoor scenes, but his friend and

master objected to his method, though praising

the results.

" You go too deep into things," he said. " You
pay too much attention to refinements which not

one artist in a hundred would understand."

As a matter of fact, La Farge was about thirty

years in advance of his time, in studying prob-

lems which were later taken up by the impres-

sionist school.

Of late years La Farge has tried to correct the

general impression that he had been a close fol-

lower of Couture. He said recently to the pres-

ent writer :
" On the whole I think I was no

more than three weeks with Couture. So you

see the question of studying and influence is very

limited— no more than might be the visits of a
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young man to me. The person who really influ-

enced me, now that I know it, was Chasseriau,

whom perhaps you know very little of. He died

very soon after 1 made his acquaintance, and only

lately is properly recognized. To return to Cou-

ture : one of the points of my relation to him was

the rule that for exhibition at the salon one must

have the name of a master ; and when, twenty-

three years after, Durand Kuel sent my pictures

to the salon, they were credited to La Farge,

pupil of Couture. The thing is so nominal that

Bartholdi, the sculptor, exhibiting a painting,

took my name as that of his master. Then I

went to Hunt because Hunt had studied with

Couture and could give me a method of oil

painting which I had seen applied. It so hap-

pened that Hunt had abandoned the method of

Couture somewhat, and I then had some diffi-

culty in working out this method which was con-

tradictory. Hence, I had to develop a method

of my own. Moreover, my ideas about painting

were more general than Hunt's and in the direc-

tion of a scientific study of the same— a study

which since then has been very much carried out

in parts of Europe and the principles of which

are now recognized. But they were quite new
then and I had to make them out for myself,
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there being no one else who had thus far at-

tempted them."

La Farge had not resided many months in

Newport before he took a second step of im-

portance— this time in the direction of matri-

mony. He met a young lady, Miss Margaret

Perry, who was descended of the most bkie-

blooded American stock, besides being very

attractive in her own right. She was the great-

granddaughter of Benjamin Frankhn, and tlie

granddaughter of Commodore Perry who was in

command of the American vessels at the Battle

of Lake Erie. La Farge won her hand, and tliey

were married in the year 1860. They made their

home in Newport for a time, and afterwards di-

vided their residence between that city and New
York.

Then came another interruption to his artistic

career, in the form of the Civil War— before

which and after which all events of the century

date. Like Vedder, he desired to enlist in the

army ; but when he came up for physical ex-

amination his eyes were found to be near-sighted,

and this debarred him from service.

There was nothing for it but to return to his

mistress. Art, with whom he had dallied so long

;

and she, jealous as always, was slow to smile upon
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him. His progress during the ten years from 18G0

to 1870 was full of toilsome work and disappoint-

ment. But it was also valuable as training : it

put him upon his mettle. The painter in him

was aroused at last.

His first painting of more than passing note

was a figure of Saint Paul. It was designed for

a church decoration, and while it was rejected,

the attention of at least one critic was drawn

with strong favor to it, and it paved the way

for other work of like character. In 1863 he

completed the pictures of a Madonna and a

Saint John for the Church of Saint Peter in

New York— the early forerunner of many bril-

liant examples of church decoration which were

afterwards to bear his name.

His studying and painting were rudely inter-

rupted in 1866 by a severe illness, from which it

took him two or three years to recover. Dur-

ing this time he took up drawing on wood, and

interested himself in illustrating Browning's and

Longfellow's poems, and Tennyson's " Enoch

Arden." Meanwhile he had become known to

but few, and the average public was indifferent.

Among painters, however, he could count as his

friends Winslow Homer and Homer Martin

;

while Emerson and Aldrich, of the literary folk,
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encouraged him with friendly words. The Na-

tional Academy would have none of him at first,

either refusing his pictures or giving them " sky
"

space in some obscure corner. One member
was heard openly to sniff at a La Farge canvas

-— a harmless, if somewhat ugly, farmhouse set

off by a solitary apple-tree— *' Tliat any one

could paint such a low picture !

"

Nevertheless his perseverance conquered at

last, and in 1869 he was made an Academician.

Four years later he made another visit abroad

for six months. In England he exhibited two

pictures, and met other painters whom he had

long admired — among them Madox Brown,

William Rossetti, and Edward Burne-Jones. In

this circle of free-thinkers he met with the

utmost courtesy and good -will. Reluctantly he

left liondon for the Continent, where he found

old friends, and also seized the opportunity of

studying stained-glass windows, a subject which

had always strongly appealed to him. He found

by much experimenting that through using glass

of different thicknesses, and of varying quality,

surface, and opalescence, he could produce effects

equal to the fine old glass of the cathedrals.

This discovery he later put to valuable use, as

we shall presently see.
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La Farge had long been interested in the sub-

ject of mural decoration. As a young man he

had seen some prints of work by Giotto of

Padua ; and he had thought that the crude, raw

church walls of America would offer a fine field

for the skilled decorator. He had even drawn

up some outline plans, and while convalescing

from his sickness had talked them over with his

friend, H. H. Richardson the architect. Rich-

ardson was greatly taken with the idea, and

made him promise to do the first decorative work

of this character which was at the architect's

disposal.

The opportunity did not come for nearly ten

years ; then his friend sent for him to decorate

Trinity Church in Boston. The work was begun

under many disadvantages. There was only a

few months in which to prepare designs, and

when the artist arrived on the scene numberless

difficulties arose in the shape of poor or insuffi-

cient scaffolding, little time, lack of funds, green

workmen, and cold weather.

" We had a difficult time of it, as you may
suppose," said the painter, in telling of this ex-

perience at some length. " Every physical dis-

comfort was against us, and moreover there was

the necessity of using improvised methods and
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of employing material made up for the occasion,

which yet should be lasting— and all this in what

I may call a frantic hurry. At the end we had

to work both night and day, and were only able

to guess at what might be the result when the

scaffolding should come down."

This work was a pioneer of its kind, and though

incomplete greatly enhanced his reputation. It

was considered to be the most important mural

painting done thus far in America. It was

scarcely finished when La Farge was asked to

decorate Saint Thomas's Church in New York,

which was done in the summer and fall of 1877.

The two fine frescoes by him were unfortunately

lost when the beautiful church was destroyed by

fire, some twenty-five years later.

In doing church decoration, La Farg^ became

more and more convinced that the windows also

must be considered part of a general scheme ; and

so for ten years he turned aside to devote a large

part of his time to stained glass. His studies and

discoveries in France now stood him in good stead.

He set up his own glass furnace, employed a skilled

workman, and went to work with a will on what

was to prove a fascinating and invaluable labor.

One of his first designs was a window for the

Congregational Church at Newport. Then came
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the superb " Battle Window " in Memorial Hall,

Harvard University (1880) which can be neither

described nor reproduced with justice. It is one

of his most noted achievements in color as well as

in design. Almost every known kind of glass was

used, and even precious stones.

The artist's vogue in this field grew rapidly,

and he was asked to supply windows for inany

leading churches, as well as private residences.

The Watson Memorial Window, in the Trinity

Church, Buffalo, is one of his later and finest

examples. It was exhibited in the Paris Exposi-

tion of 1889, where it received a medal of the first

class, and its designer was given a decoration of

the Legion of Honor. The Jury said of his

achievement :
" he has created in all its details an

art unknown before, an entirely new industry

;

and in a country without traditions he will begin

one followed by thousands of pupils filled with

the same respect for him that we have ourselves

for our own masters. To share in this respect is

the highest praise we can give this great artist."

The French Government honored him still far-

ther when, in 1895, it invited him to make a spe-

cial exhibit of his work, in conjunction with the

Salon of the Champ de Mars. Fie was represented

by a window and numerous canvases.
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But we must not overlook a personal experience

of a few years earlier. Even as a young man La
Farge had been strongly drawn to Japan and the

Far East. The Oriental influence— some say—
is traceable in his early work. But it was not

until 188G that he could gratify his inclination

and set sail for Japan. His friend Henry Adams,

the historian, accompanied him. They went by

way of San Francisco, and on their journey

West a reporter endeavored to interview them.

Adams was a brother of the president of the

railroad they had chosen, and the reporter, scent-

ing some ulterior motive in their trip, asked them

point blank what was their object.

" We are going to find Nirvana," w^as La

Farge's reply with unmoved countenance.

But the reporter was equal to him.

" Are n't you going rather late in the season ?

"

he asked.

Later La Farge published his travel letters in

the Centurij 3Iagazine, and they were collected

in book form under the title of " An Artist's

Letters from Japan." The dedication, to his

friend Adams, runs in part :
" Without you I

should not have seen the place, without you

I should not have seen the things, of which these

notes are impressions. You may be amused by
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the lighter talk of the artist that merely describes

appearances, or covers them with a tissue of

dreams. If only we had found Nirvana— but

he was right who warned us that we were late

in this season of the world."

The first letter is dated, Yokohama, July 3,

1886, and begins :
" Arrived yesterday. On the

cover of the letter which I mailed from our

steamer, I had but time to write :
* We are

coming in. It is like the picture books. Any-

thing that I can add will only be a fiUing-in of

detail.'"

Three days later he writes :
" I have been ask-

ing myself whether it would be possible to have

sensations as novel, to feel as perfectly fresh, if

we had come in any other way, or arranged for

any other quarters. As it is, all this Japan is

sudden. We have last been living at home, are

shut up in a ship, as if boxed with our own civil-

ization, and then suddenly with no transition we

are landed in another ; and under what splendor

of light, in what contrasting atmosphere ! It is

as if the sky in its variations were the great

subject of the drama we are looking at, or at

least its great chorus. The beauty of the light

and of the air is what I should like to describe,

but it is almost like trying to account for one's
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own mood— like describing the key in which

one plays.

" And yet I have not begun to paint, and I

dread the moment of beginning to work again.

Rather have I felt like yielding entirely to the

spirit in which I came, the intention of a rest, of

a bath for the brain in some water absolutely

alien. Adams and I had undertaken that we

should bring no books, read no books, but come

as innocent as we could ; the only compromise,

my keeping a scientific Japanese grammar which

being ancient and unpractical might be allowed,

for it would leave us as unready as the day I

left."

As might be expected, the book abounds in

fresh bits of description and subtle contrasts

which should be read in their entirety to be

enjoyed. We will quote only one more page

to serve as a fair sample of the whole.

*' Here and there cascades fall over natural

and over artificial walls, or glisten far up through

the trees to the opposite side of the bridge. As
we rattled over it we looked down on an over-

flowing long wooden trough which carried the

pure waters of the mountain to the village we
had passed, and upon the torrent below, whose

limpid clearness was made blue by mists where
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the warmer air was chilled by the coldness drawn

from the far-up mountains. Before us, steps of

enormous width passed under the foliage and

turned abruptly in many directions ; and there

on the lowest step, her dainty feet on straw

sandals whose straps divide the toes of the close-

fitting Japanese socks, with bare ankles, stood

our hostess in latest Japanese dress, most grace-

ful contrast to our own consciousness of being

jaded and dirty, and to the nakedness of our

runners. Panting with the last run they stood

at rest and leaned forward against the cross-bar

of the shafts, with muscles still trembling, clear

streams of sweat varnishing their bronze naked-

ness, and every hair plastered with wet on fore-

head, chest, and body. Just before them rustled

the unrumpled starched spread of skirts of the

fair American."

Refreshed from his journey in body and mind.

La Farge returned to America, in 1887, to re-

sume his long-forsaken palette. Work in glass

and other interesting side excursions were now
in turn to give way to the old lure of flow-

ing color. To this time of renewed enthusiasm

belongs that triumphant fresco in the Church of

the Ascension, New York, entitled " The Ascen-

sion." Here is an almost perfect balancing of
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figure and landscape values, the latter speaking

for the artist's studies in Japan. This painting

has made a profound impression upon the relig-

ious and artistic public, and is, perhaps, the

painter's most important work, in the popular

estimation. Certainly the church itself is to be

congratulated for securing the painter's services

at the right "psychological moment." Occupy-

ing the large wall space behind the altar, the

picture is a perpetual sermon and benediction to

daily " worshippers in the temple."

After a busy four years of work. La Farge

once more felt the wanderlust, and turned his

face in the direction of the South Seas. In the

course of his wanderings he touched Samoa, Fiji,

Java, Ceylon, and Hawaii. The first island was

visited quite unexpectedly, the vessel having been

blown out of its course by a storm, " so that he

happened to fall right into their ordinary strange

way of life, for a few hours, without any preface,

as if he had dropped through the world."

This was the Japan experience over again, and

it found a mind no less keenly alert to receive it,

and a hand no less skilful to reproduce it, both

with pen and brush. The souvenirs of this trip

are an informal notebook and a fine collection of

water-colors and studies of native life. He viv-
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idly describes the first reception by the native

chief, the strange dance given by the girls in the

visitors' honor, and the different types of people

with whom they came in contact. Here is the

outlining of one group :

" Eight in the middle of the green before us,

treading the path between the Princess and her

girls, crouching to the ground, sprawling or run-

ning, bending low, come three men with green

wreaths of leaves around their heads and a short

tail of white Tappa hanging out of their girdles.

These are the king's ' murderers,' the Aitutagata,

relics of a bygone time when savage chiefs, like

Europeans, used licensed criminals to rid them-

selves of enemies — or friends— against whom
they could not wage open war."

He gives an interesting account of an inter-

view with Mataafa, King of Samoa, whom he

greatly admired. His friend, in fact, was enthu-

siastic over the dignified, courteous old warrior.

Says La Farge :
** Mataafa is not only a chief of

chiefs, he is a gentleman among gentlemen. ]My

companion, difficult to please, says :
* La Farge,

at last we have met a gentleman.'
"

This admiration for things Samoan at once

brings to mind another sojourner upon those sea-

girt shores, at nearly the same period,— one who
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loved the people and was beloved by them,

—

the gentle-souled Stevenson.

After a journey home by way of Europe, La
Farge entered, in 1892, a new field of labor, —
that of teaching. In this connection he delivered

a course of six public lectures at the Metropolitan

Museum of Art, which were published in book

form under the title of " Considerations on Paint-

ing." These have been called " the most impor-

tant utterance on art ever delivered in America,"

but they are also undeniably hard reading, abound-

ing as they do in the closest definitions and the

nicest distinctions. The book represents an ef-

fort to compress into brief space all the mass of

thought and experience which seemed necessary

in a general summary for students. The earlier

book on Japan is of quite another sort.

Among La Farge's later mural decorations

should be mentioned the beautiful tympanum
" Athens " in the art gallery at Bowdoin College

;

the series of four paintings on " Law " which

decorate the Supreme Court Room, in the Capi-

tol, St. Paul, completed in 1905 ; and the four

panels of " Lawgivers," for the Baltimore Court

House, placed in 1906, which are among the

ripest examples of his skill. But no mere cata-

logue will indicate the wide scope and tremen-
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dous energy, in later life, of one who, forty years

earlier, had treated art with the aloofness of a

dilettante.

La Farge was at one time president of the

Society of American Artists, before it merged

with its rival, the Academy. He was also pres-

ident of the Societv of ]\Iural Painters. But dur-

ing the last years of his life he held himself more

and more aloof from public functions, pleading

that he was too busy. At one of his last public

appearances, however, he dropped a bombshell

in the camp of his friends. The occasion was a

dinner given by the Architectural League, at

which thev awarded him a medal for distin-

guished ser^nces. La Farge arose to acknowledge

the medal, but expressed his reticent compli-

ments for a prize which came to him when he no

longer needed it. His quiet speech woke the

echoes, but it was from the actual La Farge doing

his day's work in his own way, and disdainful of

an outlived medal.

Like many another artist. La Farge was indif-

ferent to monev matters. He was amost as fa-
%.

mous in this respect as Inness, who thought that

tradesmen were born on purpose to support

painters. He would neglect questions of dollars

and cents, simply because his mind was con-
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stantly taken up with quite other things. An
amusing story in this respect has come to the

present writer's ears in the National Arts Club.

La Farge was, one day, showing a friend over

this club. Finally he paused before the bulletin

board which contained notices of unpaid dues.

Here his eye caught sight of his own name. *'You
see, I'm a member of this Club!" he empha-

sized innocently.

La Farge was one of the most versatile of men.

He turned from one channel to another—stained

glass, mural decoration, figure pieces, water

colors, oils, pastels—readily and with indefati-

gable zeal. During his ^' spare moments," usu-

ally at the close of a long busy day, he turned his

attention to art criticism, and produced a series

of important papers on the master painters

—

Michaelangelo, Raphael, Rembrandt, Rubens,

Velasquez, Durer, and the Japanese, Hokusai

—

which first appeared in McClures Magazine for

1903, and were later published in book form,

under the title of "Great Masters." Later he

wrote "Reminiscences of the South Seas," which

was published after his death. His energy was

enormous. He would often work sixteen hours a

day, but seemed to thrive under the strain—and

this despite the fact that he was not a sound
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man physically. It was a triumph of mind over

matter.

In the fall of 1908 when a New York news-

paper had reported him on the brink of the grave,

La Farge sent him a Parthian shot which offered

food for reflection on the vitality of men of

seventy or more. The report in the paper, he

remarked, "brought me a visit from my doctor,

whom I had not seen for several weeks. I have

not seen him yet, but he left his card, so I do

not feel neglected. I have been off and on an ill

man since 1866. I was paralyzed by what later

was supposed to be lead poisoning, which affects

some of us painters very much. Notwithstand-

ing, I have done, I think, as much as any artist

since that illness. Indeed, to point a moral, I

think such a condition is an enormous incentive

to struggle. The operations of art are largely

intellectual. Titian, as we know, passed away
at ninety-nine, owing to a pestilence which at-

tacked Venice. As an artist friend of mine used

to say, if it had not been for that he might still

be painting. I have destroyed this year a great

many thousands of drawings, and my drawings

which remain are in the neighborhood of some

50,000 or 60,000. You see that it is possible to

carry out an enormous accumulation of studies,
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painting in oil and encaustic, has executed large

altar-pieces such as his grand and refined ' Ascen-

sion ' in the Episcopal Church, as well as delicate

pastelles.

" Some months ago he was wandering among
the islands of the Pacific, — Samoa, Tahiti, the

Fiji Islands.

" ' We wished to go very far,' he said. 'Japan

is too near. There is always the telegraph. The
Pacific gives you at least two months free from

news.'

" This is the cry of the artist, tired of the con-

ventional life, tired of railroads, the telegraph,

and all that makes business easy and breaks up

time, hungry for new sensations, and especially

in love with his art, and violently resolved to live

for his thought alone during days and days.

" And when the snowy January afternoon iced

the city, these little islands lost upon the map
took life and were lit and became green for me
through the pictures of this refined painter, whose

least words betray the seeker, of a kind like Fro-

mentin the visionary, who thinks out his sensa-

tions, — a rare, a very rare power,"
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VIII

JAMES A. McNeill whistler

THE PAINTER OF PROTEST

^ • V HEN one makes the acquaintance

m I m of an extraordinary person like

S I V Whistler, one insensibly ceases to

^^^L^^ judg^ him by ordinary standards.

He becomes almost a law unto himself, and both

his enemies and friends say by way of explana-

tion :
" Oh, that 's Whistler !— or Jones," as the

case may be.

Reams upon reams of paper have been used in

attack upon, or defence of, the art of Whistler

;

but with this phase we have not at present to deal.

It is Whistler the man who interests us ; and here

again we find other reams of commentary, so that

it seems almost impossible to give this many-sided

figure justice in the hmits of a short study. One
of his friends recently wrote an article on " A
Few of the Various Whistlers I have Known,"

and we must try to follow his modest example.
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To begin with, an apology seems almost

necessary for so much as quoting a definite birth-

place and date in connection with his name ; for

he hated all allusions to Time and Space— and

so remained perennially young. He never carried

a watch ; never allowed a clock's tick to be heard

in his studio ; and took delight in mystifying

people about his nativity.^ Once a model whom
he was painting asked where he was born.

" I never was born, my child," he replied ;
" I

came from on high."

Quite unabashed the model retorted :
" Now

that shows how easily we deceive ourselves in this

world. I should say you came from below !

"

But biographers are not to be eluded forever

;

and his chronicle begins thus : James Abbott

McNeill Whistler was born July 10, 1834, in

Lowell, Massachusetts. He came of noted stock

— of a race of fighters — and he proved to be

the worthy son of worthy sires. The family of

Whistlers is found, at the close of the fifteenth

century, in Oxfordshire and elsewhere in England.

Dr. Daniel Whistler was president of the College

of Physicians in London, during the reign of

1 The biographical dictionaries are still at sea in this respect. At

one time he stated that he was born in Russia. For the second

edition of *' Who 's Who " he wrote that he was a native of Bal-

timore.
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Charles the Second. He is frequently mentioned

in Pepys' Diary, and described as a quaint gentle-

man of rare humor,— traits which came down

to his painter descendant. A certain Ralph

Whistler went to Ireland, married, and founded

the branch whence came the painter's grand-

father. Major John Whistler.

The last mentioned had an adventurous career.

Born in Ulster County, he ran away from home
as a boy, enlisted in the British army, and served

under Burgoyne in the American War. Taken

prisoner with the rest of that ill-fated army, he

became an admirer of America, and after the

close of the war he entered the American army.

He was severely wounded in a battle with the

Indians, and recovering was made captain and

then major of the First Regiment ; and in 1803

was ordered to proceed west and construct Fort

Dearborn for frontier protection against the

Indians. We all know how this little fort was

the nucleus for the mighty Chicago of later

years. Once when the artist was invited to

visit Chicago, he said :

" Chicago, dear me, what a wonderful place

!

I really ought to visit it some day— for, you

know, my grandfather founded the city, and my
uncle was the last commander of Fort Dearborn."
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The artist's father, George Washington Whis-

tler, graduated at the United States Mihtary

Academy, served as Heutenant, and rose to the

rank of major ; then became a civil engineer, in

which profession he showed strong ability and

made a great reputation. For a time he was

supervisor of locks and canals at Lowell, being

engaged upon this work when his son James was

born ; but he also gave attention to copying a

Stephenson locomotive for the Boston and Al-

bany Railroad. This locomotive was successfully

completed, and was aptly called " The Whistler."

In 1837, the family removed to Stonington, Con-

necticut, w^iere Major Whistler took charge of

the Stonington Railroad. In 1840 he removed

to Springfield, where he was consulting engineer

for the Western Railroad. Two years later he

went to Russia, at the invitation of the Imperial

Government, to superintend the construction of

the St. Petersburg and Moscow Railroad. He
was decorated by the Czar, and was said to be

held in higher esteem than any other American,

with the single exception of John Quincy Adams.

He died in St. Petersburg in 1849, and his body

was brought back to Stonington, where a monu-

ment was erected by the engineers of America in

memory of his great achievements.
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Both the father and the grandfather of the

painter were skilled musicians, and the father

was also an excellent draughtsman. The mother

came of a North Carolina family, her maiden

name being Anna Matilda McNeill. She was

a second wife, and between her and her son

" Jamie," the closest bond of affection always ex-

isted. She had two other sons, and there were

two children by the first wife, in the household.

" Jamie " was christened James iVbbott, but after-

wards dropped the Abbott and used his mother's

maiden name. These biographical details are

necessary, as they serve to explain the different

strains found in the painter's temperament.

Many little incidents of " Jamie's " boyhood

are given by his devoted mother in a manuscript

diary which still exists. She, for example, sets

us right as to the date of his birth, in the follow-

ing entry :

" July 10, 1844. A poem selected by my dar-

ling Jamie and put under my plate at the break-

fast table, as a surprise on his tenth birthday.

I shall copy it, that he may be reminded of

his happy childhood, when perhaps his grateful

mother is not with him."

Then follow the twelve lines of tender verse

beginning :
" They tell us of an Indian tree."
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Another who has given interesting details of

this period is a Miss Pahner, the " Little Emma
Palmer " mentioned in the diary. She thus de-

scribes the boy's appearance :
" James was tall

and slight, with a pensive, delicate face shaded

by soft brown curls, one lock of which, even then,

fell over the forehead. In later years he was

very proud of this lock, which turned gray while

he was yet young, and this gave him a rather

striking appearance. It was also said to be a

sort of barometer of his various moods."

The boy went to a day school at Pomfret, kept

by the Rev. Dr. Roswell Park, a West Point

man, who was a strict disciplinarian. James was

always getting into scrapes and being punished

therefor, but he was amenable to reproof, and

never sullen. He was a great favorite with the

boys, and their ringleader when mischief was

afoot.

One day the teacher, glancing down the forms,

saw him bending industriously over his book,

while the near-by boys were nearly doubled over

with silent laughter. Walking quietly up behind

him. Dr. Park saw that the boy was drawing a

caricature of the master himself. It was a strik-

ing likeness and so droll that tlie Doctor could

scarcely keep a straight face ; but mustering a
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stern voice he ordered young Whistler to come

forward and hold out his hand for a feruling.

Instantly a dozen urchins sprang up, asking him

to give them a part of the caning, as they had

been in it too. The master did not heed their

generous request, but James got off with a light

punishment.

In these schoolboy years he was passionately

fond of drawing " funny " pictures— on his books,

on the walls, anywhere. He painted a drop of

water on a fellow-student's desk so cleverly that

the other boy tried to wipe it off with his coat

sleeve

!

When Whistler was nine years old he had a

wonderful experience in being taken with the

rest of the family to St. Petersburg, where he

was to live for six years. At the age of eleven

his mother's diary takes up the narrative again.

Sir W^illiam Allen, a Scotch painter, was visiting

the family, and, Mrs. Whistler says,—
" The chat then turned upon the subject of

Sir William Allen's painting of Peter the Great

teaching the majiks to make ships. This made

Jimmie's eyes express so much interest that his

love for the art was discovered, and Sir William

must needs see his attempts. When my boys

had said good-night, the great artist remarked
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to me :
' Your little boy has uncommon genius,

but do not urge him beyond his inclination.' I

told him his gift had only been cultivated as an

amusement, and that I was obliged to interfere,

or his application would confine him more than

we approved."

On April 17, 1845, the diary records :
" Last

Monday Jimmie began his course of drawing

lessons at the Academy of Fine Arts, on the

opposite side of the Neva. He is entered at the

second room. There are two higher, and he fears

he shall not reach them, because the officer, who
is still to continue his private lessons at our house

is a pupil himself in the highest, and Jimmie looks

up to him with all the reverence an artist merits,

and his master besides. He seems greatly to enjoy

going to a class, and stands next to a youth of six-

teen, who being English notices my boy kindly."

This reverence for otliers and modesty for him-

self did not last long, after Whistler came in con-

tact with the world ! Indeed, it had not struck in

very deep at this early period, for his mother notes

that, on a visit to Peterhof Palace, " our Jimmie

was so saucy as to laugh " at Peter the Great's

own efforts at painting.

The mother gives another glimpse of her boy

in Russia a few months later. The two had gone
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to see a royal procession, and had got mixed up

with a seething mass of Cossacks, Guards, and

vehicles. ** I was terrified lest the poles of the

carriages should run into our backs," said Mrs.

Whistler, " or that some horse should take fright

and bite us, we were so close. But Jamie laughed

heartily and aloud at my timidity. He behaved

like a man. With one arm he guided me, and

with the other kept the animals at a proper dis-

tance ; and I must confess, brilliant as tlie spec-

tacle was, my greatest pleasure was derived from

the conduct of my dear and manly boy."

After the death of Major WHiistler, in 1849,

the family returned to America, making their

home in Pomfret. Whistler now conceived the

idea of entering West Point, like his forbears,

this course being strongly urged by his uncle and

guardian. General Joseph Swift. A letter was

written to Daniel Webster, asking him to use his

influence and reciting the past services of the

family.

Accordingly, on July 1, 1851, President Fill-

more appointed him as a cadet-at-large, and he

at once entered the Academy. But at eighteen

he was so small of stature and slight of physique,

it is surprising he was received ; the record of

his family no doubt turned the scales.
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While Whistler had all the instincts and cour-

age of a soldier— never being afraid of anybody

in his life — the routine galled him from the

first. He was too fond of his pranks and too

indifferent to the clock to make a favorable

record. The only thing he really excelled in

was drawing, and here he easily led the class.

The second year he was absent on leave, because

of ill health. In 1854 he was discharged

as inefficient, the chief stumbling-block being

chemistry.

A lady once asked him why he left the Acad-

emy, and he replied : ''If silicon had been a gas,

madame, I should have been a soldier."

Whistler next decided that he was cut out

for a sailor, and tried to get an appointment to

Annapolis, but failed. However, he obtained a

position in the Coast Survey, through a friend of

the family, and went blithely to Washington to

enter upon his duties. These, he found, consisted

at first of making drawings of topographical

surveys, and afterwards of etching upon copper

plate. His salary was the munificent sum of

one dollar and a half per day.

He obtained lodgings in an old house on E
and Twelfth streets, and as the walls of his

room were bare, he proceeded to draw hasty
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sketches all over them. When the landlord

saw them and protested, his lodger silenced him

with :

" Now, now, never mind. I '11 not charge you

anything for the decoration !

"

Whistler was always late for breakfast, and as

a consequence late at the office. Departmental

rules had no terrors for him, as even at this early

day he was a law unto himself. The following

typical office entry appears against him :
" Two

days absent and two days deducted from monthly

pay, for time lost by coming late to office."

A comrade in the office thus describes the

young man :
" He was very handsome, grace-

ful, dressed in good taste, with a leaning towards

the style of the artist in the selection of his

clothing. His hair was a blue-black and worn

very long, and the bushy appearance seemed to

give one the impression that each separate hair

was curled. Always at this time he wore a

large slouch hat and a loose coat, generally

unbuttoned and thrown back so that the waist-

coat was plainly seen."

Another says of him :
" At the time of his

engagement as draughtsman at the office not

the sliglitest doubt was entertained of his skill.

It was, however, soon apparent that he con-
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sidered topographical drawing as a tiresome

drudgery, and when he was put on etching

views on copper plate, this occupation, although

more congenial to his tastes, was yet too monot-

onous and mechanical, and did not afford suffi-

cient scope to his peculiar talent for sketching

off-hand figures, to make him feel contented.

Any odd moment he could snatch from his

work he was busy in throwing off his impromptu

compositions on the margins of his drawings or

plate ; odd characters, such as monks, knights,

beggars, seemed to be his favorites."

At least one of these official plates containing

" monks and knights " on the margin still exists,

and is said to have helped cause the author's

dismissal. " Uncle Sam " was too busy to pay

for works of art in the Coast Survey. But the

chief trouble was unpunctuality. " From the

start he never was punctual," says his mate

;

" and as time wore on he would absent himself

for days and weeks without tendering any excuse.

In January, 1855, he was credited with but six

and one-half days' work, which reduced his scant

pay to a mere pittance." In view of all this, we

are not surprised to find that he and the office

parted company in three months, with little

regret on either side.
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But in spite of the " mere pittance " he was

receiving, and the " decorated " room in which

he Uved, we find Whistler audacious enough to

entertain the Russian charge daffaires at lun-

cheon ; and this is the way he did it.

M. de Stoeckl was an old friend of Major

Whistler in St. Petersburg, and had taken a

liking to the son, so in America, when the son

wished to do him honor, he was pleased to ac-

cept. Upon the day appointed, Whistler en-

gaged a carriage and went after his distinguished

friend. As they drove along Whistler asked his

guest if he would object to their stopping at two

or three places ; and drew up at the green-grocer's

and other shops, much to the amusement of the

diplomat. At each place Whistler would spring

out, make his purchases, and deposit them on the

vacant seat inside the carriage. Finally they

stopped at Whistler's lodging, and after a climb

of many stairs the representative of the Czar

was ushered into his host's attic. Out of breath

he sat down, while the young man flitted hither

and thither, snipping a lettuce into shape for a

salad, dressing the oysters, toasting the biscuit,

brewing the coffee,— and in an incredibly short

time the luncheon was served to the amazed but

delighted nobleman.
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On the threshold of manhood— in his twenty-

first year— Whistler left the shores of his native

land, never to return. It was not a final renun-

ciation on his part, as he always intended to come

back, but art influences in the Old World proved

too strong to be resisted.

At this abrupt turning-point, before noticing

the European career of Whistler the artist and

man of the world, a curious parallel, which we

have never seen drawn, presents itself. It is tlife

striking similarities which exist between Whistler

and Edgar Allan Poe. In childhood, both were

precocious, handsome, and petted. As they grew

up, both were slight, but of fine figure, with

waving black hair and delicate features. Both

entered West Point and had disastrous careers

there. Both were extremely averse to tell-

ing biographical facts about themselves. Poe

claimed to have gone to Russia at one time

;

the boy Whistler was actually there. Both

were original geniuses and exceedingly opin-

ionated. Both were merciless critics, the one

in art, the other in letters. Both were Philis-

tines, and therefore constantly misunderstood.

Whistler, however, had a smiling sneer, while

Poe was retiring and morose. The one was the
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court jester ; the other was the misanthrope.

Both were born fighters— their lives being one

long battlefield. Both were appreciated by the

French early and lastingly ; and Poe's unique

place in American letters is now being paralleled

by Whistler in American art. Finally, as to

personal appearance and habits, the following

description of W^histler might be applied with

equal force to Poe

:

** He was extremely fastidious in his dress. In

the days when threadbare coats were a luxury he

wore them spotlessly clean, and carried old and

worn garments in such a manner that they ap-

peared as if made for the occasion. While at

work he was never mussy or untidy ; he had

more than a woman's notion of neatness. On
him a frock coat was never stiff and ungraceful,

and somehow he managed to dissipate the dreary

formality of evening dress ; while on the street he

was exceedingly picturesque.

" He was a Puritan at heart, dealing with only

the most refined and exquisite art. His work was

always delicately conceived and carefully finished.

He so hated everything ugly or unclean that, even

in the club smoking-rooms, he never told a story

which could not have been repeated in the pres-

ence of modest women. His personal daintiness
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was extreme. Threadbare coats on hira were

never shabby. He had to wear too many thread-

bare garments, poor fellow ! for he put the integ-

rity of his art above everything else."

Upon leaving the office of the Coast Survey,

Whistler went to England, but soon proceeded

to Paris, w^here he entered the studio of Charles

Gabriel Gleyre. He remained here for two years,

from 1855 to 1857, and found among his fellow-

students a certain Du Maurier who was presently

to electrify the reading world with " Trilby." Du
Maurier decided that this ''cheeky" young Amer-

ican would make excellent " copy " for his book
;

and so he introduced a good-natured caricature of

him, labelled "Joe Sibley." In the early chapters

of Harper s, where the story first appeared,

Sibley was described as '' a young man with

beautiful white hair like an albino's, as soft and

bright as floss silk ; tall and slim and graceful,

and, like most of the other personages concerned

in this light story, nice to look at, with pretty

manners and an unimpeachable moral tone." The

author added gravely that Sibley ^vorshipped but

one god, and that god was— Joe Sibley !

While Whistler was always ready to spring a

joke upon others, he did not relish this one turned
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upon himself. He wrote an indignant letter to

the publishers demanding that the offending pas-

sage be suppressed— and it was accordingly cut

out of the later version.

Whistler's first commission grew out of a West

Point acquaintance with an attractive young lady,

Miss Williams. AVith her father, an army man,

she was visiting in Paris at this time, and the

captain asked AVhistier to show them some of

the pictures. Nothing loath, he took them

through the Louvre, and in the course of their

tour the daughter admired two or three canvases

especially.

" Do you suppose you could copy these pict-

ures ? " her father asked the student.

" Possibly," was the reply.

" Then I wish you would copy this one,

and this, and that," pointing to three subjects.

" When they are finished, deliver them to my
agent, and he will pay you your price."

W^histler did so, and received his first " art

money." But the copies were said to be not

particularly good.

The following reminiscences of the young art

student are worth repeating :

^

"He was bright, original, and amusing, but

I W. L. B. Jenney, in the American Architect^ 1898,
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gave at that time no promise of any particular

ability as an artist. His drawing was careless.

1 remember one of his pictures, — a woman
seated at the piano, a little child playing on the

floor. The piano was so out of drawing that it

looked as if it were falling over. As students

are always fond of guying each other, one said to

Whistler, ' Hurry and put a fifth leg under that

piano, or it will fall and smash the baby !

'

" One day in the Luxembourg, Whistler had

his easel in a crowd with others. They were all

at work making copies from a famous picture

that had just been added to the gallery. Whistler

would paint a bit, and then rush back to contem-

plate what he had done. In one of these mad
backward rushes he struck a step-ladder, on the

top of which was a painter. Over went step-

ladder, painter, and all, and the painter, trying to

save himself, seized the top of his own canvas

and another, pulling them over, easels and all.

One knocked down another, and there was a

great crash. Whistler was in the midst, and his

loud voice was heard, as he sat on the floor, his

head protruding through a big canvas that had

fallen on him, using expressions of a vigorous

type. He was seized by the guardian, because,

as AVhistler was making the most noise, he
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assumed that the whole fuss was due to him.

This was quite correct ; but all the painters com-

ing to his rescue, telling the guardian that it was

all an accident, he let Whistler off."

He likewise added to his fame about this time

by organizing a company of French negro min-

strels, writing both songs and stories for them.

They gave a performance which was attended

by the Avhole Latin Quarter, and W^histler was

accounted '* the fimniest man in Paris." So

many stories cluster about his name from this

time on, that more than one volume could be

filled with them alone. Some are probably apoc-

ryphal, as, like Lincoln, his name proved a

favorite rallying point for every teller of a good

yarn.

At the close of his student years he went in

for art in dead earnest ; but as is usual, his first

efforts were unsuccessful in a worldly way. The

Paris salons of 1859 and 1860 refused his pict-

ures, — among them his " White Girl "— and

the artist shook the dust of Paris from his feet

in disgust and went to London.

He made his home at Chelsea, where he had

as neighbors George Eliot, Carlyle, llossetti, and

others of note. Rossetti and he were mutually

attracted despite, or because of, their dissimilari-
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ties. Each, however, was in search of the beau-

tiful, which was a common bond.

One day Rossetti showed Whistler an unfin-

ished sketch. Whistler liked it and urged his

friend to finish it ; but, instead, Rossetti wrote a

sonnet on the same subject. Whereupon Whis-

tler said :
" Now take out your picture and frame

the sonnet."

Carlyle also became, in time, an intimate

friend, although the old Scotch philosopher was

nearly forty years his senior. He was induced

to sit for his portrait, and when it was at last

finished, he said, " Weel, mon, you have given

me a clean collar, and that is more tlian Meester

Watts has done."

The portrait was bought years later, by popular

subscription, for the city of Glasgow.

But life in Chelsea was not a bed of roses

without thorns, for the latter were abundantly

supplied by Whistler's own dilatory ways and

lack of the commercial instinct. He would take

commissions for pictures, and, if he lost interest

in the work, fail to finish them. Or, if he took a

strong fancy to a picture after it was completed,

he was reluctant to part with it. He disliked

dealers, and quarrelled with tradesmen over money

matters, and often he was in sore straits.
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Meanwhile, however, he was acquiring the

sure touch of a master both with the brush and

with the graver s tools. When only twenty-four,

his first etchings had been published in Paris,

by Delatre ; and the following year the Royal

Academy accepted two " etchings from nature."

But still his paintings were refused in both Paris

and London, and the " whole yelping pack of crit-

ics " set hard about his heels ; while the painters

refused to consider him seriously at all.

The first gleam of decided hope came in 1863,

when the Salon des Refusees— a Philistine or-

ganization, as its name implies—accepted some

of his discarded canvases, including the " White

Girl " which speedily became the talk of Paris.

It was a daring study in white— a girl in long

white dress standing upon a white rug— with

little relief from any other color
; yet it was a

genuine masterpiece, which was so recognized by

a few discerning French critics.

Whistler turned aside from this turmoil mo-

mentarily to make a voyage to America, but it

was South America toward which his vessel

sailed. He himself afterward told of this journey

as follows

:

" I went out in a slow sailing-ship, the only

passenger. During the voyage I made quite a
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number of sketches and painted one or two sea-

views, — pretty good things I thought at the

time. Arriving in port, I gave them to the

purser to take back to England for me. On
my return, some time later, I did not find the

package, and made inquiries for the purser.

He had changed ships, and disappeared entirely.

Many years passed, when one day a friend, visit-

ing my studio, said :

" ' By the way, I saw some marines by you in

the oddest place you can imagine.'

" ' Where ?
' I asked, amazed.

"
' I happened in the room of an old fellow

who had once been a purser on a South Ameri-

can ship, and while talking with him saw tacked

up on the wall several sketches which I recog-

nized as yours. I looked at them closely, and

asked the fellow where he got them.

" ' " Oh, these things," he said ;
" why, a chap

who went out with us once painted them on

board, off-hand like, and gave them to me.

Don't amount to much, do they ?

"

" ' '' Why, man, they are by Whistler
!

"

"''^Whistler?" he said blankly. "Who's
Whistler ?

"

" ' " Why, Whistler the artist,— the great

painter."
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" * " Whistler, Whistler. I beheve that was

his name. But that chap warn't no painter.

He was just a swell who went out with the

captain ; he thought he could paint some, and

gave me those things when we got to Valpa-

raiso. No, I don't care to let them go,— for

somehow or other they look more like the sea

than real pictures."'"

Whistler tried to locate the man and his lost

sketches, but never succeeded. As a result of the

voyage, however, he painted two noteworthy sea

views :
" Crepuscle in Flesh Color and Green,

Valparaiso
;

" and " Nocturne Blue and Gold,

Valparaiso."

As showing how rapidly he worked when the

mood was upon him, the " Crepuscle," which

is a good-sized canvas, was painted at a single

sitting. He believed in laying on the colors

swiftly, when out of doors, in order to catch

fleeting effects of light and tinting.

This brief outing over, AVhistler returned to

England to take up the battle again with the

Royal Academy. In 1872 he submitted the

well-known portrait of his mother, which was

entitled simply an "Arrangement in Gray

and Black." It was accepted only after a

sharp controversy among the jurors. Sir Wil-
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liam Boxall threatening to resign if it were

not hung.

" It shall never be told of me, that I served on

a committee which refused such a work as that,"

he exclaimed.

So the picture was grudgingly received and

placed so obscurely that none save the critics

noticed it,— and they with their accustomed

rancor. To-day it is accounted his greatest por-

trait, and is valued as highly as one of the old

masterpieces. It was finally purchased by the

French Government, for the Luxembourg.

The most sensational event in Whistler's life,

perhaps, was his controversy with Ruskin. The

latter, then an Oxford professor, had a cock-

sure way of giving an opinion upon everything in

the heavens, the earth, and the waters under the

earth, which misled many into believing that he

always knew what he was talking about. Espe-

cially did he sit in judgment upon art. In 1877

Whistler exhibited a " Nocturne, Black and

Gold : The Falling Rocket," in the Grosvenor

Gallery, which was a sort of London " Salon des

Refusees." The picture represented a bursting

sky-rocket against the blackness of an evening

sky. Ruskin chanced to notice it in passing,

and seeing only the intense black with its vivid
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splotches of gold— without the delicate tech-

nique behind it— his soul was filled with artistic

indignation. In the next number of Fors

Clavigera he wrote

:

"For Mr. Whistler's own sake, no less than

for the protection of the purchaser, Sir Coutts

Lindsay ought not to have admitted works into

the gallery in which the ill-educated conceit of

the artist so nearly approached the aspect of

wilful imposture. I have seen and heard much
of cockney impudence before now, but never

expected to hear a coxcomb ask two hundred

guineas for flinging a pot of paint in the public's

face."

The way in which Whistler himself received

this intemperate assault is told by G. H.

Boughton,^ who says

:

** I first met Whistler at a time when the

* White Girl ' was having what he termed * a

success d'execration.' *Jimmie' was in high

glee. The great thing was to have as many of

the world as possible occupied about him in

some way. That was the real Jimmie of the

period ; he was then at his very best. He never

allowed himself to be neglected or insulted. I

don't think that any of the members of the Arts

1 Studio, 1903.
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Club can ever call to mind a time when he was

not the life of the place and the talk of the town.

" I well remember a certain evening when we
two were alone in the smoking-room, both quietly

reading— I, the Spectator, I think it was. It

contained anyhow that awful Ruskin attack on

him. Although 1 well knew how he rather

enjoyed adverse criticism and made sport of the

writers, I hesitated to call his attention to this

outburst. I shall never forget the peculiar look

on his face as he read it and handed the paper

back to me with never a word of comment, but

thinking furiously, though sadly, all the time. It

seemed like a stab in the back to him, coming

from an Oxford professor armed with a table

knife— despicable in its futile endeavor to slay

him.
"

' It is the most debased style of criticism I

have had thrown at me yet,' he finally remarked.
"

' Sounds rather like libel,' I said.

"'Well— that I shall try to find out.' And
he lit his cigar and departed to 'find out,' with

the farthing result we all know so well."

Whistler, in fact, brought immediate suit

against Ruskin— who did not appear person-

ally in court— and obtained a verdict of dam-

ages to the extent of one farthing, which coin
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he mounted with gold, and wore triumphantly

upon his watch-chain. The costs, for which

Ruskin was also liable, — nearly four hundred

pounds— \^^ere paid by a subscription among the

critic's friends.

This was the painter's first public appearance

in the " gentle art of making enemies," and he

had struck at a shining target ; for Ruskin was

just then a popular idol, and it is surprising that

Whistler could have obtained a verdict against

him at all.

The next victim of the painter's " gentle art

"

was a wealthy ship-owner by the name of F. R.

Leyland, who was the friend of both Whistler

and Rossetti, as well as a patron of the arts gen-

erally. Whistler had done portraits for two or

three members of the Leyland household, and

the latchstring was always out for him when he

called. Finally the ship-owner bought " The

Princess of the Land of Porcelain," which was

one of Whistler's pet pictures, and a marvel of

brilliant covering. Thereupon, the artist pro-

posed that the room where the picture was to

hang should be decorated in keeping with it.

Leyland agreed to this, and Whistler began at

once upon the famous " peacock " room. Every

inch of the walls and even the inside of the
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shutters were covered with a wonderful design

in blue and gold, copying the brilliant hues of

a peacock.

The work had begun as a labor of love, and

unfortunately no price was agreed upon for it.

When the time for settlement came, the ship-

owner named a sum which the artist thought

inadequate. His manner of payment also was

distasteful ; so Whistler planned a quiet though

far-reaching revenge. On one of the chief panels

he painted two peacocks rampant, which at first

glance seemed '' only this and nothing more."

But when the beautiful room was thrown open

for inspection, the other artists quickly discovered

in one peacock a fancied resemblance to Leyland

himself, clutching gold-pieces in his talons ; while

the opposite bird bore the white forelock of

Whistler

!

Naturally the ship-owner was furious, and a

pleasant and profitable friendship was ended for-

ever. It is said, also, that the architect who had

designed the house and had taken especial pride

in this room before the artist redecorated it, was

so upset over the change that his mind became

unbalanced.

Years after— in 1906— the Brooklyn Institute

obtained a portrait by Whistler of a wraith-like
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young woman who proved to be Miss Florence

Leyland, the ship-owner's daughter. The prin-

cipals were all now dead, but the finding of this

portrait once more recalled the story of a curious

and ungenerous revenge, which indeed will be

handed down in painting annals for all time to

come.

Though Whistler was slowly overcoming the

tremendous prejudice against him, and his work

was commanding better and better prices, he was

never easy financially. He was not a spendthrift,

but his pictures were slow of delivery and he was

also extremely fastidious in his tastes. In 1879,

E. W. Godkin planned a house for him in Tite

Street— known as the '* White House." It was

said to be very artistic in design, and the furnish-

ings were to be in keeping ; but they were slow

in assuming shape.

** Everywhere you encountered great packing-

cases full of pretty things, and saw preparations

for papering and carpeting, but somehow or other

nothing ever got any forwarder. What was done

was perfect in its way. The white wainscoting,

the rich draperies, the rare Oriental china, the

pictures and their frames, the old silver, all had

a charm and a history of their own."^

1 McClure's Magazine^ Vol. VII.
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Unfortunately the debt upon the house grew

more rapidly than the furnishing, until at last a

bailiff descended and took possession. But it

took more than bailiffs to disconcert Whistler.

" When the man first appeared he tried to

wear his hat in the drawing-room, and smoke

about the house. Whistler soon settled that.

He went out into the hall and fetched a stick,

and daintily knocked the man's hat off. The

man was so surprised that he forgot to be angry."

Another day the man sent word that he wanted

to speak to him.

*' Very well, send him up," said Whistler, who
happened to be shaving.

The man appeared and Whistler greeted him

brusquely.

" Now, then, what do you want ?

"

" I want my money, sir."

" What money ?
"

" My possession money, sir."

" What, haven't they given it to you ?

"

" No, sir ; it 's you that have to give it to me."

" Oh, the deuce I have !
" said Whistler, laugh-

ingly ;
" you '11 have to try somewhere else."

" Well, I think it 's very hard, sir. I 've my
own family to keep— "

" There, there, that will do," said Whistler,
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edging him from the room. " You should do as

I do ; keep a man to attend to all your business."

A few days later the man came again and said

that if he was not paid at once he would have to

put a bill of sale up on the house. He was as

good as his word and stuck some huge placards

on the front. Whistler only chuckled, and pre-

sently sent out invitations to a luncheon, adding,

"You will know the house by the bills of sale

stuck up outside."

When the final crash came, and the house was

sold, the following notice appeared on the outside

:

" Except the Lord build the house, their labor

is in vain that build it. E. W. Godkin, R. S. A.,

built this one."

The next glimpse we have of Whistler is in

Venice, hard at work etching.

" I well remember meeting him at the inevi-

table * Florian ' in the autumn of 1879," says a

friend,^ " and for some months scarcely a day

passed that we were not together. It was soon

after his unfortunate experience at the * W'^hite

House,' and he used to entertain us with stories

of that disastrous time. As a story-teller he was

inimitable.

" It was by Whistler's help that I gained my
1 W. Scott, in Studio, 1903.
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first notions in etcliing. One day I discovered

a very picturesque bit, etched it at once, and

showed the plate to Whistler. The subject was

one after his own heart, and his remark was

characteristic.

" ' But where is it ?' he said.

" I replied that I had not noticed the name of

the street.

"
' But, my dear fellow^' said Jimmie, 'don 't you

know when you find a subject like that, you should

come and tell me ? I ought to etch that !

"*

And the next morning he w^ent out to seek it

for himself, and never rested till he found it.

At that time he lodged at the top of a tumble-

down palace in an obscure quarter, and would

often live for days upon an occasional plateful of

polenta or macaroni. He would even have to

borrow enough to get a cup of coffee, at times.

But through all this pinching poverty he was just

as witty and gave himself as many airs as in the

days of his prosperity.

" He would roam about and do marvellous

etchings, for which he could find no market, or

else only starvation prices. When he was abso-

lutely obliged to, he would sell them for what

he could get ; but he never lost the fullest confi-

dence in his own powers ; and whenever he could,
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he preferred to keep them in the expectation—
nay, certainty— of being able to sell them some

day at a high figure."

It is said that a countess "— a fussy old lady—
occupied rooms just below his ; and she annoyed

him so much by her rantings that he had recourse

to strategy. One sultry day while she was out,

Whistler chanced to see her jar of pet gold-fish

on the window ledge. Improvising a fish-hook

with a pin, he caught the fish one by one, broiled

them, and dropped them back into the jar.

When the countess returned and found her pets

dead she raised a great outcry, and the next

morning left Venice, saying that she was n't

going to stay a day longer in a place so hot as to

cook fish in a jar of water !

When Whistler returned to London he ar-

ranged an exhibit of his etchings— fifty-one in

all. This was held at the Fine Arts Society, in

February, 1883, and the ire of the critics was

raised because he chose to decorate the room in

a peculiar way in yellow and white, but chiefly

because the catalogue of the exhibition included,

in lieu of the usual complimentary notices, a

series of flings from the critics themselves. This

proved to be excellent advertising, as it was pro-

vocative of turmoil in which Whistler revelled,
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As for the etchings, they alone would have

made Whistler immortal, even if he had not been

painter or wit. In the thirty years between 1857

and 1887, he produced two hundred and fifteen

etchings which as a whole are regarded as easily

the best since Rembrandt. Indeed, many are

now ranked with the best work of that great

etcher.

Another medium which attracted Whistler

was lithography, which he first took up about

1877. Some twenty years later he exhibited

seventy lithographs at the Fine Arts Society,

and they were spoken of as revelations of perfec-

tion in this intricate art.

It was in 1886— comparatively late in life—
that the first official recognition was paid the

artist. He was made president of the Royal

Society of British Artists, a minor society with a

pretentious name. But after serving one term

of two years he failed of re-election. Said the

Times :
" The Suffolk-street episode was, per-

haps, the oddest of an odd career. The most

mediocre and middle-class of all the artistic

societies of London was in low water, and the

thought occurred to some revolutionary members

to make Whistler president. It was like elect-

ing a sparrow-hawk to rule a community of bats.
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Some of the bats moved out, some followers of

the sparrow-hawk came in ; but the interesting

new community did not last long. . , . Before

long Whistler ceased to be president, and the

society, under a more congruous chief, * relapsed

to its ancient mood.'
"

In 1887 Whistler married the widow of E.

W. Godkin, the architect of the ** White House,"

and soon after they removed to Paris to live.

She was the daughter of J. L. Philip, the sculp-

tor. She aided him in maintaining a delightfully

hospitable home in the Rue du Bac, and they

speedily became the center of a notable coterie.

Mrs. Whistler also had ability as an artist, and

her husband had a deep respect for her critical

opinions. It was a heavy blow to him when she

died, in 1897, and he never after seemed quite so

light-hearted.

But these ten years of married life proved also

to be golden years in the artist's career. The

tide of success was turning unmistakably toward

him. He won a gold medal in the Paris salon

of 1887 ; two years later he was made a mem-
ber of the Munich Academy, and received the

Cross of the Order of St. Michael. In 1892 he

was elected an officer of the Legion of Honor.

He even received overtures from the Royal
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Academy, but refused to allow his name to

be presented. Between him and the Academy
the rift had yawned too long to be closed in a

moment.

A pen picture of him at this time, from one of

the London papers, is interesting.

" They say Whistler is fifty-six. But years

have nothing to do with him. He is as young

in spirit, as lithe in body, as dapper in 'get-up,'

as he was twenty years ago.

" Is there another man in London with such

vitality as Whistler has, — I care not what his

age, — another so dainty, another so sprightly in

wit ? Do you see that dapper gentleman coming

along Cheyne Walk ; silk hat with very tall crown

and very straight brim ; habit apparently broad-

cloth (frock coat), fitting to perfection a supple

figure ; feet small as a girl's — an American

girl's ; hands delicately gloved in yellow ; in the

right hand a lithe, slim wand, twice as long as a

walking-stick
;
glass in eye ; black mustache and

slight ' imperial
'

; black hair with wavy threads

of gray here and there ? The dainty gentleman

lifts his hat, and you see above his forehead the

slender white lock, — the white plume as famous

as that of Navarre. This is our friend Whistler,

the inimitable, truly called ' the master.' You
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may meet him in the early morning, or at a

private view in the afternoon, at an evening

party, two hours before midnight, or two hours

after it ; and you will find him as fresh in spirit,

as dainty, as lively, as witty at one time as at

another."

When, early in 1884, a group of Belgian artists

bent on emancipating themselves founded the

" Society of the XX," the first foreign painter

to be invited to join their ranks in the opening

exhibition was Whistler.

" I am with you heart and soul," he wrote in

reply. " I like and admire your rebellious spirit.

Without it progress is impossible. We will fight

together for the victory of our ideal."

He sent four paintings and some Venetian

etchings to this exhibition.

In September of 1887 he visited Belgium, and

was enchanted at Brussels with the picturesque

and disreputable quarter of Les MaroUes. He
was frequently to be met in alleys engaged

in scratching on copper his impressions of the

swarming life around him. When the inquisi-

tive throng pressed him too hard, he would point

his graver at the nearest neck or cheek and give

a sharp laugh, which would put the ragamuffins

at once to flight.
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Whistler has been called a poseur and con-

ceited, perhaps justly, as the one trait leads

naturally to the other. For example, when an

express company mislaid some of his blank can-

v^ases and inquired apologetically if they were

very valuable, he replied :
" Not yet, not yet !

"

But a letter of his to Fantin-Latour, recently

published in a French periodical, gives an impor-

tant side-light on his very complex character.

Here we find Whistler humble !— lamenting the

fact that he cannot draw a clear-cut line.

" I must tell you," he writes, " that I am
grown exacting and difficile— very different

from what I was when 1 threw everything

pell-mell on canvas, knowing that instinct and

fine color would carry me through. Oh, my
dear Fantin, what an education I have given

myself ! Or, rather, what a fearful want of edu-

cation I am conscious of! With the fine gifts I

naturally possess, what a painter I should now
be, if, vain and satisfied with those powers, I

had n't disregarded everything else !

"

He concludes with the following fine meta-

phor

:

" Drawing, by Jove ! Color ?— color is vice.

Certainly it can be and has the right to be one

of the finest virtues. Grasped with a strong
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hand, controlled by her master, Drawing, Color

is a splendid bride with a husband worthy of

her— her lover, but her master too— the most

magnificent mistress in the world ; and the result

is to be seen in all the lovely things produced

from their union. But coupled with Indecision

— with a weak, timid, vicious drawing, easily sat-

isfied,— Color becomes a jade, making game of

her mate, you know, and abusing him just as

she pleases, taking the thing lightly so long as

she has a good time, treating her unfortunate

companion like a duffer who bores her— which

is just what he does. And look at the result : a

chaos of intoxication, of trickery, regret, unfin-

ished things. Well, enough of this ! It explains

the immense amount of work that I am now
doing. I have been teaching myself thus for a

year or more, and I am sure that I shall make

up the wasted time. But— but— what labor

and pain
!

"

Whistler's aversion to discussing names and

dates amounted almost to a superstition. He
would never say when a portrait was to be com-

pleted, and positively refused to do anything on

schedule time. To an official of an important

salon who appointed a meeting on a certain day

at "4.30 precisely," he replied, " I have never
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been able, and never shall be able, to be any-

where at ' 4.30 precisely.'
"

William M. Chase, who worked side by side

with him in London one summer, tells of an

afternoon when there was an important dinner

engagement, but the light was fine, and Whistler

was wielding the brush enthusiastically.

" My dear fellow," Chase urged at last, "it is

frightfully late, and you have to dine with Lady

B . Don't you think you 'd better stop ?

"

" Stop !
" exclaimed Whistler. " Stop, when

everything is going so beautifully ? Go and stuff

myself with food when I can paint like this ?

Never ! never ! Besides, they won't do anything

until I get there, — they never do !

"

At another time— says Chase— there was an

engagement at a banker's, where Whistler was to

receive a large sum of money for a set of etch-

ings. The banker was to start for America that

very day, but Whistler did not seem at all con-

cerned about the appointment. Instead, he dis-

cussed several pictures with a visitor, leaving

Chase to do all the fidgeting.

At last, after much urging, his friend got him

into a cab, and started at breakneck speed for the

banker's. But half-way there. Whistler chanced

to glance through the window, when he abruptly
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ordered the driver to turn and drive back a few

paces. He drew up in front of a little green-

gi'ocer's shop, with its fruit and vegetables on the

outside, making a riot of color.

" Lovely !
" exclaimed Whistler. " I must do

that sometime. But I think it will be better

balanced if I have him put that box of oranges

over on this side."

Then his companion again interposed, and

made him drive on.

Another view of the many-sided Whistler is

as an author— and here also he is original and

audacious. Ever since the beginning of his

career critics had assailed him from every side,

and to most of their strictures he made no reply.

The Ruskin attack was an exception, because

here he felt that his personality was assaulted.

But he gathered together the most vengeful of

these criticisms— at first for his own amusement
— and appending to each a brief word or two by

way of parry, he christened the resulting volume

"The Gentle Art of Making Enemies." It ap-

peared in the early eighties, and at once set the

public by the ears. It dealt not only with

Ruskin, but with everybody else of any note

who was an " enemy."

"Most of these quarrels were quite trivial,"
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says Max Beerbohm.^ " In the ordinary way

they would have been forgotten long ago. But

Whistler was great not merely in painting, he

had also an extraordinary talent for writing. He
was a born writer. He wrote in his own way
perfectly, and his way was his own, and the secret

of it has died with him. Thus he has conducted

his squabbles to immortality."

A pirated edition of the " Gentle Art " quickly

appeared in America. Another—Whistler learned

— was in preparation in Belgium ; but he frus-

trated this by going personally to Antwerp, in

1891, and instituting a lawsuit. The Indepen-

dence Beige gave an entertaining account of the

trial, which was won by the artist, — a fine of

$600 and costs being placed upon the pirating

publishers.

" It was a rare treat to watch the great artist

and note the Mephistophelian sparkle of the eye

which flashes with youthful fun from under the

thick, iron-gray eyebrows behind the glass of his

monocle. He was the only witness examined,

and he gave in French, with amusing coolness

and fluency, his account of the matter."

On the cross-examination there was thrust and

parry.

1 Metropolitan Magazine^ 1904.
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" * What religion do you profess ?
' asked the

judge.

" Whistler was silent and seemed to hesitate.

He did not expect this question any more than

the indiscreet inquiry as to his age— a question

he always refused to answer.

" * You are perhaps a Protestant ?

'

" Whistler's answer was a shrug— a delight-

ful shrug which plainly said :
' Well, yes, if you

choose. How should I know ?
'

"

Other writings by Whistler include two sets

of " Propositions " on artistic subjects ; a lecture

on art entitled " Ten O'clock " which was delivered

in London, Oxford, and Cambridge in 1885 ; and

"The Baronet and the Butterfly"^ (1898) which

may be regarded as a postscript to the " Gentle

Art" in that it tells of another squabble not

altogether to the artist's credit.

The trouble arose over a portrait of Lady

Eden, for which W^histler deemed himself in-

sufficiently paid. Sir William Eden, her hus-

band, gave the painter one hundred guineas, in

the guise of a valentine, and then set sail for

India. Whistler did not return the money at

once, nor did he deliver the picture, saying that

^ The " Butterfly" was the famous design which Whistler appended

to all his work in lieu of signature. Around it have clustered many
stories.
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he wished to refinish it. Instead, he altered the

portrait and exhibited it at a salon. The baronet

brought suit before a Paris tribunal and won his

ease, the painter being required to return the

original sum with interest and costs.

Those who knew Whistler best say that he

never had the intention to defraud the patron,

but that he always assumed a proprietorship over

his pictures, even after they had passed into an-

other's possession. He felt that they were his,

to do with as he pleased, and in one of his cata-

logues he spoke of a " small collection kindly lent

their owners
!

"

Chase, tells an amusing instance in point. One
day a certain Lady B drove up to the studio

and engaged Whistler in earnest conversation at

the door, the artist replying in his suavest tones.

" Mr. Whistler," she said, " two years ago I

bought one of your pictures, a beautiful thing,

and I have never been able to hang it on my
walls. It has been loaned to one exhibition after

another. Now, to-day, I have my carriage with

me, and I would like to take it home with me."

" Dear lady, you ask the impossible," he replied.

" I will send it to you at the earliest possible

moment ; but there are a few final touches "—
here his voice trailed off entreatingly,
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The lady drove away disappointed without her

picture. When W^histler returned to the studio.

Chase heard him muttering to himself:

" How absurd of people to believe that just

because they pay two or three hundred pounds

for a picture, they really ow^n it I

"

Another fellow-artist gives us a glimpse of

Whistler at work.^ " He had a big, plain studio,

and in lieu of easels had light stretchers covered

with raw-gray canvas. He seemed to toss them

about in showing them as if they were but sheets

of paper. His palette was a large sort of butler's

tray, the four sides of it let down, making a

large oval flat surface that covered a small-sized

table. He painted with dry colors mostly,

tempered with his own mixtures. The mixtures

were very thin and flowing, and were evidently

spread on rapidly with very long brushes. He
had a most enthusiastic way of showing ofl* the

qualities of his work, that seemed to communi-

cate itself to his willing audience. I can still see

and hear him.

" ' There, is n\ it lovely ? What ?
'

" Of course it was.

" I remember the Japanese-like girls ' On a

Balcony,' and I admired the picture even more

1 G. H. Boughton, Studio, 1903.
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the second time than when I first saw it. I asked

him if he had retouched it.

"
' No, my dear George ; why tamper with a

masterpiece ? Eh ? What ?
'

" I said I thought it improved in some way,

probably toned by time.

" ' No, my dear George, it is you who are toned

up to it by time, and by happy intercourse with

me. What ?
'

" But after much laughter he admitted that

the ' Balcony ' was all wrong in principle.

"
' Too much elaborated ; not nearly simple

enough 1'

"

And still a third glimpse shows the artist in

search of material.^ Upon the streets in Chelsea

he would, perchance, find a poor child who ap-

pealed to him from a decorative standpoint.

" ' Not bad, Menpes, eh ?

'

" This was perhaps a very grubby little person

indeed ; but Whistler would take her kindly by

the hand, and the three of us would trot along to

ask her mother if she might sit, the child with

its upturned face gazing with perfect confidence

at Whistler. And the master would talk to that

little gutter-snipe in such a charming way about

his work and aspirations.

^ Mortimer Menpes, Studio^ 1903.
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** * Now we are going to do great things to-

gether/ he would say ; and the little dirty-faced

child blinking up at him seemed to understand.

For Whistler never failed with children ; no one

understood them quite as he did, and no one ever

depicted child-life better than he.

" But after he began his sketch he would grow

absorbed and maybe would forget the child, who

would become tired of posing. Then he would

turn with a start.

" * Pshaw, what 's it all about ? Can't you give

it something, Menpes ? Can't you buy it some-

thing ?

'

" And the child would eventually leave the

studio happy and laden with toys."

Whistler's one attempt at formal teaching was

in 1897. To please a friend, Madame Carmen

Rossi, he consented to criticise her pupils' work.

As a result, her studio became one of the most

distinguished in Paris for the short time he was

connected with it. But after a few months he

gave it up, finding the task uncongenial.

His Paris studio and home were closed a few

years after his wife's death, and he removed once

more to Chelsea, with frequent excursions to the

Continent. In the winter of 1901 he was at

Ajaccio, whence he wrote to a friend:
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" You will be surprised at this present address.

But it's all right,— Napoleon and I, you know."

He spoke frequently of returning to America

for a visit, and always considered himself an

American. But a stress of work, periods of

delicate health, and the death of his wife, were

among the various things which prevented. In

the Columbian Exposition of 1893 his pictures

were hung in the American section ; and cer-

tainly they could not have been called either

English or French.

In the early days of his career. Whistler spoke

bitterly of his native land, because " the papers

in America seemed content to publish second-

hand whatever they found about him in English

journals that was mean and vindictive, or that

savored of ridicule." Later in life, the chip on

his shoulder against America was the duty levied

by the government on works of art.

While apparently sprightly and in good health

to the last, Whistler's heart had been uncertain

for several years, so that a rapid walk or a climb

upstairs left him dangerously near collapse. In

1902 he was seriously ill at The Hague, which

called from a I^ondon paper an article of semi-

obituary flavor. It was the Whistler of old who

retorted in a letter to the editor

:
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" May I acknowledge the tender little glow of

health induced by reading, as I sat here in the

morning sun, the flattering attention paid me by

your gentleman of ready wreath and quick

biography."

But the next winter he sank again, and spring

found him barely able to resume his brush for

short periods. As summer came he revived and

was in the best of spirits, full of plans for the

next season's work. On the afternoon of July

16, 1908, after a pleasant drive, he went to the

studio prepared to continue his painting with

restless energy. But the tired body refused to

respond ; the brushes fell from his nerveless

fingers ; and the great painter sank with a faint,

tired sigh at the foot of his unfinished canvas.

The next day he breathed his last— there in his

beloved work-shop.

The funeral services were held in the old

Chelsea church where the boy Jimmie had often

gone with his mother ; and in the ivy-sheltered

churchyard at Chiswick they rest side by side,—
mother and son.
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IX

JOHN SINGER SARGENT

THE PAINTER OF PORTRAITS

HE name of Whistler inevitably calls

to mind that other great expatriated

American who has divided honors

with him in the foreign salons —
Sargent. They have been rivals in a sense, and

yet both their art and the men themselves are

totally dissimilar. Whistler, the man of the

world, the observed of all observers, has painted

pictures almost mystic in their aloofness ; while

Sargent, retiring and diffident, is bold in his art

and depicts the devotees of the fashionable world.

Nowadays the fame of Sargent is recognized

everywhere. A recent London illustrated paper

contained a full page likeness of him, with the

caption: "The Greatest Living Portrait Painter;"

while a cablegram to the American daily papers,

dated Venice, May 11, 1907, gave the following

as a news item :
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" King Victor Emmanuel, while visiting the

International Art Exhibition here to-day, admired

the American section. His majesty was espe-

cially enthusiastic over the works of John Singer

Sargent, examining them minutely and saying

that his portrait of Lord Ribblesdale is a master-

piece."

While Americans may rightfully claim Sargent,

he is a man of many nations. Born in Italy, his

first childish tongue was German, and he finally

came to speak six languages with the ease of a

native. But he himself always asserts that he is

an American ; and once when Queen Victoria

offered him the privileges of English citizenship,

he respectfully declined. If not an absolute

American by birth, he is certainly American by

right of ancestry. Like Whistler, he came of a

race of fighters— though he has not availed him-

self of that strain in public. The family came

over from Gloucester, England, in pioneer days.

Later, Paul Dudley Sargent commanded a regi-

ment at the siege of Boston, was wounded at

Bunker Hill, but fought through the Revolution.

He had a nephew, Winthrop, who also fought

during the Revolution and the succeeding Indian

Wars, rising to the rank of major. Winthrop 's

great-nephew, Fitz William Sargent, was a well
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known physician of Gloucester, Massachusetts.

He was surgeon to Wills Hospital, Philadelphia,

from 1844 to 1854, but in the latter year went

abroad with his family to live and travel. This

surgeon became the father of John Singer Sar-

gent, who was born in Florence, Italy, January

12, 1856.

The boy's mother, Mary Newbold (Singer)

Sargent, came of a distinguished old Philadel-

phia family and was handsome and accomplished,

being a proficient painter in water-colors. The

boy, therefore, may be said to have inherited his

love for the beautiful from the cradle, and as he

grew in years he was surrounded by every con-

genial influence.

Here is no story of struggle against poverty or

scorn or unsympathetic parents. On the contrary,

each budding of his genius was carefully fostered

by skilled hands. The family was in comfortable

circumstances, and travelled from place to place

as fancy led them ; but the boy received the bulk

of his early training at Florence.

Florence !— name to conjure with ! the Mecca

of poets and dreamers ! The very word suggests

the blossoms and sunshine and fragrance which

have been her peculiar birthright for centuries.

No city of the Old World is more redolent with
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mysterious cliarm. And since that far-off day

when the exiled Dante died of a broken heart

because her gates remained closed to him, no city

has been more persistently sought of travellers

from other lands. To all these she extends hos-

pitable arms— as if in atonement for the harsh

treatment of her illustrious son.

It has been truly said that it takes the visitor

— the stranger — to appreciate the glories of

Florence to the full. The native Florentine

remains supremely indifferent
;

just as, in like

manner, the native of Buffalo fails to visit

Niagara Falls. But like other Western minds

keenly receptive to the Italian atmosphere, and

cultured and refined by travel, the Sargents

made the most of their Florentine sojourn.

Here they found a congenial American colony,

and here the boy led a quiet, reserved life,

yet being thoroughly awake to his exceptional

surroundings.

Curiously enough, as before noted, the first

language he learned to speak was German—
probably because it was of the most service to

him while his parents were travelling through

Switzerland and Germany. But this was quickly

followed by English, Italian, French, and Span-

ish, until by the time he was in his " teens " he
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was a linguist who would put ordinary mortals

to blush, — though the fact is not surprising in

view of his upbringing.

His first experiments in line and color were \ .

learned at his mother's knee, and from the out- )

set drawing seemed to " come natural " to him. /

He early showed remarkable precision and, what

was more important, a faculty for hitting off

tricks of expression in the face,— a gift which

he was later to develop into deadly accuracy.

Meanwhile he received a good classical educa-

tion, chiefly in Florence, and later attended the

Academy of Fine Arts in that city.

The first incident which created more than a

ripple in his placid life was a meeting— while he

was still a youth— with Frederick Leighton. S^

The family were spending a summer in the

Tyrol, where one evening they entertained the

future baronet and president of the Royal Acad-

emy. Leighton was many-sided and fascinat-

ing. He could sing, play the piano, dance, tell

a clever story, and, as Whistler once meekly sug-

gested when the hero's praises were being sung,

" he could paint a little, too, could n't he ?
"

Young Sargent at once fell under his spell,

but was loath to bring out some of his own
sketches when they were presently mentioned.
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However, they were produced under protest and

carefully examined ; and the boy glowed with

pleasure and ambition when the famous artist

said :

" Good ! I see you know how to draw a line.

Go on with your art by all means."

It was perhaps because of this encouragement

— partly, at all events — that the student pushed

forward with redoubled energy, so that by the

time he was eighteen he had a large portfolio of

drawings ready for the master who was to take

him in hand. Hitherto he had browsed at will

among the fine canvases of the Italian school

;

so it was felt that an entire change of environ-

ment would be beneficial. The schools of Paris

attracted him, just as they were attracting dozens

of ambitious young Americans from the States,

and thither he went with his father.

They had but one idea, in this year of grace

1874, and that was to enlist the favor of the

brilliant French artist, Carolus Duran. An
appointment was made, the bulging portfolio

produced, and the young student waited with

some trepidation while the great man thumbed

through the contents.

" Hum !
" he said finally, " you have much to

unlearn 1

"
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Nevertheless he bade young Sargent come to

his ateher the next day, and father and son

returned to their hotel that night feeling that

they had won a victory.

Other privileged students of Duran looked

over the portfolio in the artist's absence. They

say that the drawings were done with marvel-

lous accuracy and minuteness. For example, one

sketch showed an ivy vine clambering over a

casement ; and every separate tendril and vein

was shown with microscopic fidelity. This, how-

ever, was the reverse of Duran's method, and was

not calculated to find favor in his eyes.

However, the master soon took a great fancy

to his new pupil, discovering in him signs of

promise far above the average. Sargent, on his

part, was earnest and painstaking, besides being

wonderfully quick to seize a point and make it

his own. Not that he ever copied in mechanical ^^^

fashion ; he seemed, instead, to have the gift of Vz
knowing just what points were essential to his

own art, and he was never for a moment in dan-

ger of becoming " a little Duran." The master

recognized this, and took him more and more

into his favor, saying,

" We '11 show them something at the salon
jj U/f

yet
! ''
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And so they did, as we shall soon see.

Meanwhile Sargent was making the most of

his Paris days. He visited the galleries, and

even followed other painters from easel to easel,

observing their methods and making mental

notes. In the evenings he went to the cafes,

mingling with the gay life, but still not of it.

This trait of reserve probably cost him nlany

friends during his life, but was something he

could not overcome. An outsider he was, and

an outsider he was to remain.

They tell of him that he used to draw animals,

in those student days, which, while faithful in

every respect, would yet bear subtle likenesses

to people he observed around him on the street.

The story is not a pretty one, as it betrays a lack

of human* sympathy which approaches cynicism.

It was at this time that Sargent paid his first

visit to America. He came merely as a sight-

seer, and after visiting a few of the principal

cities returned to Paris and Duran. But from

the latter he had learned about all he could, and

their relations as master and pupil had practically

ceased for those of fellow-craftsmen.

Finally, in 1878, the salon picture was ready—
and was accepted I It was entitled, " En Route

Pour la Peche " (The Fishing Excursion), and
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was merely the first of a series of triumphs. The
following year he showed the '' Neapolitan Chil-

dren Bathing," and fine portraits of Duran and

Docteur Pozzi, a well known physician of Paris.

In both instances he had excellent subjects, and

the results proved to the art world that a new

star of the first magnitude was rising in the sky.

A remarkable thing is that the portrait of his

master, done at twentv-three, shows the touch of

the mature artist ; it is the same method of his \^-

later years. The canvas became an index to the

trend of his subsequent work, which has been

almost exclusively portraiture.

Sargent's first outside commission was to aid

Duran to decorate a portion of the ceiling at the

Luxembourg. However, he added to the origi-

nal design, in his own way, by introducing a

portrait of the older painter into one corner.

Then came a visit for which he had long

planned— to Spain. He had worshipped the -

art of Velasquez from afar, but had wisely re-

frained from coming under its influence until he

was " ripe " for it. Now, although still a young

man, his experience in the Italian and French

schools fitted him the more fully to appreciate

the rich canvases of Spain.

*' No scenes," says Ilenry James, " are more
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delightful to the imagination than those in which

we figure youth and genius confronted with great

examples ; and if such examples did not belong

to the domain of private life, we might entertain

ourselves with reconstructing the episode of the

first visit to the museum of Madrid, the shrine of

the painter of Philip the Fourth, of a young

Franco-American worshipper of the highest ar-

tistic sensibility, expecting a supreme revelation

and prepared to fall on his knees. It is evident

that Mr. Sargent fell on his knees, and that in

this attitude he passed a considerable part of his

sojourn in Spain."

While the young painter was profoundly in-

fluenced by Velasquez, he returned finally to

his own style, though it had become enriched

by a Southern warmth and color.

The mention of the great Spanish painter

brings to mind the comparison which has fre-

quently been made between Velasquez and both

Sargent and Whistler, although the two Amer-

icans are widely apart. " The greatest portrait

painter since Velasquez " is a sample of such

opinions. One is tempted to quote the famous

retort of Whistler who at a Parisian dinner-

party was told that he and Velasquez were the

two greatest portrait painters.
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" But why drag in Velasquez ? " he drawled.

From Spain Sargent proceeded to North

Africa, where he was greatly charmed with

the half-tamed life of the Morrocan country.

The result of this Southern tour was his paint-

ing, " Smoke of Ambergris," which was exhib-

ited in 1880, and *'E1 Jaleo," shown in 1882.

The latter— one of the best-known of his can-

vases— is now the property of the Boston Art

Museum. It depicts a dancing-girl swaying to

the rhythm of string instruments.

Early in the eighties, when the Spanish visit

had come to an end, he established himself in a

studio on the Boulevard Berthier in Paris, and

set assiduously to work to prove that the prom-

ise of his early years was going to be amply ful-

filled. Already he was recognized as a man of

note among the artists living in the French cap-

ital. One of the most brilliant of his early per-

formances was the " Portrait of a Young Lady,"

which was a full-length figure in old-fashioned

garb, holding a rose in one hand. Though some

of us do not greatly admire this picture, with its

somewhat awkward pose of arm, Henry James

waxes enthusiastic over it, calling it " the most

brilliant of all Mr. Sargent's productions." He
confesses, however, that " his admiration for this
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deeply distinguished work is such that he is, per-

haps, in danger of overestimating its merits."

" This magnificent work," he says farther,

" offers the ' uncanny ' spectacle of a talent

which on the very threshold of its career has

nothing more to learn. It is not simply pre-

cocity in the guise of maturity— a phenomenon

we very often meet, which deceives us only for

an hour ; it is the freshness of youth combined

with the artistic experience, really felt and assim-

ilated, of generations."

Thus, before Sargent had reached thirty, he

was on the high-road to fame. His pictures

were eagerly welcomed at the salons, to be

bought in afterwards by collectors at fancy

prices. It would almost seem as if Fortune

had been too generous— giving him position,

wealth, and success without a struggle. And
yet the struggle was constantly there. He lit-

erally fought with brush and canvas for some

of the results which he achieved. He has been

known to rub out a head thirty or forty times ;

but the final result with its easy-flowing, con-

fident line gave no hint of the struggle which

produced it.

In 1884 he removed to London, where he

again met with quick recognition, and this city
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he afterwards made his home. Three years later

he visited New York, whither his reputation had

long since preceded him. The few months he

spent here were crowded with work, as many
of the fashionable families took advantage of

his presence to have portraits made.

But the foundation to Sargent's popular fame

was laid in 1890, when he received a commission

to decorate a hall in the Boston Public Library.

The "Frieze of the Prophets," which finally came

to fill a part of this decoration, carried the name

of Sargent into every corner of the United States.

There were few parlors so humble as to be denied

their " Hosea," and no art store or print shop dared

to run out of stock in them.

This, however, is looking ahead a bit. The

commission, as we have said, was given in 1890

;

and the following year Sargent went to Egypt,

spending a winter in El Fayum, in search of

local color and in the study of Eastern art and

symbolism. After this he joined Edwin A.

Abbey-— who was likewise to do some of the

decorations— in England. They set up a joint

studio in Abbey's home at Fairford, Gloucester-

shire, and there labored for two years on the

canvases. While each had his separate work to

execute, they profited greatly by mutual criti-
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cism, Abbey especially getting many valuable

hints from his more experienced friend.

An initial section of Sargent's canvas was ex-

hibited in the Royal Academy, in 1894, where it

aroused extraordinary enthusiasm. The follow-

ing year it reached Boston, and was put in place.

The original commission was simply to decorate

both ends of the gallery, and for this the painter

was to receive the sum of $15,000, which was cer-

tainly well earned, considering both the skill and

the actual labor involved. But when this first

decoration was placed, public interest became so

high that a second sum of $15,000 was raised by

popular subscription, to enable the artist to unite

the two ends by decorated wall panels. The com-

plete scheme, according to Sargent, represented

"the pageant of religion,— a mural decoration

illustrating certain stages of Jewish and Christian

history." In 1903 the second canvas was put up,

filling the wall at the opposite end; other sections

followed, but it was not until 1916 that Sargent

completed the scheme. It was a quarter-century

of labor.

Meanwhile other interests in America had

included an exhibit, in the world's Columbian

Exposition, of nine canvases, among others the

portrait of Ellen Terry as Lady Macbeth and the
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young St. Gaudens picture. In 1899 the Art

Students Association of Boston were sponsors

for the largest and most representative collec-

tion of Sargent's work ever made. It included

fifty portraits and one hundred and twenty ex-

amples in all. So great interest and importance

attached to this exhibit that art-lovers came

from widely separated corners of the United

States to study it.

Every visit to America, in fact, has been at-

tended by marked success. A sojourn in Boston

or New York of only a few weeks would witness

an inrush of orders which would swamp a less

energetical or methodical man, and which recall

the heyday of Reynolds' fame when Sir Joshua

had to allow only an hour at a time to each sitter.

But Sargent has never permitted even the rush

and roar of American cities to upset his poise or

cause him to lose sight of the distinguishing trait

of each face he has painted— the inner face, as

Gilbert Stuart used to say. The greatest of our

portrait painters since Stuart, he is also the most

phlegmatic of men. He can study the features

of a pretty girl without emotion— and can even

paint the face faithfully without showing its

beauty I Indeed, one adverse criticism of his

work is that he is too susceptible to the weaker
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side of a face, and not susceptible enough to its

charm. In his search after the human elements,

he sometimes paints more than "wart and aU."

Says Caffin : " Sargent's attitude of mind

!

toward a sitter seems to be entirely professional

;

I for the most part without sympathy, equally free

from cynicism, simply and purely objective. In

its peculiar intimacy it corresponds to the rela-

tions between physician and patient, or lawyer

and client, except that these are privileges,

whereas Sargent's diagnosis and his analyses of a

client's strong and weak points are published to

the world."

Yet this keen penetration of human nature has

rendered him marvellously accurate with his

brush. He painted a portrait of William M.

Chase which has been wittily described as " more

like Chase than Chase himself" ; and this happy

paradox hits off Sargent's realism more aptly

than a whole chapter of criticism. Nor will any

one who has seen it ever forget the wonderful

sketchy likeness of Joseph Jefferson ;
just a few

rough, hurried strokes of the brush,— they seem

literally splashed on during an idle moment,

—

and yet there is dear old Rip's face to the life,

seemingly on the very point of saying :
" Has

anybody seen my dog Schneider ?

"
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Sargent has also been highly successful in

delineating children, endowing them with the

sweetness and grace which is pre-eminently their

own. One of his earliest successful canvases in

this vein was '* The Hall of the Children," show-

ing four youngsters in a dimly lighted hallway.

Another exhibition piece entitled " Carnation

Lily, Lily Rose " -:- two children in a flower

garden — was called ** Darnation Silly, Silly

Pose," by Whistler, but that notorious scoffer

was not so much inveighing against the picture

as getting in a clever play on words. The
" Carmencita," a dainty piece of full length por-

traiture, attracted wide attention when it was

shown, in 1890, by the Society of American

Artists. It was afterwards purchased by the

French government for the Luxembourg Gallery.

Sargent has received honors from several lands.

In the Paris Salon of 1889 he received a medal

of honor ; while at the World's Exposition of

1900 he won the Grand prize. In 1895 he was

made an officer of the Legion of Honor. In

England he has been accorded such prestige that

he has well-nigh over-shadowed the best of the

contemporary British painters. His influence

has been so marked at numerous Academy
exhibitions that a reaction is threatened, and
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already his detractors are at work. He was

made an associate member of the Royal Academy
in 1894, and a full member three years later. In

America he was a member of the Society of

American Artists prior to its coalition with the

National Academy. Since 1897 he has been

identified with the latter body, and is represented

by at least one canvas in nearly every annual

exhibition.

" He is eminently an artist for artists," says

A. L. Baldry. ** He has taken in studio conver-

sations the place that Whistler held during the

period of his busiest activity in art politics, and

has become the most argued about of contem-

porary painters. Professional opinion divides

itself into two camps over his work, and wages

a war of words for and against his achievements.

To those who have fallen under the spell of his

artistic personality he is the one commanding

figure of our times, the chief exponent of the

great truths that have been handed down to us

from the mightiest of the old masters. On him

has descended the mantle of Velasquez, and he

has a double portion of his spirit ; and that he

has proved himself fully worthy to receive such

an endowment is earnestly contended by a whole

host of admirers. But that he jars on the nerves
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of other men who are not in tune with him is

quite undeniable. They accuse him of brutahty;

they say that he is wanting in a sense of beauty,

that he exaggerates the characteristics of his sub-

jects, and over-accentuates personal peculiarities.

. . . However, there is one point on which both

sides of the argument agree, that he is an artist

who has to be reckoned with, and that he stands

practically alone among art workers of to-day

who are important enough to quarrel over.

" Few of his canvases could with justice be

ignored or passed over as commonplace or unin-

teresting ; but every now and then he has made

a leap forward in which with a single stride he

has covered more ground than other men can

pass over with a decade of assiduous toil ; and,

curiously, after each advance there has been no

perceptible recoil to prepare for the next effort.

If he marks one year by a success, in the next,

though he may not possibly provide another sen-

sation, he brings up all his canvases to the level

of the best that has gone before."

Among Sargent's recent American portraits

we must not overlook a notable one of Presi-

dent Roosevelt, which was a special commission

of 1903. It represents the President standing, as

though in the act of delivering a public address.
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A portrait group of four members of the

faculty of Johns Hopkins University was un-

veiled witk^rnucliN^eremony in January, 1907.

.^Royal Cortissoz, the) art critic, gave an address

von this,.OGeas{oh, in which he said :

" Sargent is an original painter, and his origi-

nality declared itself at the very beginning of his

career, under peculiar circumstances. He was

born in Florence and he was brought up as a

boy in Italy. It is interesting to think of this

American, living, at one of the most impression-

able periods of existence, among the old masters ;

being subjected to their powerful influence day

by day. It would seem as if the painting and

architecture of the South would inevitably have

had an effect upon him. Yet when you come to

study Sargent's art you find nothing to suggest

that the historic Italians ever had any share in

the formation of his style. He was born with a

modern point of view, and when, as a youth, he

proceeded to Paris to study the rudiments of his

profession he went straight to the one painter

there who was best calculated to help him in the

development of his own ideas. That was Carolus

Duran. ' Duran taught Sargent how to handle

his brushes in a workmanlike manner, how to

draw and model with knowledge, and he taught
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him, above all other things, to keep his eye on

the object when he was painting, to make sure of

his facts. I say that Duran taught Sargent these

things, but it is important to remember that the

pupil had latent in his brain and hand all that

the master could teach him, all, and a great deal

more. It was natural for him to see clearly, to

draw truthfully. What Duran did was to help

him to develop and organize his gift, and to keep

him in an atmosphere of actuality, of close sym-

pathy with modern life.

" He has produced hundreds of portraits, and

all manner of people have sat for tliem. No
matter what the characters of these sitters, he

has put their essentials upon the canvas with

complete understanding. Think of his ' Carmen-

cita,' the portrait in the Luxembourg of the

Spanish dancer who was so popular in this coun-

try twelve or fifteen years since. Think of that,

and then think of the portrait of * Ellen Terry as

Lady Macbeth.' In one case you have a type of

mere picturesque and sensuous movement ex-

actly portrayed. In the other you have a queen

of tragedy, bodied forth in all her tragic queenli-

ness. Sargent's work is full of these contrasts,

which indicate his wide range.

" He is a severe critic of his own work, and
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often does things over and over before he lets

them leave the studio. But there is the point.

He starts afresh and does them over, or he com-

pletely paints out part of a portrait, and does

that part over again. He does not slowly tease

a portrait into shape ; he is never sluggish and

niggling. He never lea\^es a difficult passage

in obscurity. Sometimes, too, he does his work

as in a flash of lightning, practically completing

a portrait at one sitting. In any case, this, then,

is the characteristic note of his style ; a splendid

mastery of his instruments, a strong mascuHne

way of recording a truthful impression, the way

of a man brimming over with the nervous force of

our modern life, profound in his understanding

of modern character, and so skilful that before

one of his portraits you feel yourself in the pres-

ence of a kind of effortless technical perfection.

That perfection is well illustrated in the portrait

given to Johns Hopkins University."

Early in 1907, Sargent was invited to paint a

portrait of himself for the gallery in the Uffizi,

at Florence, which is especially dedicated to such

productions. The portrait thus called forth has

a double interest. In the first place it is abso-

lutely like him, and serves far better than a

photograph to give a vivid glimpse of his
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personality— as seen through his own keen

eyes. Furthermore, it is to be noted that an

invitation to a painter to make a portrait of

himself for the Uffizi is a compliment carrying

peculiar weight. The authorities are more than

careful in this matter. They aim at including in

the great collection at Florence the likenesses of

only such men as have conquered for themselves

really important places in the world of art.

Meanwhile what of the man himself ? Person-

ally he is elusive and hard to approach— chiefly

because of excessive diffidence. He is one of the

few men in the public eye about whom no anec-

dote is told and no bon mot quoted ; nor will

there ever be one, even if his future years of

usefulness equal the number of those already

sped. His life is quiet and retired, and although

he is the recognized portraitist of polite society,

he holds aloof from social functions and has abso-

lutely no taste or aptitude for those manoeuvres

whereby some painters cultivate their wealthy

patrons. A self-contained and self-centered man,

he looks on the " passing show " with as complete

detachment as if it were an ant-hill.

The writer of a brief *' Personal Sketch," ^ in

despair confesses that Sargent has "no person-

1 World's Work, 1903.
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ality and no history, aside and distinct from that

of his paintings." He thus describes him :

" Born in Florence, first taught to speak Ger-

man, educated in Italy, France, and Germany,

having studied art in Italy, France, and Spain,

and having settled permanently in England, he

is thoroughly cosmopolitan. Judging from his

speech, manner, gait, and the countless little

tricks peculiar to citizens of each country, he

appears to be a well-bred Englishman. He is

phlegmatic, and anything but brilliant in conver-

sation, lacking totally the verve and quickness

of adaptability that makes the typical American

interested and interesting anywhere and in any

company. Bashful and retiring, he has no pres-

ence and cannot collect his thoughts when sud-

denly called upon. Physically also, he would

pass for an Englishman, being thick in the

shoulders, tall, florid in complexion, and bearing

the marks about his eyes of full living. Highly

intellectual, neither his work nor his manner gives

much evidence of sympathy, kindliness, or heart-

iness. This was noticeable in his youth, when

he was thought to be rather romantic ; for even

then, when a great reader, his favorites were

Shelley and Baudelaire, both of whom are more

remarkable for their technical qualities than for
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human sympathy. This detached intellectuahty

he carries even into his recreation, for when he

tires to exhaustion by a day's work, he seeks rest

in playing Chopin or Beethoven by the hour."

On the other hand, his artist friends give him

a better reputation for sociabihty. Said Chase,

in a personal chat with the writer : "I regard

Sargent as a wonderfully gifted man in many
ways. He may be inaccessible at times— for

example, he has no use for art dealers— but to ^ t
v>~c

those who know him he is a charming com-

panion. He is a remarkable linguist and has

travelled widely. [He would have made a great

musician, had he not focussed his attention upon

art. I have listened to "him playing the piano

almost by the hour, and giving the most beauti-

ful improvisations— an endless, bewildering flood

of pure melody flying carelessly ofl* his finger

tips. It is a great pity— I have thought more

than once— that some instrument could not be

devised to record such music for all time. Amid
a coterie of congenial friends— artists, musicians,

litterateurs, critics, — he leads an almost ideal

life."
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X

EDWIN AUSTIN ABBEY

THE PAINTER OF THE PAST

BROM a printer's "devil," and then a

draughtsman's stool in a New York

publishing house, grinding out " copy
"

at a mere pittance, to a fine country

seat in England, a membership in the National

and Royal Academies, and a knighthood from

the King, is surely a long step. It reminds us

of Dick Whittington and his cat, while the

bells rang out :
" Turn again I turn again. Sir

Richard !
"— except that in the present story we

replace the fabulous feline with an indomitable

courage which is better than any luck in the

world. We deal again with a lad, beset by early

ambitions which seemed well-nigh hopeless, who
wrought out a fortune with his bare hands,

backed by the spirit which was in him, and who
attained fame while still comparatively young.

The bald life-story of Edwin A. Abbey could
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be told within the hmits of one paragraph, so far

as chronology is concerned. In fact, it takes no

more space than that in " Who 's Who "
; but

into those few brief lines a world of aspiration

and endeavor is compressed, which we can only

appreciate to some extent by studying the man
himself.

Abbey's boyhood was spent in the quiet streets

of staid old Philadelphia of before the War.

His parents were comfortably well to do, moving

in congenial society, and able to give the boy as

good an education as the times allowed. Born

on April 1, 1852, he was no more than launched

in his schooling when the cloud of civil strife

drifted over the land ; and for the next five years

every scholar must have seen a vision of marching

men and bursting shells between him and the

printed page. Certain it is that young Abbey did

not do particularly well with his studies. He was

not dull, neither was he promising. He could

learn a lesson well enough if he made up his

mind to it, but he was fonder of indulging in

day-dreams, or reading stories of high-flown

adventure. He showed a marked liking for

only one thing, and that was drawing. But

almost every urchin tries his hand at drawing,

even before he can write, and decorates walls,
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sidewalk, slate, and books impartially ; so his

common-sense parents viewed this trait with

disapproval.

His father had high aims for the lad. He
wanted him to be a Doctor, Lawyer, or Clergy-

man,— all spelled with a capital letter, — and

thus rise to make the name of Abbey famous.

His theory was that a profession should be

chosen early, so that one's education might be

directed toward that end.

" Well, my son," he would say ;
" how is

school going now ?
"

" I don't know. All right, I guess."

** Have you thought anything more about

what you are going to make out of yourself ?

"

"Yes— but—

"

" But what ?

"

" Can't we decide that later,— after I get

through school ?

"

** Why not now ? What 's the use of waiting,

and getting an education when you don't know
how to use it ?

"

Or on another day perhaps it would be :
" Son,

I 've been doing some more thinking about you.

Maybe Medicine or the Ministry would n't suit

you ; but how about the Law— eh ?
"

But Edwin didn't seem to have a great
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" hankering " after the Law. He was only an

under-sized boy, with weak ej^es which peered

closely at his books— or at the dream pictures

which persisted in coming between. This boy

did not see why the road to fame should lead

through musty school primers. He hated that

sort of reading, anyway. Why couldn't all

books have stories about knights and castles,

and pretty pictures that you could copy ? He
ventured one day to make a counter suggestion.

" Father," he said timidly, " why could n't I

take lessons in drawing ? My teacher says I 'm

better at that than at anything else."

Vi^hich may have been a doubtful compli-

ment.

" Drawiiig ! Making pictures ? Now that

would be a pretty way to spend your time,

would n't it ? And where do you suppose your

bread and butter will come from ?
"

Young Abbey's evident distaste for any of

the learned professions, however, led to another

choice of career. His father decided that the

boy should learn the printer's trade. Who could

tell ?— he might become a great publisher some

day, like George W. Childs. That famous man
himself was approached on the subject, with the

result that Edwin was presently a " devil," then
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a real typesetter, on the Public Ledger, How-
ever, he had his way about another thing, and

for an hour on three afternoons a week, he took

lessons in drawing at the Pennsylvania Academy

of Fine Arts ; and every night he pored indus-

triously over his sketches.

An observant employer soon knows whether

an apprentice is really cut out for his work.

Mr. Childs was observant, and he saw that

young Abbey was not intended for a printer.

He had taken a liking to the boy, because he

looked so quietly determined — about some-

thing. What that something was he discov-

ered, on quietly talking to him. Abbey's

sketch-books were produced and Childs nodded

approval over them.

" We could n't use this in the Ledger,'' he

said. (Those were the days of old-fashioned,

highly dignified newspapers, when every Phila-

delphia family had a copy of the Ledger in the

parlor with the Family Bible.) " No, we
couldn't use this sort of thing, but why don't

you try it with Harpers Weekly

?

"

Harpers Weekly ! How often had the boy

cut out pictures from this pioneer illustrated

paper I And it had lately brought great fame

to itself by its war-time sketches, one of its
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artists at the front having been Winslow Homer.

If he only could get some of his sketches in

there !— his eyes sparkled with the idea. Mr.

Childs saw he had struck the right chord.

** I will give you a note of introduction to

the Harper house, if you like," he continued

quietly.

Edwin could only stammer his thanks. Mr.

Childs was as good as his word ; and so at the

age of nineteen we find the ambitious young

artist going to the metropolis, portfolio under

arm, to obtain the momentous interview. The

ordeal ended happily. His sketches pleased the

head of the Art Department, and he was over-

joyed to find himself engaged on trial. The

salary rounded out a total of seven dollars a

week, to begin with, but the Weekly w^as famous

and young men must be willing to pay some-

thing for that. Moreover, the chance for ad-

vance was good, the work congenial for the first

time in his life. It is a great thing to feel that

your heart is in your work. Abbey felt that his

day-dreams were coming true, and he beetled

his brow and squared his chin with renewed

determination; while his father decided that

perhaps there might be something in the boy

after all.
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Abbey found the office alive with enthusiasm.

Every one was eager to " do things,"— and some

of them did. Among his fellow-workers were a

certain Reinhart, and another young man whom
everybody called Alexander the Great, and who

has come near to realizing his title. A little

later came Joseph Pennel, Howard Pyle, and

Alfred Parsons, the latter destined to be " Ed "

Abbey's stanchest friend. Spurred on by such

men as these the young Philadelphian constantly

strove to do something better.

"Edwin Abbey learned to swim by jumping

into deep water," says Henry James, and this

proverb sums up his art apprenticeship in a nut-

shell. The first drawing by the new recruit

which appeared in the Weekly was on February

1, 1871, and represented the demolition of the

Vendome Column during the days of the Com-
mune. For a young man who had never been

abroad, the Paris street scene was very creditably

done. It was but the beginning of many things

which were shown in the Weekly during the

next half-dozen years, — mobs, auctions, fires,

elections, conventions, coaching scenes, parades,

— many of these things being produced without

leaving the office stool. Again, there would be

short trips to Boston and other near-by points, in
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search of material. All of these early sketches

were done in black and white, with a love of

minute detail which was ever after to remain a

distinguishing trait.

Amid such a grind of material the temptation

is to grow mechanical, just as in reportorial life

on a newspaper. But Abbey was fortunately

superior to this temptation. As a boy he had

been a great reader, and it was a habit he never

got over. Goldsmith and eighteenth-century life

especially fascinated him. He had come to be

called the " stage-coachman " at Harper's because

" he had developed a faculty for picturing old tav-

erns at that exciting moment when horses are

being changed, and the driver, in a bell-crowned

white hat and wonderful waistcoat, tosses his

lines to a fellow in tight hair-cut and still tighter

breeches, and a woman in big hoops gets out of

the stage with many bandboxes and a bird-cage.

The way Abbey breathed into the scene the

breath of life was wonderful, — just a touch of

comedy without caricature !
* If it is in 1776,

give it to Abbey,' said the managing editor, with

a growl, — for managing editors, being beasts,

always growl." ^

The first great spur to his artistic career came
Hubbard :

" Little Journeys."
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with the Centennial Exhibition at Philadelphia.

He went over, visited the art section, and became

entranced. Day after day he came, drinking in

inspiration from the great canvases, and wishing

with all his heart that he might go abroad some

day and see the foreign galleries for himself.

He and his chum Parsons had walked to

Philadelphia, and they also walked back to

New York, taking two weeks for the trip, and

sketching every picturesque bit in sight,— stage-

coaches, stiles, barnyards, rustic bridges, and

what-not. It gave Abbey's pencil a still greater

impetus toward the quaint and the mediaeval,

which he was soon to sketch so famously.

Meanwhile he had transferred some of his at-

tention from the Weekly to the Monthly, and was

steadily working his way into favor. His employ-

ers were quick to recognize this, and in the late

seventies the Monthly contained many full-page

draw^ings with his name attached. His first big

commission, however, came in 1878, when he was

asked to illustrate the poems of Robert Herrick

for both magazine and book publication. He
was glad to accept, but realized his own limita-

tions. He had been steadily at his desk for seven

years, and this book demanded first-hand knowl-

edge of the scenes. And so it was decided to
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send the artist abroad, on an extended leave of

absence. It was really a farewell to the office,

though none knew it at the time.

"Abbey had gone around and bidden every-

body good-bye," says Hubbard, " including his

chum Alfred Parsons. Parsons was going to the

dock to see him off. ' I wish you were going, too,'

said Edwin, huskily. ' I believe I will,' said Alfred,

swallowing hard. And he did. The managing

editor growled furiously, but the Cunarder that

bore the boys was then well toward the Banks."

About twelve miles from Stratford, in an out-

of-the-way nook, lies the English village of Broad-

way. Here the artists paused delighted, after

having visited Stratford, as is the religious duty

of all Americans. The place is thus described by

Henry James's flowing pen

:

" A very old English village, lying among its

meadows and hedges, in the very heart of the

country, in a hollow of the green hills in

Worcestershire, is responsible directly and in-

directly for some of the most beautiful work

in black and white. ... I do not mean that

Broadway has taught Abbey all he knows (the

name, from which the American reader has to

brush away an incongruous association, may as

well be written first as last). Broadway and
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much of the land about it are the perfection of

the old English rural tradition. The garden

walls, the mossy roofs, the open doorways, the

brown interiors, the old fashioned flowers, the

bushes in figures, the geese on the green, the

patches, the jumbles, the glimpses, the color,

the surface, the general complexion of things have

all a value, a reference, and an application. . . .

" It is delicious to be at Broadway and not to

have to draw. The single street is in the grand

style, sloping slowly upward to the base of the

hills for a mile, but you may enjoy it without a

carking care as to how to render the perspective.

Everything is stone except the general greenness,

— a charming, smooth local stone which looks as

if it were meant for great constructions, and ap-

pears even in dry weather to have been washed

and varnished by the rain. Half-way up the road

in the widest place, where the coaches used to

turn (there were many of old, but the traffic of

Broadway was blown to pieces by steam, though

the destroyer has not come nearer than half a

dozen miles) a great gabled mansion, which was

once a manor or a house of state, and is now a

rambling inn, stands looking at a detached swing-^

ing sign which is almost as big as itself,— a very

grand sign, the arms of an old family, on the top
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of a very tall post. You will find something very

like the place among Abbey's delicious illustra-

tions to ' She Stoops to Conquer.' When the

September day grows dim, and some of the

windows glow, you may look out if you like for

Tony Lumpkin's red coat in the doorway, or

imagine Miss Hardcastle's quilted petticoat on

the stair."

There was a tumble-down house in the village,

known as " The Priory," dating back to 1563,

which the two Americans had no sooner glimpsed

than they exclaimed, " The very thing !
" They

obtained possession of the place for a ridiculously

small sum per year, and here they set up their

easels jointly. On bright mornings they would

sally forth to conquer ; while on evenings or

rainy days they would sketch tranquilly at

home, study, criticise, or pull at their pipes and

dream dreams in keeping with their peaceful

surroundings.

And the result ? It is seen in the beautiful

Herrick which bears Abbey's name ; in the " Old

Songs," and the edition of Goldsmith's " She

Stoops to Conquer," of a half-dozen years later

;

yes, and in the atmosphere of a great deal of the

artist's succeeding work.

" Abbey renders perfectly the conscious afFec-
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tations of Herriek," says Isham, "and the real

tenderness and feeling that shines through his

conceits. He disentangles the mingled inspira-

tion that makes of ' Sally in our Alley,' at once

a lyric and a humorous poem. He understands

the social charm of the old vicar, Guglielmus

Brown, and the irresistible fascination of the

unprincipled Irishman of Athlone, and he em-

bellishes them with a wealth of detail, quaint,

unexpected, and amusing. Thus did the porters

carry the sedan-chairs over the cobblestone

streets, in such latticed bowers was tea or syllabub

served at the fair, a sword-knot was tied like this,

and thus the ample petticoats of the eighteenth

century puffed out when the indwelling lady sat

down. The ballad of the ' Leather Bottel ' was

imperfectly comprehensible until he showed the

construction of that friend of the simple life, and

all was done with apparent unconsciousness.

The initiated recognized that this enormous mass

of minute and curious knowledge could only

have been gained by infinite research, united

with an imagination of wonderful constructive

power : but there was no hint of effort in the

work."

Meanwhile the artist had " rested " from time

to time by doing water-color sketches, in which
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medium he had early shown great promise. He
became a member of the American Water Color

Society, and later of the Royal Institute. In

1876 he showed his first picture, entitled "The
Stage Office," and this was followed year by year

with other notable things, such as " The Evil

Eye," " Lady in a Garden," " Rose in October,"

''The Widower," and ''Reading the Bible."

The last two especially made a strong impression.

Abbey returned to America in 1880, but only

for a few months. He had become enamored of

English rural scenes, and he had always been

fond of eighteenth-century life and manners as

his favorite authors had given them. Now he

set himself to interpret them in illustration.

After 1883 he made England his permanent

home, though continuing his visits to his native

land. The expatriation was brought about solely

in the interest of his studies at first-hand sources.

" He has evidently the tenderest affection for the

old house and the old things, the old faces and

voices, the whole irrevocable human scene which

the genial hand of Gold has passed over to him,

and there is no inquiry about them that he is not

in a position to answer," says Henry James.

" He is intimate with the buttons of coats and

the buckles of shoes ; he knows not only exactly
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what his people wore, but exactly how they wore

it and how they felt when they had it on." It is

not surprising, therefore, that this first-hand

knowledge, coupled with a prodigious industry

and native skill, should result in placing Abbey

among the foremost illustrators of the day, and

an acknowledged authority in costume and

detail.

In 1885 he paid a brief visit to Holland in

company with G. H. Boughton, a member of the

Royal Academy. The result was a book con-

taining sketches by both, entitled " E ambles in

Holland." Another book of collaboration was

" The Quiet Life " (1890), which was a collec-

tion of verses illustrated by himself and Alfred

Parsons.

He was now turning his attention more and

more to oil painting, though feeling somewhat of

an experimenter in this royal field. And so, on

the way thither, he took up pastels to serve as an

intermediary. He found this medium greatly to

his liking, as it responded quickly and easily, yet

maintained a great amount of detail. Flis draw-

ings in pastel accumulated almost unconsciously,

until, in 1895, he found that he had enough for

a creditable exhibition. He put them on view in

the Fine Arts Galleries, London, where the critics
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gave them flattering notices. The subjects were,

as might be expected, chiefly eighteenth-century

types, such as characters from Goldsmith.

The year 1890 was a red-letter one in Abbey's

life. It found him happily wedded to the lady

of his choice. Miss Mary Gertrude Mead, daugh-

ter of Frederick Mead of New York. It wit-

nessed the acceptance of his first oil-painting by

the Royal Academy,— the " May Day Morning,"

a bright bit of color and grace. And during this

same year came the important commission to

decorate a room in the Boston Public Library—
a piece of work which was to bring both him and

Sargent more prominently into popular notice

than any preceding work, however meritorious.

Abbey was to decorate the " waiting "or " de-

livery" room, which had a running panel or

frieze, and, although it was broken up and poorly

lighted in places, it lent itself well to a narrative

painting. This year may therefore be regarded

as a turning-point in his career : Abbey the illus-

trator and bachelor becomes Abbey the painter—
and benedict

!

Up to this time he had made a London studio

his headquarters. Now, however, worldly suc-

cess was smiling upon him in such a substantial

way that he was enabled to purchase a fine coun-
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try seat in Fairford, Gloucestershire. It was

known as Morgan Hall, and had been so called

for generations. He gave orders for the erection

of a studio adjoining it, large enough for the

Boston canvases, and meanwhile went upon an

extended honeymoon journey with his bride to

Rome and Florence, and later to Venice.

At the same time he was giving his Boston

contract some hard thinking. It was a new field,

this of mural decoration, and on a great deal

larger scale than anything he had ever done.

Moreover he could not readily hit upon the right

subject. Scenes from Shakespeare he considered

and dismissed, though well fitted for them by

temperament and training. The Nibelungenlied

was rejected as being foreign to the American

spirit, as were other themes. Finally he hit upon

the " Quest of the Holy Grail " as a typical

Anglo-Saxon legend, and one of the earliest.

The resulting canvases showed the Vv^isdom of his

choice— but the completed work was still ten

years in the future.

His southern journey over he returned to his

new home, Morgan Hall. It was indeed a beau-

tiful country place of old English type, its walls

vine-clad, and the building a process of accretion

for three centuries. As it nestled behind the
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shrubbery and protecting trees, it was all but lost

to view from the passer-by. This was just such

a spot as Abbey loved, but especially was he

pleased with the new studio. It was probably

the largest private studio in England, measur-

ing seventy-five by forty-two feet ; and the ap-

pearance of size was heightened by the blackened

roof and rafters. Here his good friend Sargent,

who had been travelling in Egypt, joined him,

and the two set enthusiastically to work upon

their separate friezes.

It would have been hard to find a better

equipped " laboratory " than the Morgan Hall

annex at this time. Here was room for a dozen

enormous easels at one time, without crowding,

and the whole space was generally in use. Great

sections of canvas might be seen in every stage

of completion, the busy artist darting from one

to another as fancy directed him ; while as for

properties — many a theatre might have looked

upon this collection with jealous eyes, for they

were the real thing. Here were rare old tapes-

tries hanging carelessly about, beautifully carved

oak doors, heavy panels leaning against the walls,

lay figures, bric-a-brac, suits of mail, standards

of weapons, — swords, spears, gleaming battle-

axes ; while chests of drawers overflowed with
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silks, brocades, velvets, and other rich fabrics

of special weave and design. In another corner

might be seen old chairs, settees, and musical

instruments of quaint pattern ; and scattered

about were studies, sketches of heads, arms, and

legs,— all waiting to be melted in the crucible

of the palette and transferred to their proper

abiding-place. In an adjoining room devoted

to the library might be found the finest folios on

costume, and manifold works of reference.

One has no conception of the labor required

to paint a correct picture of a given period ; and

the art above it all is that in the hands of a mas-

ter like Abbey the detail is not at once apparent

— it looks unstudied. Yet he delights in cos-

tume and accessory, and is undoubtedly one of

the foremost representatives of this school.

At the same time, to describe him as a " cos-

tume painter " would be as essentially false as it

is superficially correct— a fact which Strachey

emphasizes. " The ' costume painter ' is he who
delights in the quaint fashions and lovely mate-

rials of our ancestors' clothes. But something

else must be present to make a work of serious

art. . . . To understand Abbey's pictures, we

must realize his mental standpoint. It is an

entire misapprehension of his art if we assume,
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because he works through the medium of cos-

tume, that costume is his inspiration or his end.

Because the painter has shown such dehght in

the various garments of man, we must not say,

with the Quaker hidy whose husband has left

off knee-breeches with a change of opinions,

* Friend, does thy rehgion consist of trousers ?

'

Rather we must consider what motives have

guided the artist on his present course."

The evolution of Abbey's art at this point is

remarkable. Heretofore he had dealt almost

entirely in small pictures done in black and

white. Now he suddenly " blossomed forth in

a night " as a painter in large,— covering canvas

after canvas with powerful figures glowing in

color. Yet these sweeping lines were evolved

only after painful struggle. Chase, who coached

him at one time, says, '* I almost despaired of

him : he would persist in seeing in black and

white." And Abbey was particularly fortunate

in having Sargent at his elbow while the Boston

work was going forward, for Sargent was the

maturer artist, and had dealt almost entirely

in oils. The two men, indeed, were of mutual

assistance, having followed different methods all

their lives. Sargent was the painter of portraits

in one medium ; Abbey was the illustrator
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of stories in many mediums. Being opposites

in other respects they naturally became good

friends.

The broad-minded viewpoint of these two

strong men is shown by remarks made by

them as the years sped by and the work

seemed to languish. When Sargent was asked

when he would complete his task, he replied,

" Never, unless I learn to paint better than I

do now. Abbey has discouraged me. " While

Abbey replied to a similiar query, " Give me a

little time, and 1 11 do something worth while."

The remark was made when his work was aU but

completed, yet he looked forward— as he looks

to-day— to something better.

In January, 1895, the first five sections of the

" Quest of the Holy Grail " were completed, and

before being shipped to Boston were privately

shown in London. They made a profound im-

pression with the critics and probably influenced

his election into the Royal Academy, the follow-

ing year. It was not until 1902 that the remain-

ing Grail pictures were placed in position, — the

same year which witnessed his election into the

National Academy.

Abbey's fondness for Shakesperian scenes has

already been mentioned, and it was a field in
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which he soon speciahzed with marked success.

His first great canvas of this sort was '' Richard,

Duke of Gloucester, and the Lady Anne " —
shown at the Royal Academy in 1896, where it

created a furore. Then came, year by year,

" Hamlet," " The Trial of Queen Catharine,"

" The Penance of Eleanor," " The Daughters

of King Lear," and others of the noteworthy

group. The artist had previously drawn a series

of illustrations for the Comedies, which appeared

in Harpers 3Ionthly, and later in three noble

volumes— themselves a tribute to his art.

One of the most marked compliments which

could be paid to a painter (and which was also

paid to American Art) was the royal "command"
to Abbey to paint the Coronation Scene of King

Edward the Seventh. "It is a curious coinci-

dence," says Isham, " that the generally accepted

picture of the coronation of Queen Victoria was

done by Leslie, like Abbey an American, brought

up in Philadelphia and receiving his first instruc-

tion at the Academy there, and that both artists

have succeeded beyond hope in vivifying with

some artistic interest subjects which by their

very official nature seem doomed to be wooden

and frigid."

The favor of the King for this latter-day Amer-
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ican makes us hark back also to the days of King

George the Third and his court painter, Ben-

jamin West. The parallel is still stronger when

we learn that Abbey was "commanded" by

King George the Fifth to paint his coronation

picture; but the artist respectfully declined.

The experience with the King Edward picture

had not been happy, although the superb canvas

now in Buckingham Palace is one of his greatest

achievements. He had spent an endless amount

of time and obtained sittings from more than

one hundred courtiers. Of them all, the King

and Queen were most considerate and reason-

able, but many others were the reverse, and the

less important they were, the more they insisted

on conspicuous positions in the scene. No won-

der our court painter did not want another such

ordeal, although the first had been rewarded

with a knighthood— he became Sir Edwin

Abbey.

Nevertheless, knighthood or no knighthood.

Abbey never lost his interest in America. The
last ten years of his life found him returning to

his native State of Pennsylvania to leave there

one of the very greatest examples of his full-

flowered genius. He had turned more and more

to mural decoration in these closing years, and
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at the Pennsylvania State Capitol, in Harris-

burg, he has left a remarkable series of historical

subjects. In the central dome are four large

lunettes and four panels. Above the speaker's

rostrum is a huge canvas, 34 feet square, "The
Apotheosis of Pennsylvania," while in other

parts of the building are historical scenes, most

of which were completed by Abbey himself.

Others, however, were cut short by his death,

and were afterwards completed by his pupils.

Abbey died, August 8, 1911, after a short ill-

ness and in the very heyday of his powers. He
had lived to demonstrate a native superiority in

all artistic matters dealing with the past, whether

in old England or new America; but through it all

his spirit was American.
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XI

WILLIAM MERRITT CHASE

THE PAINTER OF PRECEPT

H
VISIT to the studio— or rather, to

one of the studios— of Wilham M.

Chase is fraught with pleasure. You
are greeted by a man of agreeable

presence and personality, slightly below medium
height, but of good frame and carriage. With a

quick, strong grasp of the hand he bids you enter,

and at once puts you at ease. His is a tact born

of long experience in handling human nature,—
whether among the classes of pupils which he

has successfully guided for thirty years, or the

many sitters who have posed for his brush.

" How did I happen to begin painting ? " he

says. " That would indeed be hard to say. It

may have been a natural outcropping, as you

suggest, for I do not know of any of my forbears

who practised it. About the time I was born,

decorative work with colored feathers was all the
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fashion among the ladies, and my mother took

it up. It may have been that the first thing my
infantile eyes saw was a brush and pigments.

However that may be, the desire to draw was

born in me, and I believe that my mother still

treasures some old school-books whose illustra-

tions are fearfully and wonderfully colored by

my hands. My father was opposed to the idea

all along. He wanted to make a business man
of me. But later, when I had made some repu-

tation, he became immensely proud and claimed

some share in my artistic impulse. He bethought

himself that as a boy he had been fond of making

little figures out of the mud kicked up from the

creek's bottom. And he asked me privately if

I could take one of my younger brothers in hand

and make an artist out of him."

The Chase homestead was pleasantly situated

in the little town of Franklin, Indiana, and here,

on November 1, 1849, William Merritt was born.

His father, Savill H. Chase, was a prosperous

shoe-dealer in the neighboring city of Indian-

apolis, and he was naturally desirous that his son

— after he had finished his schooling— should

succeed him in the business. In fact, he took

the boy into the office for awhile, but William

was thoroughly discontented and unhappy. He
[ 330
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wished above all things to learn how to draw,

and his father finally consented to his urgings,

though believing it to be a sheer waste of time.

At the age of nineteen he began to study his

beloved art under Benjamin F. Hayes, a portrait

painter of local note in Indianapolis. His prog-

ress was so satisfactory that his ftither allowed

him to go to New York the following year,

where he studied, first under J. O. Eaton, and

then at the National Academy of Design, at-

tracting attention chiefly because of his pains-

taking accuracy and close application.

His parents had meanwhile removed to St.

Louis, and thither he also went after leaving the

Academy. He set up as a portrait painter, but

found more remuneration in doing fruit and

flower studies, which he worked out with the

most minute detail and easily sold. By this

means he raised enough money of his own to

realize the cherished ambition of every art

student, and go abroad. In passing, it may be

said that when, years afterward, his more mature

work was shown in St. Louis, many of his old

admirers were of opinion that it was not nearly

so good as the pretty fruit and flower pieces, say-

ing that " Europe had spoiled young Chase."

Unlike most young artists. Chase did not
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decide upon Paris. " Perhaps it was because

I loved the boulevards so much,' he said, '' that I

decided to do my work farther away from them.

Anyway, I chose Munich, and I am not sorry."

Other things which determined his course were

some studies made in Munich by John Mulvaney,

which Chase had greatly admired in St. Louis

;

and also the fact that, about the year 1870, a re-

volt had set in against the French school, in the

same way that one had earlier been directed

against England. A counter movement in favor

of Germany had arisen, and so popular had Mu-
nich become that upon Chase's arrival he found

a vigorous colony of American art students, suffi-

ciently large to establish a club. They had stated

days of meeting, when each member would put

up a painting for criticism and general discussion.

At the Max Emanuel Cafe a congenial set of

fellows met regularly for dinner, where they

would annihilate food and pictures with equal

impartiality. Dinner over, huge steins of beer

would be produced, and pipes breathed forth an

ascending column of smoke, which softened the

gleam of the candles and invested the crannies of

the wall with poetic haze. Here might have

been seen against the misty background the

leonine head of Frank Duveneck, the smiling
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face of Frank Currier, the grave, thoughtful

features of WiUiam Shirlaw, and, in contrast,

the dreamy, poetic countenance of Chase, his

expression often heightened by a flash of wit

aided by a swift, eloquent gesture. These and

others were usually to be found around the table

every evening when the day's work was done,

and the laughter and jest aided in making it the

most attractive hour of the twenty-four.

As for schooling, Chase entered the Munich

Royal Academy, and had for master Alexander

Wagner. Later he studied for a considerable

period under Karl von Piloty, but did not neg-

lect other available means, — the masterpieces of

the art galleries. He is reported to have been

somewhat headstrong about the choice of sub-

jects, but as he had proven to be a brilliant stu-

dent he was finally allowed to browse at will. He
still had a great liking for still-life, which he al-

ways retained. He also made copies of famous

canvases, one or two in particular being warmly

praised. Llis master, Piloty, was so pleased with

his progress that he paid Chase the compliment

of asking him to paint the children of the Piloty

household.

One year was spent in Venice, with especial

attention to the works of Tintoretto ; but of all
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the European masters, Velasquez awakened his

profoundest admiration. One of his earhest origi-

nal pictures of note was the result of this south-

ern visit, and was entitled, " A Venetian Fish

Market." " The Dowager " was painted the fol-

lowing year.

The young artist also met with early recog-

nition in his own country, winning a medal at the

Philadelphia Centennial, with a picture sent from

abroad. The following year he was among the

exhibitors at the National Academy.

The result of these successes was the offer of a

professorship in the Royal Academy, at Munich,

and also an invitation to take charge of the first

painting class in the Art Students' League, in

New York. The Munich offer was both flat-

tering and tempting, but he decided once for

all to cast his lot with his native country.

" I was young ; American art was young ; 1

had faith in it," he says simply. But he has

lived to see his faith reach a triumphant

demonstration.

And so, in 1878, we find him back in Amer-

ica, and entering upon his new work at the

League wdth enthusiasm. It was but the be-

ginning of a busy life filled with wise precept

and glowing example ; for Chase is always stu-
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dent as well as teacher, and is one of those men
who never grow old. He is famous both as a

great painter, and as the foremost force in the

American schools of art.

He at once opened up a studio on Tenth

Street,— a big, roomy place filled with many

curios,— and devoted the spare moments to

painting. In this year he produced one of his

notable canvases, " Ready for a Ride," a charm-

ing study of a young girl, which is now owned

by the Union League Club.

For recreation the painter would take long

tramps along the water fronts in New York and

Brooklyn, and through the parks, the result

being a series of sketches of picturesque spots,

which, while bringing their delineator promi-

nently into notice, also awakened many people

to the fact that there were urban beauties lying

neglected all about them. He likewise devoted

a good part of his time to portrait work and

gradually built up a strong reputation in this

field.

No life story of Chase would be complete

without some mention of the war of the artists

which broke out about the time he returned

from Europe and in which he was presently

submerged. For several years a smouldering
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fire had existed between the members of the

National Academy and the younger artists, due

to mutual jealousy at the exhibitions. The

Academicians claimed that these young " up-

starts " with their foreign schools and methods

were trying to usurp the best wall space which

belonged of right to the members themselves.

The younger men retorted that it was they

who were being deprived of their rightful hear-

ing, and that the mere name of the painter

should not influence a picture's display. They

charged the Academy, in fact, with being a close

corporation.

The revolt culminated in 1877 with the for-

mation of the Society of American Artists, which

began with a score of notable names and pre-

pared to make vigorous attack upon the strongly

intrenched enemy. Shirlaw was its first presi-

dent ; and it was not long after Chase's arrival

that his Munich friend was enrolled among the

recruits. The tang of battle was grateful to

Chase ; he entered heart and soul into the

Society, and soon his studio on Tenth Street

became a rallying-place for its adherents. Stead-

ily it grew in strength and prestige. Chase was

elected president, in 1885, and re-elected every

year thereafter for ten years. It is probable that
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he would still be threatened with office, if the

Society had not signed articles of peace, a few

years later, and been taken into the Academy

fold.

A curious feature of this war was that several

adherents belonged to both camps, and it caused

no surprise. Inness, La Farge, Moran, Martin,

and other Academicians, joined the Society also ;

and similarly we find Chase becoming a member

of the Academy, in 1890, while active president

of its rival.

Nearly every summer during this early period

Chase went abroad, visiting the various art gal-

leries and delving at the secrets of his craft.

More than once it was to Madrid he turned

his steps, fascinated by the magic of Velasquez.

On one of these summer jaunts of the middle

eighties, he stopped over at London to visit the

Grosvenor Gallery. There he saw for the first

time Whistler's portrait of Miss Alexander.

" I had not then met W^histler," said Chase,

** but I was so charmed by this portrait that I

secured his address, called a cab, and started

out to pay my respects to him. But on the

way I recalled what 1 had heard about his

eccentricities, and turned round and went back.

But down in Madrid that picture haunted me

;
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it seemed to me the only thing I had seen

which was worthy to be hung alongside those

of Velasquez. One day I wrote Whistler a long

letter telling him so— and tore it up.

*' It was not until the next summer that I

met Whistler. Armed with a letter of intro-

duction I knocked one day at his studio door.

He opened it and peered at me a moment
through his monocle.

"
' You are Chase/ he said suddenly ;

' come

in.'

" I asked him how he had known me, but

he only laughed non-committally. Then I told

him of my visit and letter of the summer before,

which had never reached him.

" * That was wrong,' he said ;
* I needed them

both.'

" I was on my way to Madrid again, but he

insisted on my stopping a few days with him.

It ended in my spending the summer ; he would

take no denial. He was cordiality itself— took

me to all the galleries, and at some of them, by

the way, he would remain in the cab outside

saying, * You go on in, Chase ; I '11 wait ; 1

would be de trop.'

" Whistler proposed that we should spend the

summer painting each other's portraits, for prac-
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tice, and I assented. We arranged that first one

should paint and then the other, but the prece-

dence should be determined by the enthusiasm of

the artist,— he who had the greatest ' call ' to

paint on any day being allowed to do so.

*' Unfortunately, Whistler got the better of

the deal," added Chase, whimsically, " for it was

usually, *Now, my dear fellow! I've got just

the mood to-day ! You '11 allow me— eh ? '

"

On one occasion Whistler made a profile

study of Chase— refined, poetic, faraway, such

as he delighted to do. Not long after. Chase

made a caricature, good-natured yet grotesque,

of his fellow artist. He called it " A Horrible

Lampoon." Whistler pondered over it sadly,

then remarked, " How could you paint me so ter-

ribly, when I had painted you so charmingly
!

"

Chase has many anecdotes of Whistler, all of

them worth listening to, and a few of which have

been quoted in the chapter on Whistler. He
has also given an occasional lecture on the per-

sonal side of that singular man.

In 1891, a summer colony at Shinnecock, Long
Island, conceived the idea of establishing a sum-

mer school of art, and inviting Chase to take

charge of it. He accepted, and the experiment

soon blossomed into vigorous success. Within
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three years the class reached a membership of

one hundred, the colony took the title of the

" Art Village," and its influence began to be felt.

Shinnecock is so named from the tribe of Indians

who long held a reservation there. It overlooks

the Peconic Bay at the point of Long Island

which juts out into the Atlantic. To the casual

observer it is nothing but sand dunes, wire grass,

and scrub bushes, rolling along monotonously to

the water's edge. But the trained eye will see

infinite variety in the lights and shadows of the

landscape, bordered by the fickle sea and the

ever-changing sky.

The farmers and villagers down Southampton

way looked with amused surprise upon the irrup-

tion of the colony into their peaceful domain.

To them the sand dunes were almost worthless,

and they thought " them city folks must be clean

daft to come way down here to live
!

" They

marvelled still more as the Art Village grew,

and the price of land thereabout increased. They

would, of course, accept $250 an acre for land

that was worth only $2.50, if the city folks were

"fools enough to pay it." But the height of

absurdity was reached, in their estimation, when

the students were seen daily scattered here and

there, painting pictures of the country.
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One old farmer, meeting Chase one day, could

finally contain himself no longer, and burst out

with, " What on earth do you folks find worth

painting around these parts ?
"

Now Chase had lectured upon art for many

years. He had cultivated a calmness w^hich was

superior even to the watchful eyes of three-score

charming girl students, in white dresses, waiting

to be told why their sketches were bad. But the

query of this untutored countryman frankly

" stumped " him. He stammered a few words

and then changed the subject. And yet, in a

morning's walk he had probably seen enough to

keep his brush busy for fifty years ; while during

fifty years the farmer had seen nothing. It was

the old parable over again : "Unto every one that

hath shall be given ; but from him that hath not

shall be taken away even that which he hath."

Chase's cottage was built on the crest of one

of the low-lying hills, and was a combination

home and studio, designed by Stanford White.

It has a long gambrel roof and gabled windows,

and looks the hospitality which is to be found

within. A visitor thus describes it :
" The hall

makes a picturesque entrance to the house and

studio. It rises through both stories to the roof,

and a railing running all round from the head of
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the stairway forms a gallery on the second floor.

Pictures and tapestries hang on the walls, and a

large stone fireplace for logs is on one side. As
the front door opens to the visitor, an asolian harp

tinkles a welcome till the door is shut again.

Then the visitor sees that he is not in a conven-

tional house, but in one designed for picturesque

effects in furnishings."

These seaside months were always busy : an

article in Harper s, describing the " Artist's Sum-
mer Vacation," gives some idea of the immense

amount of work Chase accomplishes even while

having a good time. He conducted his classes

on two days of each week and usually finished

two sketches or complete canvases of his own in

the same period. The classes were out in the

open air sketching directly from nature, each

student perched upon his or her camp chair

usually shaded by an umbrella, while Chase

would go from easel to easel commenting, criti-

cising, or advising in his kindly way. On one

of the days it was stated criticism of completed

work ; on the other, he would take the whole

party off for a jaunt to spend the day. Lots of

good work was accomplished, for such excursions

were never a drag ; they were more like a picnic

frolic.
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Chase had charge of these classes for eight

years, giving them up in 1900 only in order to

resume his continental trips. Frequently he

pilots classes abroad : one year to Holland ; and

again, to England, Spain, or Italy. In 1907

he met a class of forty in Florence, where he

"coached" them for two months. This is his

idea of rest. "But I must be doing something !

"

he remonstrates, when Mrs. Chase insists upon a

real vacation.

After conducting his winter classes for eigh-

teen years at the Art Students' League, he

resigned this work and decided to organize a

distinct school of his own. Accordingly in 1897

the " Chase School of Art " opened its doors, on

Fifty-seventh Street, New York, and was an

assured success from the outset. While of course

employing several assistants, the veteran painter

still gives personal oversight to the school, and

criticises certain classes.

" The only thing I 've got against you, Chase,

is that you are a teacher," the scoffer Whistler

once said. But to offset this one could point to

hundreds of grateful pupils whom he has guided

by both precept and example. One such pupil

has lately sent us the following pen picture of

him.
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" His neatness in personal apparel is one of liis

chief characteristics. He never appears before

his classes that he is not perfectly groomed and

looking as though he had just stepped from a

band-box. He always wears a fresh carnation in

the button-hole of his coat, which offsets the \dde

black string attached to his nose-glasses, making

a characteristic color note. A Beau Brummel

with the vitality of ten men— feet spread well

apart and firmly planted on the floor— glasses

firmlj' and constantly shoved in one place— Chase

stands before his students and opens his big heart

of the best that is in it. As a critic he is severe

when occasion requires, but seldom harsh, unless

the work of some laofsrai'd student, whom he con-

siders to be taking up art as a mere pastime,

comes under his notice — then the \~ials of his

wrath vnll descend. But to the sincere students

he is unfailingl}' the kind master, %\Tlling and

anxious to give everything he can to help them

on their way."

Another says good-naturedly :
'' Chase is fuU

of mannerisms, yet he has had them so long that

they have become as much a pail of himself as

his— carnation. He ^dll interlard his talk ^vith

' ehs ' and ' ahs ' and little shrugs and gestures,

and nibbling at his fingers, and sometimes you
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will understand his criticism and sometimes you

won't It may be something very practical, or

again it may be something delightfully vague

which goes right over your head— smack ! against

the canvas. AVhen you come to your senses the

destroyer has passed by and is lapng waste at the

other end of the room."

Perhaps no more graceful tribute was ever paid

a teacher (of any cult) than that recently paid by

the students of Chase. " On account of his

unceasing devotion to American students and

American art/' they got up a testimonial, which

resulted in a portrait of him by Sargent. The

latter, when approached by the committee,

entered heartily into the scheme and set aside

more remunerative work in order to paint this

portrait. When completed it was placed in the

^letropolitan Museum of Art.

For some years Chase has also lectured at the

Pennsylvania Academy, going there one day in

each week. He maintains an extensive studio

in the top of one of the " skyscrapers " of

Philadelphia, and has painted numerous portraits

of prominent families there. Besides this and

his summer studio, he has two in Xew York —
one on Fifth Avenue hsted in the Directory, and

a sanctum sanctorum on Fourth Avenue where
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he hides away when engaged upon an engrossing

bit of work in which he doesn't want to be

bothered.

Among his best known portraits are those of

Whistler, Rutherford B. Hayes, WilHam M.
Evarts, Joseph H. Choate, Seth Low, and Peter

Cooper. A recent issue of the New York Tri-

bune devoted a page to reproducing three por-

traits of college presidents by him : President

Taylor of Vassar, President Smith of Randolph-

Macon, and President Angell of Michigan. He
tells of recently painting the portrait of Dr.

Osier and having a mental tilt with him. With
the Oslerian theory of " useless old age " he has

no patience.

He is confining his attention more and more

closely to figure pieces and still-life studies, with

an occasional landscape. He won a medal at the

Paris Salon of 1889, and another at the Exposi-

tion of 1900. His " Lady in the White Shawl "

was the picture sent to the latter gallery, where

it occupied a place of honor in the American

section. It is now owned by the Pennsylvania

Academy. His " Lady in Black," at the Metro-

politan Museum is a charming full-length study

of a slender girlish figure. Such canvases as

"The Coquette," "Ring Toss," and "Alice" are
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also well known. But perhaps his most admi-

rable picture is his " Portrait of my Mother."

Something besides technical skill— a filial rever-

ence and love well deserved enters into the lines

of this lovely face. Says one critic :
" It is a

face that would inspire any one who admired

beauty and character. The mother looks out

from the canvas as though a benediction were

on her lips, and approval of her gifted son were

in her eyes."

*' My mother was very much interested in the

progress of this portrait," said the painter, remi-

niscently. *' I remember in painting her black

dress she expressed surprise that I should take

so much pains with it. ' Why, W^illiam,' she

said, ' I thought in doing black you would simply

use your black paint ; but here you are using

half a dozen different colors for it I

'

"As a matter of fact, I no longer pay any

attention to my mediums," he continued, " and I

don't suppose any other artist does. I use my
colors— first one and then another— uncon-

sciously, just as we talk without realizing the

presence of the tongue. Another thing, which

may strike you curiously,— I look upon my
picture as the real thing, and the thing to be

depicted as the unreal. In every face and in
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every landscape I see a study— a possibility—
and it is my object to clothe it with reality here

on my canvas.

" Do you understand me ? Then I must

make another confession which is not always

understood. I have an ideal canvas : it is the

great picture I am going to paint 'some day/

and it always stands blank here in my studio,

nicely framed and waiting. Do I ever begin

work upon it ? Bless you, no ! I sit here and

in my mind's eye the next picture takes shape

and expands upon that canvas. And when I

have it all thought out— I begin work upon

another canvas alongside of it. My ideal canvas

remains blank, and always will." ^ This con-

ception brings to mind Balzac's story of " The

Unknown Masterpiece," whereupon a " poet-

painter" had labored so long that to the ordi-

nary eye nothing was discernible. But the later

idea is saner, and therefore nobler.

The painter's city home on Stuyvesant Park

is a veritable temple of art. In every room and

hallway there are fine canvases, and even the

walls of the bathroom are pressed into service.

Choice examples of modern masters, copies of

1 A writer in the Evening Post, New York, recently misstated this

ideal. To him it was nothing more than a canvas which was yet to

be painted upon.
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older canvases, and typical works by younger

American artists hang side by side.

" What will you do when all your wall space

is taken, Mr. Chase ? " was asked.

" I really could n't say," he replied ;
" it 's about

that way now. I have been thinking of build-

ing a gallery at the rear. I shall have to do

something— or quit collecting."

Not alone does he collect paintings, his home

contains hundreds of other rare objects from all

over the world. Many fine pieces of Spanish

furniture, Chinese chests, rugs from Asia Minor,

brasses from Turkey, tapestries, statuary, and

one of the finest collections of Japanese prints

in America are among the beautiful things

which greet the eye at every turn. Mrs. Chase

has a hobby of her own, which is the collecting

of rosaries and crucifixes — splendid specimens

of the jewellers' and lapidaries' art in many
lands. She stated that she had two hundred

and sixty-five of them.

Mrs. Chase— an attractive woman of youthful

type— was Alice Bremond Gerson, daughter of

Julius Gerson. The Chases have been married

over a score of years, and have been blessed with

a large, typically American family. Eight cliil-

dren survive— their bright faces peeping out
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from more than one notable picture. In real life

they fill the house with romp and clatter, or go

across the street to the little old fashioned school-

house still kept by the Society of Friends.

Perhaps the most attractive trait about Chase

is his profound patriotism,— his belief in Ameri-

can art, which has remained unshaken ever since

he gave up the Munich professorship to cast his

fortunes with his fellow-countrymen.

"By the way, I think I ought to tell what

Piloty once said to me about art in America.

' Yours will yet be the great country of artists

and art-lovers,' he said. ' Everything points to

it; you have the subjects, and you have the great

inspiration of the place where life is being lived.

Italy, France, Germany, Spain, England, these

have had their day, the future is to America. It

is not merely that it is the land of opportunity,

but also because it is the land where opportunity

is seized and utilized. Moreover, the American

artist comprehends so quickly that sometimes, in

my classes, I am amazed. I have German pupils

who will do good work some day, and whom I

can generally get to see my point when I explain

something to them. But I have to explain per-

haps a dozen times ; whereas, if I begin to explain

to some of you Americans you appear to gather
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my meaning almost before I have ceased to

speak.'

" I find," continued Chase, ** that, as a general

rule, my pupils are serious in their desire to become

real painters, with ambition to excel, but, above

all, with ambition to do work of permanent value.

Novv^ and then, of course, they are impetuous and

rush off to exhibit before they are quite prepared

to do so, but in such cases I always feel lenient

;

after all, it is surprising if a youngster manages to

escape the measles and the whooping-cough.

" But there is much to encourage the teacher.

1 remember, for instance, when I visited the

Paris Exposition, I was almost afraid to cross

the threshold of the American section of the art

exhibit. I feared I would see nothing but imi-

tations, more or less good, but nevertheless imi-

tations of older work. But I was confronted by

nothing of the kind. Instead, I f^iced paintings

that were fresh, striking, and distinctive. Let

those who still harbor the thought that art in

this country is yet in its infancy, bear in mind

that at this exposition in a foreign land, and a

land where they know something about art at its

best, the exhibitors from the United States won
two more medals than those from any other

country represented there."
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Thus, even in his own day, Chase has witnessed

the triumph of American ideals ; and more than

that, he has seen the prophet honored in his own
country, and Americans of wealth becoming

more and more anxious to purchase the work of

American artists.

" I think, perhaps, there is some lack of knowl-

edge concerning this matter/ It is quite true

that for many years Americans did not wish to

purchase the work of their countrymen, and it

is true that even in years comparatively recent,

dealers did not want to handle native work, espe-

cially if it were done here in America. In fact,

several years ago I was told by two large dealers

that if I would do my work abroad and send it

here, they would pay me more than double what

they would give for it executed right here on

Fifth Avenue. But those days have passed.

To-day, there are several big dealers who handle

scarcely anything but American work and get

excellent prices for it.

" The point which I think has been overlooked

is this : our history in this respect is not unique.

Our painters have had only the experience of

painters of other countries ; it is a story old as

art itself. Quite apart from the fact that this is

1 The Evening Post, New York, April 27, 1907.
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a new country — where for a long time we
fought to build homes, and where, later, material

prosperity outran the development of culture—
there still remains the knowledge that our artists,

even in the early days, received as much, if not

more, recognition from their own people than did

some of the masters of the past, who lived in

lands where abundant wealth gave opportunity

for the encouragement of their art.

" Take, for instance, the case of Spain in the

day of her glory, when all the arts were flourish-

ing, and everything was done to encourage paint-

ers to come to the court from all parts of Europe.

It was impossible for a Spanish painter to secure

proper recognition, and it was considered almost

an impertinence when the suggestion was made
that the court painter should be a native. What
was the result ? Ribera journeyed in disgust to

Italy, and no sooner did Italy proclaim his great-

ness than Spain wanted his work, and wanted

him. Velasquez was sent to him at last to en-

deavor to induce him to return, but Ribera re-

plied :
' No, I remain here ; it is evident that

Spain can appreciate her sons — so long as they

are away from home !
' And there cannot be the

slightest doubt that * II Spagnoletto ' was right."

Fortunate it is indeed for American art that
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we have had men hke Chase, La Farge, Homer;

and Inness, who have proved their abiding faith

by working out their destiny in the land of theu'

birth

!

Personally, Chase is one of the most approach-

able and likable of men. He keeps open house

on Sunday afternoons not only to his students

but to every sincere friend of art. In each lover

of the beautiful he sees a personal friend. " You
like my pictures ? Come and study them as often

as you wish ? " he will say. And by the "my" he

does not mean his own handiwork, for compara-

tively few of these adorn his walls. Generous to

the point of self-forgetfulness, he is only too glad

to welcome budding genius and aid it to mature

blossoming. He is kindly, sympathetic, and an

excellent conversationalist, with a fund of rem-

iniscence and sage counsel.

He is a type of industry and progress,— al-

ways at w^ork, striving for something a little bit

better than the best he has yet done. His Ideal

Canvas — virgin white and ever to remain un-

touched by him— hangs day by day in his studio,

spurring him on to renewed effort. Such a man
as this never grows old.
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XII

JOHN WHITE ALEXANDER
THE PAINTER OF THE FLOWING LINE

HE manager of a little telegraph office,

back In the days before the war when

all inland telegraph offices were small,

picked up an unsigned message and

looked perplexed. How was he to send the mes-

sage if he did not know the sender's name?

''Do you know the name of the man who left

this message, John?" he asked a small messenger

boy.

"No, sir," answered John; "but I think I can

show you what he looked like."

"How so?"

Why" — hesitated the boy, turning red,

—

I think I can draw his picture for you."

His employer looked incredulous, but a piece

of blank paper was produced and the boy set to

work to sketch a man's likeness.

"Oh, that's So-and-so!" exclaimed the man-
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ager, relieved. And it was. It was more than

that— it was the first accredited portrait by an

artist who was later destined to win high fame

by his ability to imprison personality on canvas

— John White Alexander, errand boy, struggling

artist, painter, academician, and president of a

national academy.

The career of this ambitious artist is typical of

many another American lad in other callings;

and it is an inspiration to still others in that the

later success was only commensurate with the

constant endeavor. John White Alexander was

left an orphan at five. He was born in Allegheny,

Pennsylvania, October 7, 1856, and was reared

by his maternal grandparents. They were not

entirely without means, but the boy had early

felt the necessity of doing something for himself,

and had taken the position as messenger boy

against his grandfather's wishes. The office was

in Pittsburgh, and the manager who was at-

tracted to the boy by his talent was Colonel E. J.

Allen, vice-president of the Atlantic and Pacific

Telegraph.

Colonel Allen's interest proved a valuable

asset, for it provided the boy with another pro-

tector at the time he needed one. His grand-

father's death left him alone in the world; where-
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upon his employer took him into his own home

and adopted him. Here he remained during five

formative years, being given an opportunity for

further schooHng and to pursue his beloved art,

which from the first called to him insistently. It

was a natural outcropping of genius— a call just

as clear as that which came to the boy Samuel.

And in the same way this American boy heeded

and obeyed.

A friend of his who recalls that early period ^

says: *'I see my friend as a youth of seventeen,

graceful and joyous, established in a small studio

overlooking a narrow street in Pittsburgh, and

beside him is a Southern boy of about the same

age, a crayon portrait artist. Robert Burns

Wilson will be remembered as a sincere poet, a

painter using words as his medium and one whose

remarkably beautiful descriptions of nature and

of nature's moods later won for him an enduring

place among men of letters. My next memory
glimpse shows me the two lads as they push off

from the shore in a tiny boat for a romantic

inland voyage down the beautiful Ohio River.

And now it is a perfect day in June, and he and

I, together, are journeying toward an historic

Pennsylvania village called Ligonier, which lies

* J. W. Beatty, in "John White Alexander, an Appreciation.'*
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among foot-hills of the Allegheny mountains,

where we had planned to sketch for a brief time

along a trout stream which flows past Kissel's

Spring."

At the age of eighteen Alexander prevailed on

his guardian to allow him to go to New York to

study art. The boy had saved up a little

money, but as this ran low before he could find

the desired opening, he took any work that he

could get— which proved to be a job as office

boy at three dollars a week.

"I suppose," he once remarked whimsically,

"that my friends would insist upon referring to

it as a position!"

But humble though it was, it proved to be a

stepping-stone. It was with the publishing

house of Harper & Brothers, and the door of

the art department stood invitingly open. The

country boy could smell through it the fragrant

odor of oil and paint, and he could see real artists

at work— so he was happy. This compensated

for scanty meals and other privations. Alex-

ander was fortunate, too, in entering Harpers

at the hey-day of an artistic period. Charles

Parsons was the director of the art department,

and with him at or about this time were Edwin

Abbey, A. B. Frost, Stanley Reinhart, Howard
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Pyle, and Thomas Nast,— a distinguished group

that any country boy would find it well worth his

time to watch and to serve! It was not long, in

turn, before the artists began to take note of the

eager lad who ran errands for them so willingly

and they dubbed him, with unconscious proph-

ecy, Alexander the Great.

Presently the boy was given an opportunity

to try his own hand at drawing, in a modest way,

and both Parsons and Abbey gave him help and

encouragement. "At that time," says Mr.

Beatty, "illustrations for the magazines were

made by working directlyupon thewooden block,

several men frequently working upon the same

block; and this was the work assigned to Alex-

ander when he was transferred to the illustrating

department. He usually put in the figures, but

such composite illustrations were often unsigned.

We do not, in turning to the old files of Harper's,

find much that throws light upon this period of

Alexander's work, although there appear occa-

sional cartoons, signed ^Alexander,' from about

September 18, 1875, until the middle of 1877,

which are very interesting and amusing. In

Harper's Weekly of September 18, 1875, is a

cartoon, 'Rags! Rags! More Rags! the campaign

cry of the Ohio Democracy.' Another political
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cartoon appears on July 29, 1876, and again on

February 24, 1877, we find another. In mid-

summer, 1877, what is known as the Great Strike

occurred in Pittsburgh, a tragic event in the

history of the Pennsylvania Railroad. Alexander

must have been in Pittsburgh all that time, as a

number of large full or half-page sketches of the

riots and conflagrations, signed *J. W. Alex-

ander,' appeared in Harper's Weekly on August

11, 1877. Later on, Alexander had frequent

signed illustrations in Harper's publications, and

also in the Century, but that was after he had

gone abroad, and not during those first appren-

tice years."

Alexander remained for about three years with

Harper & Brothers, and until he had saved three

hundred dollars. He had had two increases in

salary and his job had reached the dignity of a

position. Then, late in the summer of 1877, he

and his friend, Albert G. Reinhart, sailed from

Philadelphia for Liverpool. After a short time

spent in London, they went to Paris, where they

were disappointed to find the "'Ecole des Beaux

Arts," which they expected to enter, closed for

repairs. Reinhart suggested that, as he knew a

few words of German — neither of them knew a

word of French— they should go to Munich.
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Thither they accordingly went, but they did

not linger long in Munich. They found the cost

of living too high, and the art atmosphere too

severe. After three months of it they found a

more modest school in Polling, Bavaria, where

they were also fortunate in meeting with an

American colony, among whom were Currier,

Shirlaw, Ross Turner and De Camp. Here it

was that Alexander first began to paint iu a seri-

ous and systematic way. As the result he won a

bronze medal at a student's exhibition at

Munich, his first honor.

At this time Alexander attracted the attention

of Frank Duveneck who was planning a class

of art students in Florence, and the two went to-

gether to that city ahead of the others to make
arrangements. A class of about twenty was

formed which divided its time between Florence

and Venice. Here two busy years were spent,

the artist eking out his slender income by send-

ing occasional drawings back to Harper's.

One day in Venice while he struggled with a

canal scene, Alexander was conscious of being

watched.

"I couldn't help turning my head," he ex-

claimed afterward, "and instantly I jumped to

my feet. It was Whistler, posing characteristi-
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cally and flourishing his mustaches. He sat

down on the stool and, instead of criticizing the

picture, he spoke only in the kindliest manner,

suggesting where the composition might be im-

proved."

The friendship with Whistler thus begun was

destined to be another of those valuable assets

which Alexander seemed fortunate in securing

throughout his whole life, and is indeed but

another proof of his winning personality. Al-

exander was one of the few artists with whom
Whistler never had a falling-out. On the con-

trary, Whistler went out of his way to serve

this young American more than once. He ar-

ranged, later in Paris, for his first public exhibi-

tion of drawings; and he was at all times the

helpful friend and staunch champion, a some-

what unfamiliar role for Whistler.

Later Alexander got an order from an editor

to draw Whistler's portrait. At first Whistler

tried to show him how it should be done. But

Lady Colin Campbell, who was present, scolded

him for interfering, and when the work was fin-

ished he was so well pleased that he put his own

butterfly signature, a true artistic O. K., upon

the drawing.

With Alexander art was an evolution. His
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was not a precocious genius, as is shown by the

fact that at twenty-five he returned to America

with his destiny still to hew out. He did a little

teaching, and returned for a time to Pittsburgh

where he opened up a studio and did casual illus-

trating. He soon returned to New York, how-

ever, where he opened a studio in the German

Bank Building on Fourteenth Street and Fourth

Avenue.

The next ten years was a period of slow, pain-

ful but persistent growth. He went abroad in

various summers, and with increasing skill in

portraiture came wider demands. He numbered

among his sitters the authors, Thomas Hardy,

Alphonse Daudet, Austin Dobson, George Ban-

croft, and Robert Louis Stevenson. He visited

the latter in England in 1886, and Stevenson

refers to him affectionately in a letter as ''the

dear Alexander."

When he was just getting his feet firmly on

the threshold of a modest success, Alexander made
another fortunate alliance. This was his mar-

riage with Miss ElizabethAlexander,ofNewYork,

who though of the same name was not directly

related to his own family. It marked anew benef-

icent influence upon his career, as well as a still

more definite stride in the evolution of the artist.
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It is the period, in the nineties, which we may call

Recognition. On account of his health, Mr. and

Mrs. Alexander went, in 1890, to live in Paris.

They intended to stay only a year or two, but

they stayed eleven. They were years of happi-

ness, of congenial life in an artist's colony, and

of the larger recognition long deferred. For it

was not until 1893, when the artist was thirty-

seven, that he exhibited in the Salon. He sent

three portraits of women— subjects in which he

always excelled — and they brought him with an

exhibit the next year, the honor of a membership

in the Societe des Beaux Arts. He had " arrived."

Recognition in other cities and societies closely

followed the Paris success, until he finally be-

came a member of at least twenty of the greatest

art associations, scattered all over the world,

and exhibitions welcomed his canvases eagerly.

Meanwhile, these first successes in Paris left

the mature artist unspoiled. He strove quietly

and steadfastly for better things. He found in

Mrs. Alexander a helpmate who could aid him

to round out his career along practical lines.

Like many another artist, he was impractical so

far as money matters went. She supplied the

business acumen and managerial ability. Theii

home life was ideal in proving to be the center to
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which many friends, living or visiting in France

naturally came. The friendship with Whistler

was merely typical of the welcome awaiting all.

Mrs. Alexander has told the present writer

some amusing anecdotes of Whistler which de-

serve chronicling with that whimsical man's

other deeds; and at no time, she adds, was

their friendship darkened by misunderstanding.

Whistler made himself so much at home that

he thought nothing of calling upon them at any

hour of the day or night. He was fond of their

American cooking, he averred, and Mrs. Alex-

ander still recalls him groping his way to the

kitchen pantry, by the aid of a rushlight, to see

if he could discover any crullers.

This pleasant life in Paris Alexander finally

terminated in 1901 — not because he was tired

of it, but because he felt that he owed something

to America and American art. This third period

in Alexander's life we may term Fulfillment. The
man who had found himself and his own art felt

that he owed a debt to others.

"My husband came back to America," says

Mrs. Alexander simply, "because he felt that

being an American he must do what he could to

advance American art. He thoroughly believed

in it, but thought that it must be robbed of its
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foreign atmosphere, so to speak, to be worth

while. Our artists must be taught at home. Our

dealers must learn that the foreign hallmark was

not necessary to enhance the value of a canvas.

And finally the public must be brought to realize

the high quality and permanence of American

work. That was one reason why Mr. Alexander

struggled so long to obtain a permanent site for

our National Academy— a work that took valu-

able time and energy from the best years of his

life."

His most cherished project, indeed, was to

have in New York an adequate art exhibition

building in which might be seen continuously

exhibitions of painting, sculpture, mural design

and the work of other craftsmen, not crowded

into insufficient space, but surrounded by light

and air and harmoniously grouped. He desired

for this building a central situation as convenient

for the workman as for the man of leisure, and

inviting to the tourist. He thought that the

city should be ready to provide the ground for

such a building, and he believed that the city

would receive its prompt reward in its increased

usefulness to the public and its greater interest

for strangers.

Meanwhile he also worked steadily at his
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painting. One of the first pieces of work which

brought his talent sharply to the notice of the

American public was a series of six lunettes en-

titled "The Evolution of a Book," in the newly

completed Library of Congress in Washington.

Here his rare qualities of graceful line and quiet

tone are fully apparent.

The Alexanders made their home at 116 East

Sixty-fifth Street, in New York. The artist had

a studio nearby in Sixty-third Street; and in the

summers they went up to Onteora, in the Cats-

kills, where another roomy studio was built.

"It was odd about that summer studio," said

Mrs. Alexander reminiscently; "but it took my
husband a year or two to get used to it at all.

It was too big or the light effects were not nor-

mal, or something. He would go in, wander

around awhile restlessly, and perhaps not work

at all. Later, however, he did some of his best

work there. He rarely went out into the fields

sketching. He always preferred to work quietly

and slowly indoors on a full-size canvas. He al-

ways felt a picture before he expressed it. Nor

did he ever work long at a time— at the most,

three or four hours. He never drove his brush

beyond the point of his first fresh inspiration;

never worked when he was fatigued, or merely
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for the sake of working. Each day must express

the very best that was in him, or his palette was

laid aside. This was from the fact that he took

his work seriously at all times, and also because

he was not physically a strong man.

"I never saw a person who loved color— pure

color— more for its own sake. He would sit

motionless, with a flower in his hand, absorbed

in it, drinking in its blended tones, learning the

secret of its fresh beauty. And in expressing

color on canvas he would work slowly in order to

let the cloth itself become saturated with color.

That is why, I think, some have accused him of

painting thinly, but it is not true, for no one was

more unsparing of his paints. He rubbed them

in as he went, for he felt that they should become

an integral part of the canvas; and in this way
the picture would be more lasting.

"He was a man of many mediums. He has

used both coarse and fine canvas, turning from

one to the other with equal facility. In Paris we

had a man weave some special coarse canvases,

and we did a lot of experimenting with surfaces.

The whole place smelt like a glue-shop."

In testimony of the artist's constant experi-

mentation in mediums, a critic wrote of this

period: "Whatever Mr. Alexander has accom-
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pllshed, it has been by his own unaided effort,

by hard work and unremittent following of a

serious idea from which he has never deviated

one moment. Incidentally, it is the man with

one idea who arrives at a successful result, and I

believe that Mr. Alexander would rather paint

than eat. In all these years he has been a hard

taskmaster for himself, a severe critic, an unre-

lenting overseer, and the ends have fully justified

the means, for he knows his metier from the

ground up."

By the time he was reestablished in New
York, his vogue in portrait painting had brought

him all the work he could handle— especially so

since he would never hasten a picture. He
painted Auguste Rodin (the noted French sculp-

tor never tires in his praise of that work which is

now in the Cincinnati Art Museum), the ^'Por-

trait of Walt Whitman" ("good gray poet," to

be found in the Metropolitan Museum of Art),

a "Portrait of President Loubet of France"

(which hangs in the Elysee Palace in Paris), and

his portraits of Robert Louis Stevenson, Oliver

Wendell Holmes, Alphonse Daudet, Fritz Thau-

low, Parke Godwin, Grover Cleveland, Mrs.

Ledyard Blair, Mrs. Clarence Mackay, Mrs.

Alexander, Miss Dorothy Russell, Mrs. T.
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Hastings, and the elder Joseph Jefferson as ''Bob

Acres/' — to name but a few of the artist's more

widely-known works. It was aptly said of his

portraits of women that Alexander had a very

special sense of feminine grace. Samuel Isham

considered that he had introduced into American

art new elements. Certain it is that Alexander's

career seemed free of detractors. Indeed, his

appreciators found recourse to the gamut of

pleasant adjectives necessary in sounding his

praises, as one will discover in quoting a group

of them: "Master of lines, spontaneous ease and

fluency, sense of proportion, splendid breadth

and largeness of effect"; "Rhythm and flexi-

bility of the human figure"; "Modulated har-

monies"; "Ingenious pattern"; "Subtle scale of

tones"; "Delicacy and refinement"; and so on.

In 1909 he was elected President of the

National Academy of Design, the highest honor

in the gift of American art, and for six years he

labored to advance its interests — his work being

ended only by his death. "His six years' occu-

pancy of this presidency," says Charles H.

CaflSn, "inevitably brought him into conflict

with some; but I believe there are few who will

not readily admit his purity of intention; that

he was actuated not by policies of self-aggran-
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dizement, butby the single desire of public service.

And the zeal for service grew upon him, reaching

its purest intensity during the recent years of

his declining health. Too few people, for exam-

ple, know how he used his physical and mental

strength to promote the School Art League, an

association of which he was president, devoted

to bringing the children of the public schools in

touch with the treasures of our museums." For

this League also he founded a medal, now known
as the Alexander Medal, for the best work in art

done by school children of New York.

"Mr. Alexander liked New York and found

the atmosphere of the city stimulating," said

Mrs. Alexander. "He never regretted his return

to America. He always had an abiding faith in

the future of art here, which he himself saw in a

fair way to realization. Personally he had no

cult or creed in art. He always worked on the

broadest lines."

The present writer can bear evidence to this.

While Alexander is known to the world generally

for his figure work, there are in his home lovely

landscapes and sea pictures of such delicate color

and abiding charm, that one can only regret his

infrequent ventures into these fields. He was

especially fond of painting young girls, often with
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a vase of flowers in their hands, and invariably

the combination of youthful beauty and nature

would evolve something strikingly artistic. Prob-

ably no single canvas is more widely known than

his "Isabella and the Pot of Basil," now in the

Boston Museum of Fine Arts. Another char-

acteristic of his pictures is their retirement into

the frames— a deep-set effect which may be

seen in work by Whistler, from whom Alexander

may have got the idea in their earlier work

abroad. ^

Personally Mr. Alexander was a man of quiet

magnetism and charm. Modest in demeanor he

at once inspired confidence in his ability much
as a famous surgeon would do. He was, in fact,

of the professional type, with short pointed

beard, cropped and upturned mustache, and a

clear incisive way of looking at the person ad-

dressed. His features were regular, mouth firm

and determined, forehead high and intellectual.

The artist was naturally left-handed, and while

* A very valuable survey of Alexander's work has been prepared by

his lifelong friend, Mr. J. W. Beatty, of the Carnegie Institute, Pitts-

burgh, who in 1916 issued a memorial volume containing a catalogue

of his paintings, many of which were on exhibition in that city. This

contains a personal tribute, followed by a list of pictures in private col-

lections and of work done in certain years, and a bibliography of magazine

articles concerning the artist.
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he could write with either hand, he was not

ambidextrous with his brush.

Near the close of his life came his biggest com-

mission, and one of the largest ever given a

painter, in a monetary sense. The Carnegie

Institute of Pittsburgh appropriated $175,000

to the decoration of its main hall, and fittingly

secured for the work the artist who had spent his

boyhood there, nearly half a century before.

This work, ''The Crowning of Labor," was not

entirely completed, but enough of it was done to

show the magnificence of the conception. ''The

actual work involved," says Mrs. Alexander,

"was something tremendous. There were huge

areas to be covered with paint and Mr. Alexander

found that he must do it all himself, even to the

flat tones. His technique was his own so much,

that even in this no one could imitate his brush

marks. One could see at a glance where he left

off and his assistant began. Perhaps it was be-

cause he worked entirely with his left hand."

However, he was prevented from completing

this great work by his death, May 31, 1915. As

the closing theme of his life, it finds an interest-

ing parallel in the last work of Abbey, his friend

of the Harper days. Like him a Pennsylvanian,

Abbey returned to his native state to celebrate
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an American theme, and his great series of mural

decorations in the Capitol at Harrisburg was cut

short by death. But enough has been set forth

in both of these great farewell messages to show

the world the dominant note of each,— the dig-

nity of labor, the faith in America's future—
the ideal that America holds up to all the world.
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J. ALDEN WEIR
THE PAINTER OF THE PERSONAL EQUATION

IF
there is any virtue in the union of

heredity and environment in a given

individual, the career of one of our

latter-day painters furnishes a case in

point. JuHan Alden Weir was blessed in both

particulars; he was descended of artistic stock,

and was born and reared in one of the most beau-

tiful scenic spots of this or any other land—
West Point.

His father, Robert Walter Weir, taught in

the United States Military Academy for upwards

of half a century, until his rugged old figure was

almost as familiar a sight upon the campus as

old Fort Putnam on the heights; and in every

army post since the days of the Civil War his

has been a familiar name. His subject was draw-

ing, a most essential thing for our future generals.

Robert Weir was also a painter widely known for
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his historical canvases. He had studied under

Benvenuti of Florence, and had been elected to

the National Academy in 1829, about the time

he was made Professor of Drawing, at West

Point. He was among the first of American

painters to devote himself to historical subjects,

in which branch of art he is best known. Among
his paintings are the "Embarkment of the Pil-

grims" (1845), in the rotunda of the Capitol at

Washington; the "Landing of Hendrik Hudson"

(1847, Corcoran Gallery, Washington); and

"Columbus Before the Council of Salamanca"

(1884). His finest production is probably the

large allegorical work, "Peace and War," exe-

cuted for the chapel at West Point.

In another way also Robert Weir caused his

name to be perpetuated. He raised a large

family, even for those days of large families.

It is an open question if we hurried folk of tcJrday

fully appreciate the debt we owe to those hei*oic

fathers and mothers of the past who believed;

with the Psalmist concerning children: "Blessed

is he who has his quiver full of them!" To those

early families where a dozen children was the

rule and not the exception we are indebted for

our Adamses— John, John Quincy, Charles

Francis,— a long and worthy line we could ill
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have spared ; the Beechers— Henry Ward,

Thomas, and Harriet Beecher Stowe— the

Abbots, and many others who have left vigorous

impress on our hfe.

And we should not have had the painter,

Julian Alden Weir, nor his brother, John Fer-

guson, painter, sculptor and professor, but for

their parents' belief in a '' quiver full." Julian

Alden Weir, with whom the present sketch is

concerned, was the youngest boy of a family of

sixteen children, his father having been twice

married. Here amid the beautiful hills of West

Point, the future famous artist and President of

the National Academy was born, August 30,

1852. Here he spent his boyhood, and a very

happy boyhood it was, although of necessity he

had to shift for himself. It was a case of sixteen

to one.

"I just grew like Topsy," he said recently to

the present writer: "You couldn't expect much
individual attention in a family of that size. But

those were happy times in and around the old

buildings at West Point. There were enough of

us for a continuous house party without having

to go outside our own family circle. But there

were other boys and girls too— children of other

instructors— and we had our own little colony.
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We went to a day school conducted by the gov-

ernment for all the children up there, and the

Weir household alone almost filled a room.

"Beyond this ordinary schooling I can't say

that I had many advantages as a boy. The sal-

ary of military professors was not large, and in

my father's case it had to spread out pretty thin,

but I don't recollect that any of us ever wanted

for anything. But when it came to clothes, I

imagine a garment of extra durability must have

had a varied history. While as for shoes, we
should have given a cobbler steady employment.

"Father didn't pay me much attention in the

way of art during the first years, so I suppose I

must have inherited my instinct for drawing. I

cannot remember the time when I did not take

to it naturally, though of course it was pretty

crude. My first picture was completed at the

age of twelve. It was a copy of a Dutch scene,

and when my father saw it he decided that I

must take up painting seriously, and began to

coach me."

The days of young Weir's boyhood were spent

during the excitement of the Civil War. Here

at the Academy the air was full of excitement.

Two classes of cadets were hurried to the colors

at once. Weir's father had taught Grant, and
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the boy himself knew the gallant Custer, who

was to fall later in the Indian campaign. One of

Alden's brothers, William by name, also lost

his life in an encounter with the Utes. An-

other "military man" whom Alden knew was

Whistler, whose brief but disastrous career at

West Point is a matter of history. Whistler

himself, says Weir, always posed as an army

man as much as possible, and was as jealous of

its traditions as any martinet of the ranks.

Whistler objected strenuously, at the time foot-

ball was introduced, to letting the army team

play with any outside college; their bodies were

too sacred for barbarian hands!

Alden Weir left his West Point home in 1870,

at the age of eighteen, and went down to New
York to study at the old Academy of Art. Here

he spent two years, living very simply and try-

ing to be self-supporting. He succeeded in sell-

ing a few sketches to the dealers, but confesses

that it must have been the name of Weir back

of them. The fact that he bore a distinguished

name, however, made him the more determined

to give that name significance on his own ac-

count.

"I do not give a fig for the fellow who is born

with a silver spoon in his mouth," he says. "To
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my mind it is a positive deterrent to effort. A
man must win his own way and learn to express

himself, in order to have a message worth while."

At the age of twenty he went abroad, spending

four years in Paris under Gerome, at the Ecole

des Beaux-Arts. He gives a pleasant personal

glimpse of this period, and his first great friend-

ship, with Jules Bastien-Lepage, the celebrated

French artist, who probably has influenced him

more than any one else.

^'In the autumn of 1873 a number of painters,

Dagnan, Bouveret, Wencker, Courtois and oth-

ers used to dine together every night at Mile.

Anna's restaurant, in the Rue St. Benoit, and

it was there that I first met Bastien-Lepage.

Some time after, he asked me to make a copy of

his famous 'First Communion' for him, which

I did. He made a final revision of my copy, and

from that time I can date a friendship with

Bastien that was broken only by his death."

Weir gives other picturesque glimpses of his

artist life in Paris, as for example, where his own
loyalty and that of other friends for Lepage

nearly precipitated a free-for-all fight. Bastien

had entered a prize competition and had lost.

"That night," says Weir, "in the restaurant

in the Rue St. Benoit, as we ate our dinner in
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melancholy of spirit, he who had been awarded

the first prize sat with his followers in an op-

posite corner of the room. During the day his

friends had placed upon his picture a gilded

wreath. One of our number had noticed this,

and now, excusing himself for a few minutes,

went out, and returned shortly with a wreath of

green laurel, which he placed on Bastien's pic-

ture with the remark, 'The real laurel belongs

here.' This little speech was followed by con-

siderable disturbance but it amounted to nothing

serious, and we soon went over as usual to the

little cafe for coffee.

"Before our party broke up that evening,

Bastien had made us promise that we would visit

him at Damvillers, where his parents lived. In

September we all went down there. We traveled

in third-class carriages, as students do in France,

and about midnight reached Chalons-sur-Marne.

The morning found us at Verdun, where a dash

of water and a good breakfast made us all ready

for the diligence ride of ten miles to Damvillers.

Four of us on the top of the diligence had the

pleasure of listening to thrilling episodes told

by the driver about Bastien's father. We en-

tered Damvillers in true coaching style, with

cracking whip, and an extra speed to the horses,
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and were landed with a sharp turn in the square

of the village." ^

At the close of this school period, Weir ex-

hibited his first picture, at the Salon of 1873,

when he had just attained his majority. It was

a simple portrait of a young, blue-eyed girl, done

apparently in an unstudied way, and it attracted

favorable notice to the artist. The writer has

since seen this small canvas in the painter's

home, a cherished memento of those early days.

Weir delights to tell of the impression it made
on Duveneck, whose spontaneous enthusiasm

and encouragement of others is well-known.

"I saw a picture to-day that struck my
fancy," said Duveneck one night at dinner, and

described this portrait. ''I'd like to congratulate

the artist if I ever meet him."

"Why there's the chap right over yonder,"

said another, indicating Weir.

Duveneck jumped up from his seat, ran around

the table and embraced him.

After a sketching tour in Spain, France and

Holland, Weir came back to America with his

sketch-book full of ideas and his head no less

so—as future years showed. Thenceforth, like

Chase and Alexander, he was to devote the best

^ From an article on Lepage in " Modern French Masters."
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years of his life to fostering the cause of American

art. He spent twenty-five years at the Art

Students' League and fifteen years at the Cooper

Institute,— a record of service for any one ex-

cept a Weir. In these first years he also did con-

siderable illustrating for periodicals.

He was a leading figure in the revolt against

the Academy, soon after his return, and was one

of the founders of the Society of American

Artists (1877), and at one time its president.

The career of the Society was picturesque, and

Weir, as the later president of the Academy
which it fought, looks back with mingled feelings

at its activities. But he still insists that the

revolt was productive of great good for the cause

of American art.

"If any institution gets top-heavy," he says,

"it's time for a change; and if that change

doesn't come from within it certainly will come

from without."

Later still he became with Hassam a member
of the select group of "Ten American Artists,"

organized in 1898, which has held its annual

salons ever since.

But this is looking ahead a bit. The young

artist's duties as a teacher in the art classes or

organizer of revolt did not prevent his laboring
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steadily at his brushes and paints. His first

substantial recognition came in 1886, when his

picture "Idle Hours" won a prize of $2,000 from

the American Art Association. Three years later

his "Breton Interior" won a medal at the Paris

Exposition. His first work was somewhat

somber in tone, due perhaps to the influence of

Lepage, but in later years this became lighter

and more graceful, as well as more impression-

istic. But always his work has been individual.

There has been a genuine quality in it like the

man himself— for J. Alden Weir is nothing if

not genuine— and his pictures invariably rep-

resent his own independent tastes. That is why
we have ventured to call him "The Painter of

the Personal Equation." He might be termed a

plodder but for the fact that each year has shown

steady growth in his art. He works only when

in the mood, and does not specialize, although he

recognizes that this is a day of specialists. When
in the country he turns naturally to landscapes,

which he handles in a broadly impressionistic

way; but his later work reveals more detail and

brightness than the earlier canvases.

"One of my best landscapes," he says, "was

of a clump of old trees standing down in the

corner of my place in Connecticut. Now I had
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seen those old trees year after year until they

had become a part of me, so to speak. One day

the impulse seized me to paint them, and the

picture instantly 'caught on.' This proves to my
mind that you must make a subject a part of

yourself before you can properly express it to

others."

He turns readily from the landscapes to por-

traits, and has won success no less marked in this

medium. It was a portrait which first won him

attention in Paris; and another portrait— that

of his father— which made him a member of

the National Academy in New York in 1886.

The latter picture, done when the son was thirty,

is a striking bit of work, showing the robust,

rugged qualities the elder Weir must have had.

Two other portraits recently won prizes of $1,000

each,— one obtaining the Palmer Medal, in

Chicago, and the other the Corcoran Medal in

Washington. The portrait of his father now
hangs in the artist's home on Park Avenue, New
York, which is a veritable treasure house and

curio shop. Here among pewters, brasses, and

furniture of quaint carving, one may see a bas-

relief of Lepage done by St. Gaudens; a portrait

of Weir by Sargent; a sketch by Sargent from

his recently completed work for the Boston Pub-
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lie Library; a splendid leaping fish by Homer,
who, by the way, included Weir in his extremely

narrow circle of friends; and many another item

of personal association before which one is

tempted to linger long.

These things but reveal the spirit of the man,

as well as the sane catholicity of his tastes. His

has been a life of friendships because, as before

said, the man himself is genuine. He is of ruddy

and hearty appearance, bespeaking the simple

life of the open. He is fond of fishing. He says

that it reminds him of painting— it is a task

requiring patience. He is diffident in public

gatherings, although "sl good mixer when once

thawed out" — as one of his friends puts it.

He has a splendidly-shaped head, well set on

sturdy shoulders, and a deep rich roll to his voice

that is almost a brogue.

Mr. Weir was married in 1882, a few years

after his return to New York. He has made his

home in this city during the winter season, his

summers being spent among the foothills of the

Berkshires. He built a home in Ridgefield,

Connecticut, to which he has returned for each

successive summer for thirty-five years, save for

an occasional trip abroad. It will thus be seen

that Weir is a man of methodical habits and
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simple tastes. He lives his own life without

affectation, but it is sane and satisfying.

Of late years he has not produced so much

original work as formerly. ''I am prone to loaf,"

he says apologetically; but his ''loafing" con-

sists of a constant effort to foster art in America.

Remembering his own youth he ever encourages

the younger artists, as many an one will affec-

tionately testify. Not long ago (in 1916) the

Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts gave him a

medal of honor in recognition of his eminent

services for American art. Such an honor is

worth many prizes for single canvases.

After the death of Alexander, in 1915, his

mantle as President of the National Academy
naturally fell upon the shoulders of Weir, who
for some months, in fact, had been aiding him

with his duties. Together they had been labor-

ing to procure a permanent site for the Academy
— a goal which Weir now sees in prospect of

realization. There will be ample space in the

new building, he says, for all of its ten depart-

ments, and the city will have an art center com-

mensurate with its commercial life.

Mr. Weir is also a member of the National

Institute of Arts and Letters, which is America's

nearest parallel to the French Academy of ''Im-
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mortals." He is identified with other societies

as well, but bears his honors modestly. He has

always preferred to remain independent of out-

side influence. He is not a college man, although

Princeton University conferred upon him an

honorary degree of Master of Arts, in 1916; and

he believes frankly that an academic life is not

good for art. His brother, John Ferguson Weir,

has been director of the Art School at Yale Uni-

versity since 1869; he has been a member of the

National Academy since 1866, and is the author

of several books, among them an excellent study

of John Trumbull. While a sculptor and painter

of prominence, he has not been spurred on to his

greatest endeavor in these particular lines, be-

cause his time has been taken up with academic

duties.

Those who know J. Alden Weir realize that

he made a genuine sacrifice of his own inclina-

tions in accepting duties so exacting as the

leadership of the National Academy. He would

much prefer to be untrammeled, but he is throw-

ing no less energy into the task. He has a tre-

mendous faith in the future of our art. "Ameri-

can artists are even now doing the best work of

all," he says, "and they have been doing it for

some time. The fetich of a foreign trade-mark
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is being rapidly removed. One result of the

great war abroad will be to crystallize American

art upon itself. Even before the war broke out

foreign art was becoming degenerate. Witness

the curious atrocities sent over here for exhibit

by certain cults. Such things show decadence,

degeneracy.

"To me all art is an expression, not of a

medium but of a mood. If one is minded to paint

portraits, then let it be portraits. If a figure

study, then it is not a question of color but of

thought. If landscapes, then one picture may
appear hazy and another distinct— because the

scene itself thus exists in the painter's eye. In

other words, your artist should not seek either

realism or impressionism for its own sake. He
should seek to express himself; for all true art

is life."
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CHILDE HASSAM
THE PAINTER OF IMPRESSIONISM

AM AN American!" thus exclaims

General Grant in his "Memoirs"—and

the same keynote is struck by Childe

Hassam, one of the most typically

native of all our artists past or present.

"I would rather have that said of me," says

Mr. Hassam, referring to the Grant quotation,

"than anything else. And I believe I have more

right to say it than most people."

Childe Hassam's family stock on both sides is

indeed American right straight back almost to

the Mayflower days. A direct ancestor, John

Horsham, came over to Dorchester, Massachu-

setts, in 1631; and about the same time, his

mother's branch, the Hathornes, landed at the

same place. From this branch came the literary

family, the Hawthornes, including Nathaniel,

one of our three greatest names in American
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letters. The Hassams were also allied to the

Hunts, noted in the fields of painting and archi-

tecture. Childe Hassam's grandmother, Mary
Hunt, of Claremont, New Hampshire, was noted

as an artist. His great-grandfather, a Hassam,

was an architect who might be termed an artist

in his profession. This gentleman had another

unique distinction. He fought in the Battle of

Bunker Hill, in the Revolution, and had a son

who fought in the Civil War, over eighty years

later ! This apparently impossible fact was made

possible by the very late marriage of the Revolu-

tionary veteran, who had three sons after he was

eighty years old, and died '*young" at one

hundred and four. Truly men lived full lives

in those days

!

Childe Hassam may thus be seen to have come

honestly by his artistic talent, no less than by his

Americanism— a happy combination in his case,

as is evidenced by his whole career. His father,

Frederick Hassam, while not an artist, was a man
of good taste. He was a prosperous merchant of

Boston, whose special hobby was collecting

antiques. This trait is somewhat remarkable at

a time when many of the old families were dis-

carding their handsome ancient furniture as fast

as possible, in order to get modern atrocities.
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But Mr. Hassam was an antiquarian — one of

the first of the clan— and could see the beauties

of these fine old examples of Colonial wares.

Among other things he owned a coach, in which

Lafayette had ridden in state into Boston; and

one of Childe Hassam's earliest recollections is

playing in this coach and using its side-door

pockets to hide his water-color outfits.

It was in such an atmosphere as this that he

first saw the light of day, October 17, 1859. He
grew up in a home, with his brothers and sisters,

happy, care-free, and with every incentive to

follow his natural bent, which was from the first

— art. He was educated in the Boston Public

School, which even then had a high standard

and taught many things not in the ordinary

school curriculum.

"The first school I attended," he said to the

present writer in the course of a delightful series

of reminiscences, "was the Cotton Mather

school, built on the site of the first such structure

in New England, and by old Cotton himself.

They taught us to draw, from the first, and I re-

member that even as a little shaver I showed

enough proficiency to be selected by the teachers

to decorate the blackboards for the rooms. They

eased up on a lot of my other work, I suspect,
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to give me time to do this drawing. Also I re-

member yet, with great precocity, how good

looking those young lady teachers were!"

Evidently the future artist had early de-

veloped an eye for feminine beauty, of which

he has since given us so many striking examples.

In boyhood, Childe Hassam came under the

influence of William Hunt, and studied the first

examples of Millet and Corot which that cele-

brated artist brought to this country. Hassam
remembers seeing Hunt personally only once,

but the examples of the new school of French art

brought here at a time when its exponents were

not even recognized in their own land, made a

deep impression on the boy and may have aided

not a little to shape his own method.

After leaving the public school, he studied for

a time at the Boston Art School; and it was but

a natural step beyond this to open up a little

studio on Tremont Street, when he was about

eighteen.

"There was a little colony of us, who stuck

together, about that time, most of them being

much older than I. One was John B. Johnston,

a man of striking talent who filled a premature

grave. Another was George Fuller, the well-

known painter, who planned and carried through
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a special exhibit of our work in New York. Out

of the goodness of his heart he included me,

although two or three of the older men strenu-

ously objected on the ground that my stuff was

too immature— which it was. But Fuller car-

ried his point, and a water-color from my bud-

ding brush was shown with the rest. Some
callow critic in New York saw it and liked it, and

burst out into print with the remark that it was

the best picture in the lot. I am convinced now
that it was the worst, and being the worst just

about struck his level; but some of the older

men who hadn't wanted me in from the start

were properly disgusted." The artist laughs

heartily over this recollection of his first exhibit.

Shortly after this the young artist went to

Paris to continue his study in the classes of

Boulanger and Lefebvre. "Yes, I studied

there," he says, "but I am in no sense a pupil of

either of these men, as so often stated. I did

life work there, just as I had already done in

Boston, and followed my own method in pre-

cisely the same degree. In all such schools the

beginner follows about the same course. You
draw objects, then progress to drawing from the

nude.— I had already done considerable work

from the nude, and cannot recall that I gained
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many new ideas in Paris. It was simply a

broader experience. Too many art students

merely make maps of the human figure— you

know what I mean— they are simply maps,

without feeling or atmosphere. If you never get

beyond that stage you are hopeless."

That Hassam was early beyond this map-

making stage is seen in an exhibit at the Paris

salon in 1889, where he won a medal— the first

of a long series of prizes and awards. At Munich,

three years later, and also at Philadelphia, his

pictures took prizes: likewise at the Exposition

in Chicago, in 1893.

Before this time, he had returned to America

to live. ''I had never any desire to stay per-

manently on the other side," he remarks. *'To

me America represented and still represents op-

portunity. So I came to New York and here I

have remained ever since. Just why I came to

New York, rather than Boston, I don't know
now, as Boston was my home and all my friends

were there. I also married a Boston girl. But

we have never regretted our choice of home. To

me New York is the most wonderful— the most

beautiful city in the world. I have always

thought so, I think so still, although many people

do not agree with me. Its streets show life in
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all its varied completeness. Its massed effects

against the sky are incomparable. No street—
no section— of Paris or any other foreign city

that I have ever visited can compare with

New York!"

The artist first studied his New York inti-

mately in illustrating an article which appeared

in Century Magazine about 1890, on the "Streets

of New York/' one of the first such treatments

of the subject. Some years ago, A. E. Gallatin ^

wrote concerning Hassam: "The artist's per-

sonality is always apparent in his pictures to a

marked degree, and a Hassam may be as easily

and unmistakably recognized as a Whistler or

a Degas. National in character as all art should

be, and in accordance with practically all thfe

great masters, whether or not they be *old,'

Hassam only went to France to learn the

technique of his art. Above all he is typically

American, and a painter who never finds it

necessary to leave New York in winter, or cer-

tain spots of New England in summer, to make
a grand tour in search of the picturesque.

Hassam's street scenes in New York constitute

one favorite phase of his work, while another

set of his pictures is that in which he delights to

' "Childe Hassam, a Note." By A. E. Gallatin.
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picture clumps of green trees and fields, often

bordering on a stream or lake, or perched high

upon a rocky coast which drops precipitously

into a peaceful blue sea made vivid by a noon-

day sun. And very frequently in these pastoral

scenes we perceive a dryad or some other fair

bather sunning her rosy body, wonderful with

play of light, as she pauses a moment before

plunging into the limpid turquoise water."

These two characteristics of the artist's work

have remained unchanged— his devotion to the

city in the winter time and his equal facility for

painting sylvan scenes, more often than not with

a background of water, in the summer time. And
always they are flooded with radiant sunlight.

He comes of sea-going stock and has always

loved the sea. Year after year he goes up to

the Isle of Shoals or some neighboring resort on

the coast, but he has no stated summer home.

He prefers to be foot-loose. Says Israel L. White,

in the International Studio, of this phase of Has-

sam's life as reflected in his art: "We were

swimming together one day in the Siren's Cove

at Appledore, he like a waterfowl and I with

chattering teeth. As I sat in the warm sunshine

upon the rocks afterward he said to me: *Watch

my feet.' I looked and he let them sink slowly
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toward the bottom. The flesh tones changed as

they sank down into that clear cold water. Ever

since I have looked askance at Sorolla's 'Bathing

Boys.' All such minute facts and such intimate

knowledge are at the bottom of Hassam's art.

He is a painter of reflected lights and shadows

that take up the color of the objects mirroring

them."

Nothing Indeed seems too difficult for him.

He will attempt such complicated compositions

as placing a human figure in a window where

the sun's rays are falling hot and blinding, sur-

round it with flowers, garments, or draperies,

and then reproduce the light without, the light

within, and all the myriad-colored reflected

lights of the accessories, in a completed picture

full of the most charming effects. Or he will

take a nude figure and let the light reach us

through her body, changing the pink flesh tints

to an indescribable blue and cream like mother-

of-pearl. One such canvas, "Contre-Jour"

(which may be freely translated "Against the

Light") was in process of completion one day

when the present writer visited his studio. It

was a vision of loveliness which in its light effects

bewildered the eye. When studied closer the

effect was seen to be produced by a series of
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parallel ridges of pure color. Hassam, indeed,

has been one of the very few American artists

who have used this method of "division of color,"

with the result that his technique is now as in-

dividual and unmistakable as that of Whistler

or Millet. By this he gives a wonderful carrying

quality to the composition. He trusts the eye of

the spectator to blend the shades into a harmo-

nious whole. The principle, in fact, involves

the process of "optical blending" in place of a

more intimate blending of colors on the artist's

palette. By this it may be seen that Hassam is

an impressionist— one of the foremost and

earliest, indeed, in this country.

"Why should one not be an impressionist?"

he challenges. "Is not all Nature revealed to us

in this manner? We must reproduce only what

we see, and as we see it."

A very fine example of his technique on a large

scale, "June," hangs in the artist's studio. It is

a hillside scene in the full flower of early summer,

and in the foreground three nymphs are seen.

This picture has won several prizes, and is a

typical example both of his method of working

and also of his fondness for introducing the nude

in his out-of-door scenes.

Another medium in which he excels is that
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of engraving— a trait which reminds one of

Whistler, who, by the way, Hassam ranks as

the greatest master in this Hne, outranking even

Rembrandt. Hassam himself is a remarkable

exponent of this diflBcult art. He has sold many
examples to the magazines and through the

dealers. However, he turns to etching only for

relaxation. "One cannot paint all the time," he

says. "The eye as well as the muscles tires.

But after a turn at etching, it is wonderful how
refreshed one becomes, and how many new

colors can be perceived after looking for a time

only at black and white."

For that matter, there are few mediums in

which he does not excel. A recent writer in

The Craftsman alludes to him as "The Ambi-

dextrous Childe Hassam," because he does so

many things at once. He turns with equal

readiness from oils to water colors, pastels, and

etchings. Recently in Buffalo was exhibited the

first collection of his work which gave a complete

survey of his work in all four mediums. There

were no less than one hundred etchings in the

same room with canvases glowing with sunlight

and color.

The artist is ideally located for his work in a

Studio apartment on West Fifty-Seventh Street.
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The studio itself is as high as two floors, with an

upper gallery leading from the second floor.

High windows flood the room with light. The
apartment building was the result of a coop-

erative effort on the part of several artists, in-

cluding Hassam, who purchased the land and

planned the beautiful building for this special

purpose. Another of the group of artists here is

Irving R. Wiles, the portrait painter.

It will thus be seen that Childe Hassam has

accumulated somewhat of this world's goods. It

has all come to him through his art, and best of

all has not at any stage represented a sacrifice

of his ideals. For example, he does not believe

in doing portrait work— an attitude which may
or may not be correct. He quotes Sargent as

saying that it has been the ruination of his

(Sargent's) art. Howbeit, not believing in this

commercial aspect, he has at all times found

art self-sustaining. Even as a boy he sold water

colors in Boston. He also did considerable illus-

trating for the magazines. Once when his friend

Fuller sold a picture for $1,500 Hassam thought

the sum fabulous; but he has lived to see his own

work bring sums far in excess of that figure.

"Progress in art as in life is by very gradual

steps," he says. "It is well for us that we can-
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not look ahead and realize at the outset the final

goal. We would not be strong enough spiritu-

ally to stand this vision, good or bad. It would

make us untrue to our ideals and cause us to

fall short of our best."

The man himself in the height of his mature

powers is as active, eager and inquiring as the

boy must have been, back in the Boston days.

He must always be doing something. His

penchant for the outdoors has already been

mentioned. He is fond of walking and other

bodily exercises. He is of medium height, well

built, and without an ounce of superfluous flesh.

His hair is closely cropped upon a well-shaped

head which sets firmly on his shoulders. His

manner is unaffected and hearty, and entirely

devoid of pose. In some ways he reminds one

of his good friend, J. Alden Weir, with whom he

has worked in close touch for many years. Both

were founders of the Society of Ten Artists,

which each year holds its own salon. They were

also together in the Society of American Artists,

during the nineties. Mr. Hassam was elected a

member of the National Academy only as re-

cently as 1906. He is also a member of the

Societe Nationale des Beaux Arts, Paris, the

Secession, Munich, the American Water Color
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Society, and the National Institute of Arts and

Letters. He was represented at the San Fran-

cisco Exposition by some excellent mural work.

His canvases may be found in many galleries,

and their distinctive quality will at once enable

the trained observer to say, "That is a Hassam,"

unerringly, without attempting to decipher the

signature; for his *' signature" is struck definitely

into the canvas with every successive blow of the

brush.
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